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ABSTRACT
In
Alfredo

Latin A..1!1erica,
Stroessner

the

are

regimes of Fidel Castro and
indiscriminately

representative

cases

differences

totalitarian

of

reflecting
and

the

posited

similarities

authoritarian

as
and

regimes.

This work tests the more general typology by studying the
contrasting

insti tutions,

processes,

Castro and stroessner autocracies.

and

styles

of

the

It seeks to determine

the ut,ili ty in further use of larger constructs and whether
merit exists for scholars and policymakers to habitually
label Cuba totalitarian and Para:guay authoritarian.
'Totalitarianism

emerged

as

an

analytic

concept

as

social scientists attempted to understand the distinctive
characteristic of the Hitler and Stalin regimes from other
forms

of dictatorship.

While authoritarian regimes are

generally based on history and tradition,
existing

arrangements

regarding

family,

and

traditional

regimes

aim

to

social

revolutionize

culture, and personality.

wealth,

leaving intact
status,

behavior,
and

church,

totalitarian

politicize

society,

They claim jurisdiction over the

whole life of the citizenry and obliterate the boundaries
between public and private.
Despite

the

authoritarianism,

corpus
and

applicable

Latin

America,

to

totalitarianism,

few

studies

- -

--_.

------

exist

------------_._.-
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melding

all

three

Paraguay

has

long

topics
remained

in

a

comparative

outside

the

serious study by political scientists.

context.

mainstream

of

Yet stroessner's

34-year dictatorship was one of the world's most durable.
This research contributes to a better understanding of a
nation

~

and

regime

stroessner's

downfall

Hemisphere's

oldest

re.vealing

certain

both regimes.

begging
leaves

scholarly

Castro's

non-democracy

organizational

and

attention.

Cuba

the

provokes

resemblances

Western
analysis

common

to

Divergences relate more fully to sui generis

social forces, forms of government, and geopolitics.
The work systematically analyzes the differences and
similarities between Cuba and Paraguay, linking them to the
larger

typologies

variables

by

comprising

focusing
the

on

four

totalitarian

distinguishing

syndrome:

1.)

the

supreme leader; 2) the nature and ideology of the single,
official party; 3) the forms and uses of political force in
the state control apparatus; and 4) the scope and degree of
societal mobilization and mass legitimacy engendered by the
regime.

The

work

concludes by

considering

the

policy

relevance and utility in further use of these heuristic
paradigms.

------

------------------------
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CHAPTER ONE
TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES:
A COMPARISON OF FIDEL CASTRO'S CUBA AND
ALFREDO STROESSNER'S PARAGUAY
INTRODUCTION
Despite

advances

characterized

by

a

host

governance,

the

and

of

variety

world

remains

tyrannical

and

The exercise of power by force and

oppressive regimes.
without

in

sig-nificant

restriction

is

a

perennial

problem.

Ancient political philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle
describe and even advocate forms and methods of government
where the individual is denied liberty, totally regimented
and incapable of revolt. 1
Today the concepts "authoritarian" and "totalitarian"
are routinely and indiscriminately employed by commentators
interested
regimes

in

such

all-inclusive
as

autocracies,

satraps or tyrannies.
some

similarities,

scholars

to

reflect

generic

labels

despotisms,

to

various

dictatorships,

While all these regilne types share

historical

circumstances

on possible

substan~cive

have

forced

differences

among dictatorships.

lSee Plato's Republic (passim) in G. C. Field, The
Philosophy of Plato 2nd ed. (London: Oxford University
Press, 1969); and Aristotle's Politics Book V, in George C.
Christie, Jurisprudence (st. Paul: West Publishing, 1973),
pp. 41-43 •

.

.

_. . .- ._-

..
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Totalitarianism emerged as an analytic concept during
the Second World War as a generation of social scientists
attempted to understand the distinctive characteristics of
Scholars such as Hannah

the Hitler and Stalin regimes.

Arendt, Carl J. Friedrich, Franz Neumann, and later Michael
Curtis,

Juan Linz,

Amos Perlmutter and Leonard Schapiro

offered explanations of Hitlerism and Stalinism to distinguish

them

from

recognized
isolating

the

other

forms

special

autonomous

of

function

dictatorship. 2
of political

individuals

or

Arendt

terror

groups.

in

Friedrich

emphasiz,ed the near-complete monopoly over mass communication

common

Nuemann

to

both

considered

institutional

the

the

mechanisms

Fascist

secret
of

and

Communist

types.

police and mass-party

total

power.

Curtis

as
and

Shapiro viewed the role of the supreme dictator as the most
significant

defining

characteristic

of

totalitarianism,

while parallel and auxiliary structures distinguished these
regimes

for

Perlmutter.

Linz

believes

the

degree

of

2Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism new
ed.,
(New York: Harcourt and Brace, 1966); Carl J.
Friedrich, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracv (New
York: Praeger, 1956); Franz Nuemann: Behemoth (London:
Gollancz, 1942); Michael curtis, Totalitarianism (New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1980);
Juan Linz,
"Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes;"
in Fred
Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds, Handbook of Political
Science Vol. 3 (Reading; M..~; Addison Wesley, 1975), pp.
175-411; Amos Perlmutter, Modern Authoritarianism (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1984): Leonard Shapiro,
Totalitarianism (New York: Praeger, 1972).

------------_.

__ __._
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societal

mobilization,

penetration,

ideology

and

institutionalization distinguish totalitarian from authoriThese various systems of classification

tar ian regimes.

are designed to help scholars think clearly about important,

differences

between

totalitarianism

and

authoritarianism.
Jeane J. Kirkpatrick elevated the concept. to a new and
vociferous level of debate with a 1979 Commentary article
entitled "Dictatorships and Double Standards. If

Kirkpat-

rick's thesis is a defense of American support for rightwing authoritarian dictatorships, which she argues are far
less repressive than leftist totalitarian regimes.

Kirk-

patrick asserts authoritarian regimes are based on history
and tradition.

They leave intact existing arrangements

regarding wealth,
social behavior.

status,

church,

family and traditional

Totalitarian regimes, by contrast, aim to

revolutionize and politicize all of societ.y,
even personality.
of society,

culture and

They claim jurisdiction over the whole

destroying the boundaries between public and

private. 3
Kirkpatrick's polemical article sparked renewed heat
to the long-simmering debate over key difte::::ences between
authoritarian

and

totalitarian

systems.

The

litany

of

3Jeane J.
Kirkpatrick,
Dictatorships and Double
Standards (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1982), pp. 23-53.

--.-

.....- - - - - - - - - -
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distinctions are designed to help scholars think clearly
about important differences between non-democracies.

The

elements common to most taxonomies include the role of the
supreme leader,

the nature and ideology of the official

political party, political terror and societal mobilization
and penetration.
The intensely personal element of leadership common to
both

authoritarian

and

autocracy

totalitarian

differs.

These distinctions are of degree but also of kind.
dichotomies center on three foci.

Key

The first is charisma.

Unlike their more bland and generally unpopular authoritarian brethren,
matic

totalitarian dictators develop and charis-

"mystique"

and

interdependence wi th

pseudo-democratic
their

followers.

further distinguish these despots.
view

themselves

as

individuals

relationship
Role

of

conceptions

While authoritarians

content

to

control

and

maintain the status-quo, totalitarians develop a teleological self-conception.

They are less persons than indispen-

sible functions to guide and reshape society.

Finally, the

"ends" of power distinguish leaders typical of these regime
types.

The utilization of political power for essentially

private

ends,

such

as

personal

aggrandizement,

evident under authoritarians than totalitarians,

is

more

who pos-

sess the legitimizing and binding appeal of an ideology.

-_.. __ .

_._-----------
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While personalist rule is common to both forms,
single
regimes

official

party

generally

ideological

(if

lacks

vanguard

the

status

existing)

in

militancy,
reserved

a

authoritarian
political

for

and

totalitarian

parties and may compete with the state, military and private organizations rather than penetrating and dominating
them.

While political terror is also utilized in authori-

tarian systems, it is usually more selective and limited as
these regimes lack the ideological fanaticism of totalitarianism.

Secret police are usually present in authoritarian

regimes, but their coercive goals are satisfied when citizens remain apathetic and do not oppose the government.

No

passion for unanimity springing from ideological commitment
exists in authoritarian regimes.

Obedience is viewed as

absence of overt resistance, not passionate assent.
totalitarian

systems,

authoritarian

systems

are

Unlike
content

with taking over the government, not totally transforming
and

remolding

society

and

man,

thus

penetration

and

mobilization is not intense, or even de-mobilization preferred.

Table 1

is formulated in view of these distinc-

tions.
In Latin America, the political regimes of Cuba and
Paraguay appear at first glace as strong representative
cases, reflecting the similarities and differences of the
larger typologies.

In conformity with the totalitarian

. -.-...

_._----------
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF TOTALITARIAN AND
AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES
REGIMES
TOTALITARIAN

AUTHORITARIAN

Dictator
Legit.

Charismatic
High

Non-Charismatic
Med.- Low

Parties
Ideol.

Single, Official
Strong (Coherent)

May be Absent
Weak (Inchoate)

Political
Terror
Targets
Police

Systematic
Groups/Categories
SUbord. to Party

Sporadic
Individuals
Paramilitary

Mobilization

High
Goal = Unanimity

Low
Goal = Passiv.

Penetration

Comprehensive

Limited

and reorder Cuban
In Paraguay,

~ociopolitical

life along utopian lines.

Stroessner seized power in a military coup,

becoming a personalist dictator until his own overthrow in
February,

1989.

Typical

of

authoritarian

leaders,

Stroessner simply intended to maintain power as long as he
lived.

No larger ideological vision existed.

Commonalities to both Cuba and Paraguay include the
highly repressive nature of their respective governments.
In both cases a single mass party is the primary mechanism
of articulation from the regime with civil society.

Both

are highly militarized regimes with Cuba ranking first and
Paraguay

second

in

Latin

America

in

terms

of

military

16
model, Castro came to power in Cuba at the head of a revolutionary movement determined to

fundamentally transform

expenditures

Gross

(GNP).
by

as

a

percentage

of

National

Product

Both political systems have been totally dominated

personalistic

caudillos

(Fidel

Castro

and

Alfredo

stroessner) who became the longest-ruling dictators in the
Western Hemisphere.
Beyond

these

similarities,

however,

significant

differences exist between Cuba and Paraguay, mirroring the
diametrics

of

totalitarian

and

authoritarian

regimes.

These differences center on four key distinguishing variabIes

id~ntified

primarily by Linz and Friedrich, as they

appear in the literature on the subject, centering on (1)
the supreme leader;

(2)

the nature of the official party

and function of ideology in pursuing the political agenda
of the regime
apparatus,

and

(3) the use of terror in the state control
( 4)

the scope and degree that society is

penetrated mobilized by the regime. 4
This dissertation analyzes and explicates the totalitarian-authoritarian conceptual taxonomy as an analytical
tool via a
Paraguay.

case study of Castro's Cuba and stroessner's
Examining how closely the Castro and stroessner

4Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," pp.
175-411; Carl J. Friedrich and Zbigniew Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy 2nd ed, revised, (New
York: Praeger, 1966), pp. 21-27.
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regimes approximate the prototypical models helps determine
the utility in further use of these heuristic paradigms and
whether merit exists for scholars to continue to habitually
label Cuba totalitarian and Paraguay authoritarian.

LITEPATURE REVIEW
Non-democratic
oldest and most
tantly,

times.

of government

are

the

common political arrangement.

discussions

modern

forms

of

For

non-democratic

centuries

polities

political

world's
Concomipre-date

theorists

have

argued for and against the efficacy of autocracy, pondered
strategies
control,

of gaining and
and

plotted

keeping monopoly

justifications

and

of political
techniques

to

deliver man from tyranny.
In Plato's utopian Republic, control over the polity
would extend beyond mere political arrangements to permeate
personal beliefs, custom, architecture, sport and culture.
Niccolo

Machiavelli's

sixteenth

century

treatise

The

Prince, first published in 1538 is often cited as a blueprint for men seeking power and dictators maintaining it.
Thomas Hobbes I

seventeenth century classic The Leviathan

argued the organic evolution and absolute authority of the
state over the citizenry in order to guarantee them security in an anarchic world.

Jean Jacques Rousseau's 1762

publication of The Social Contract is the major source of

--

....

_----------_.. _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - -
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In order to survive

the doctrine of popular sovereignty.
in

Hobbes'

Rousseau
rights.
state

"solitary,

contends

nasty i

that

men

brutish
contract

and

short"

out

their

world,
private

Rights are thus intermixed with obligations.
absorbs

civil

society

and

the

"general

will"

The
or

infallibility of the collective people legitimizes governIronically, modern totalitarianism draws from these

mente

ideas the justification of not only direct governance by
and mobilization of the people, but also that opponents can
be considered

lienemies"

of the general

will and of the

people and can thus be repressed and eliminated for actively

or passively

excluding themselves

from

communitarian

activities. 5
More

contemporary studies of non-democratic

include legions of volumes and approaches.
begin

the

examination

by

analyzing

the

regimes

It is useful to
already

classic

modern works both topically and largely chronologically.
The method serves pedagogically in explicating the topics,
illustrating the paradigms employed, proffering criticisms
and presenting the cumUlative conceptual development of the
authoritarian-totalitarian taxonomy.

continuing from the

5Plato, Ope cit.: Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince (New
York: Oxford University Press, Inc., 1952); Thomas Hobbes,
The Leviathan, cited in Christie, Ope cit., pp. 297-357;
Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract (New York:
Hafner Publishing Co., 1954).
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general

to

the

specific,

a

review

of

the

major works

pertaining to Cuba and Paraguay round out the discussion.
Ancillary disciples have furthered an understanding of
autocracy.

Sociological studies seek to discern why non-

democratic forms of government arise in some countries and
not others.

Among the most notable pioneers of this genre

are Hannah Arendt and Barrington Moore.
of Totalitarianism
recognize
than

(1951)

Arendt's Origins

was perhaps the first work to

German Nazism and Soviet Stalinism to be more

strong

police-states,

but

social

and

historical

phenomenon of a qualitatively different nature from other,
older

forms

of

dictatorship.

Arendt's

recognition

of

totalitarian lawlessness masquerading as constitutionalism
and

the

purposive

arbitrariness

in

the

application

of

terror in order to "atomize" autonomous forms of association were early insights in the nature of totalitarianism.
Moore's social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy (1966)
abstracts

basic

highlights

the

commerce,

industrialization

Moore

social

relationship

analyzes

carried

out

processes

from

German
"above"

and

of

between
and

modernization
social

political

Japanese

and

structures,
development.

industrialization

by landowners

allied with the

state to show how such development culminated in totalitarian fascism in Germany and militarism in Japan.

In pre-

Soviet Russia landed elites resisted commercialization and,

---

-----

--------------------
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allied with the state,

continued to exploit a large and

alienated peasantry which eventually erupted in the 1917
revolution

headed

by

an

communist

vanguard

leading

to

totalitarianism. 6
Both Arendt and Moore explici tly or implici tly argue
that totalitarian, dictatorship is truly a phenomenon of the
twentieth century, differing fundamentally from the capacities of earlier dictatorships.

Essential preconditions

for the emergence and consolidation of totalitarian regimes
are modern technology such as communications and propaganda, industrialism and attendant alienation in an "age of
the masses."

These factors lead to the total penetration,

domination and mobilization by regimes,

such as Hitler's

and Stal in's, that became novel in form and scope in the
annals of human suffering.
Psychology has also furthered an understanding of the
idiosyncratic

variables

concomitant

to

dictatorship.

Psychological approaches attempt to understand what motivates men to advocate and tolerate tyranny.
logical

speculation

about

autocracy

Modern psycho-

can be traced to

theme beginning at least with Fydor Dostoevski.

a

In "The

Grand Inquisitor" from his novel the Brothers Karamazov,
Dostoevski

examines

the

implications

of the

paradox

of

6Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism; Barrington
Moore, Jr., Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1966).
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freedom.

It is hard-won yet even harder to endure. Predic-

ting the totalitarian movements to come as not a matter of
brutal suppression, but a manifestation of masses tired by
the insecurity of democracy, the Inquisitor disdains societies that enthrone tyrants enthusiastically.

The dictator

takes man" s freedom and in doing so makes man happy, says
the Inquisitor:
••. today, people are more persuaded than ever
that they have perfect freedom, yet they have
brought their freedom to us and laid it humbly at
our feet .•. Thou wouldst go into the world •.• with
some promise of freedom which men in their
simplicity and natural unruliness cannot even
understand, which they fear and dread
for
nothing' has ever been more insupportable for a
man and human society than freedom •.• so long as
man remains free he strives for nothing so
incessantly and so painfully as someone to worship.7
Dostoevski's theme is echoed decades later by Erich
Fromm's 1941 analysis of the psychological strains inherent
in modern

democratic

Fromm expands on
breakdown
(family,

of

society.

In Escape From Freedom,

Emile Durkheim's thesis that modernity's

the

church,

primary
village)

links

of

originates

traditional
a

higher

society
level

of

individualization and freedom, but simultaneously deprives
the

individual

support.
may

of

any

sense of belonging and emotional

To confront this threatening situation,

develop

various

defense

mechanisms:

people

automaton

7Fydor Dostoevski, The Grand Inquisitor on the Nature
of Man (New York: Liberal Arts Press, 1948), pp. 26, 27, 31.
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conformity,

destructiveness

and

authoritarianism.

For

Fromm, modern mobilizational dictatorship is a return to
feudalistic group values and authority; a response to an
intense need for "belongingness" and a revolt against the
burdens of freedom and free choice. 8
These ideas presaged the subsequent model constructed
and tested empirically by T.W. Adorno and colleagues in The
Authoritarian Personality (1950) and more recently by Bob
Altemeyar.

Seymour Martin

Lipset also

built

on these

foundations in his contribution "Working-class Authoritarianism."

Using data from a variety of nations, Lipset shows

extremist and intolerant :mass movements such as fascism
more likely to have a lower and middle-class base.

Lipset

contends that elements such as low education, low political
participation, little reading, isolated occupations, economic insecurity and authoritarian family patterns all contribute to authoritarian manifestations like scapegoating,
intolerance for minorities, chiliastic religious beliefs,
aggression,

fanatical

leader-worship

and

acceptance

of

extremist movements that suggest "quick-fix" solutions to
social problems. 9
8Erich Fromm, Escape From Freedom
Rinehart and Winston, 1941).

(New York:

Holt,

9T.W. Adorno et al., The Authoritarian Personality
(New York: Harper, 1950); Bob Altemeyer, Right-Wing Authoritarianism (Manitoba: University Press, 1981): Seymour M.
Lipset, "Working-Class Authoritarianism," in Political Man
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J' .L.

Talmon's 1952 work, The origins of Totalitarian

Democracy pushed thought on political participation in nondemocratic regimes in a related direction.

Regimes tending

toward totalitarianism differ essentially from traditional
autocracies of the past in their ambivalent relationship to
democracy.

Although totalitarianism rejects out of hand

the pluralism of representative democracies, Talmon draws a
parallel between Rousseau's doctrine of volonte generale
and modern totalitarian movements presenting themselves as
a higher manifestation of popular sovereignty and the total
general will of state and society.
legitimization

of

mass

The pseudo-democratic

mobilization

systems,

first

addressed by Talmon, helped conceptualize early thought on
the ideological trappings of totalitarianism, and offered
explanations concerning the mass-based fanaticism of these
regimes. 10
The psychology of behavior under modern dictatorship
was further explicated by Stanley Milgram.

Troubled by the

apparent broad base 'and plebiscitary acclamation accorded
the totalitarian regimes of Hitler and Stalin,

and the

willingness of citizens to engage in heinous crimes against
humani ty , Milgram wondered whether such conduct could be
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1981), pp. 87-121.
10Jacob L. Talmon, The Origins of Totalitarian Democracy (Boston: The Beacon Press, 1952).
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replicated in a laboratory setting.

Milgram's revelations

concerning man's inclination to obey authority figures and
engage in clearly anti-social and inhumane behavior highlights the importance of analyzing the ideological aspects
of totalist regimes. 11
The systematic recording,

analyz ing and coordinating

of past despotisms is the province of historical chroniclers.

The emphasis of historical investigations centers

on describing the features of specific regimes to which the
authoritarian-totalitarian

taxonomy

has

been

applied.

Given the plethora of dictatorships, both present and past,
the literature on the subject is naturally immense.

Such

studies as Robert Conquest's The Great Terror and Aleksandr
I. Solzheni tsyn' s The Gulag Archi"O<?:lago focus on the atrocities of the torture systems of Stalinist Russia, while
others document the seizure and maintenance of political
power.

Archetypical

of

the

latter

is

William

Allen's

authoritative The Nazi Seizure of Power, providing evidence
of the systematic control over communications, culture and
even thought attempted by the National Socialists. 12
I1 s tanley Milgram, "Obedience to Authority," Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psychology 67,4 (1963): 371-78.
12Robert Conquest, The Great Terror (London: Penguin,
1970); Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago
1918-1956, 3 vols. (New York: Harper and Row, 1974, 1975,
1976); William S. Allen, The Nazi Seizure of, Power (New
York: Quadrangle, 1965).
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Political scientists have formulated taxonomic definitions

of

authoritarianism

and

totalitarianism

and

also

offer useful theoretical frameworks in comparative regime
studies.

Theories

and

models

on

the

subject

abound,

illustrating the enormous interest and controversy generated by these forms of government.

Therefore, references

cited will be restricted to what is best known and most
relevant to this study.
The political approach to the topic of dictatorship is
analyzed according to two primary perspectives.
may

be

called

the

social mobilizational

The first

approach.

starting point to this method is the transition from

The
tradi~

tional society to modernity and the concomitant dynamics in
the relationship between masses and elites.
method-,-the

functional

approach--is

adopted

The second
by

scholars

interested in the imperatives which must be fulfilled if
non-democratic systems

are to persist.

The operational

goals of the regime, the particular mix of variables for
system maintenance (demands, supports) and the implementation mechanisms (outputs) concern functionalist scholars.
Karl Deutsch is a pioneer of the social mobilization
perspective.

Deutsch

mobilization,"

which

he

crystallized
defined

as

the

concept

"social

the

process whereby

large segments of traditional social, economic, psychological

and political commitments are broken and people are

26
receptive

to

behaviors.

new

patterns

of

beliefs,

loyalties

social mobilization is change,

and

and change is

seen as revolutionary, comprehensive and systematic. 13
Recognizing the stresses and strains, dislocations and
upheavals associated with the dynamics of social mobilization,

scholars began to

particularly

political

focus
systems

relation to societal changes. 14
termed

the

growth

of

mass

into

action

those

response

that

in an Age

infuses

and

the

classes which

process

of

traditionally

In his 1940 work Man and

of Reconstruction,

democratization

in

The modernization process

played a passive political role.
Society

capabilities

One change, Karl Mannheim

society

"fundamental democratization."
mobilizes

on specific consequences,

Mannheim concludes

the political

process

with

lower-income groups also identified by Adorno and Lipset as
having

less

propensities.

rationality

and

higher

authoritarian

Mannheim argues when fundamental democrati-

zation reaches the point of permeating traditionally elite
roles and structures ("massification"), the system response
may be regime transformation of a totalitarian nature.

W.

13Karl Deutsch, "Social lttobilization and Political
Development," American Political Science Review 55 (1961):
493-514.
See also, Samuel P. Huntington, "The change to
Change: Modernization, Development and Politics," Comparative Politics III (1971): 283-322.
14Gabriel A. Almond and James Coleman,
Politics of the Developing Areas (Princeton:
Press, 1960).

eds., The
University
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Kornhauser's The Politics of Mass society
refines

Mannheim's

early

(1959)

theoretical

further

proffering.

Kornhauser emphasizes modern communications and propaganda
in the "age of masses," providing totalitarian leaders with
the instruments of total mobilization and control. 15

These

works provided a foundation for later scholar's such as Juan
Linz, who views intensive mass-mobilization as a key feature distinguishing totalitarian regimes from

authoritar-

ian ones. 16
other
Huntington,
O'Donnell.

"mobilization"
Gino Germani,

scholars

include

Samuel

Adrian Lyttleton and Guillermo

Huntington's Political Order in Changing Soc ie-

ties (1968) represented a seminal response to Lipset, cyril
Black, W.W. Rostow and others who championed the optimistic-deterministic
nations get richer,
early 1960's.

modernization-diffusion

paradigm

they become more democratic)

(as

of the

Huntington cogently argues that rapid social

mobilization may put stress on a political system with low
capaci ty

to

respond

to

rising

expec'l::ations.

Thus

the

crucial factor in the developmental process is the ratio
15Karl Mannheim, Man and Society in an Age of Reconstruction (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1940), pp. 44-49; W.
Kornhauser, The Politics of Mass Society (Glencoe, IL: Free
Press, 1959).
16Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes." See
also David Apter, The Politics of Modernization (Chicago:
University Press, 1965), pp. 360-61.
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between system capacity and demands.

When demand exceed

capacity, "praetorianism"--the naked, unrestrained exercise
of

contending

power

forces,

including

military

rule--

results. 17
Germani and Lyttleton analyze fascism as a developmental dictatorship, stressing the "lateness" of industrial ization and national unification in Germany and Italy and
consequent
economic

predisposition
structure

industrial

towards

(monopoly

expansion)

and

a

a

particular

capital
far

more

kind

necessary

of
for

interventionist

state. 18
In

Latin

America,

Guillermo

O'Donnell's

theory

of

bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes challenged propositions
set forth by Lipset and others that high levels of economic
development

are

associated

with

democracy.

O'Donnell

asserts that the bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes in the
Southern

Cone

of

Latin America

modernization process,

are

the

result

of

the

emerging in response to the crisis

of populism that dominated the politics of Argentina and
Brazil

in the years

between 1930-1960.

Spurred by the

emergence of domestic industry and an urban working class,
17Samuel ·P. Huntington, Political Order in Chanaing
Societies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968).
18Gino Germani, Authoritarianism. Fascism and National
Populism (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1978);
Adrian Lyttleton, The Seizure of Power: Fascism in Italy,
1919-1929 (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973).
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populist regimes mobilize the lower- and middle-classes and

in

include

them

economic

spheres.

masses

previously

prohibited

political

and

But the continued activation of the

(whose rising expectations lead them to press for

greater improvements

in their living standards)

and the

crisis emanating from the "bottlenecks" associated with the
shift from import-substituting-industrialization to capital-intensive

accumulation

ultimately

necessitates

their

exclusion and demobilization in the name of development.
The

harsh

authoritarian

non-personalistic,

de-mobiliza-

tional developmentalist military regimes of Argentina and
Brazil

of

explained

the
by

nineteen-sixties
O'Donnell

as

and

seventies were

concomitants

of

thus

Huntington's

maxim "modernity breeds stability but modernization breeds
instability."l9
Another group of scholars specifically interested in
totalitarianism
criteria

that

as

a

purport

classificatory
to

measure

tool

degrees

focus
of

not

on

political

development, but on the functions and operational goals of
non-democratic

regimes.

Theorists

such

as

Carl

J.

Friedrich and Juan J. Linz distinguish totalitarian regimes
19Guillermo O'Donnell, "Tensions in the BureaucraticAuthori tar ian state and the Question of Democracy," in
David Collier, ed., The New Authoritarianism in. Latin
America (Princeton: University Press, 1979), pp. 285-319.
See also O'Donnell,
Bureaucratic-Authoritarianism:
Argentina, 1966-1973. In Comparative Perspective (Berkeley:
University Press, 1988).
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by

their

leaders'

society,

determination

to

transform

politics,

culture and perscnali ty through the use of the

coercive

monopoly

regimes,

whet.her

of

state

authoritarian

Non-totalitarian

power.
or

democracies,

do

not

utilize state power for such societal transformations.

The

characteristic which sets totalitarianism apart from other
forms of political organization is this dramatic extension
in the scope of governmental activity.20
The earliest and perhaps most influential attempt to
reduce to order the myriad of contours and features intrinsic to totalitarianism was made by Friedrich in 1954.

He

(a) totalitarianism was a new and sui generis form

argued:

of political rule and (b) its six key characteristics were
shared

by

Friedrich's

both

Fascist

six-point

and

Communist

"syndrome,"

despite

regime

types.

subjection

to

numerous criticisms, sets the tone and continues to dominate discussions of totalitarianism and authoritarianism.
Friedrich operationalizes totalitarianism as including

(1) an official, comprehensive and intellectually elaborate
ideology covering all vital aspects of man's existence and
focussing on a

chiliastic final state of mankind;

(2)

a

single,

official mass party, organized hierarchically and

either

superior

to

or

intertwined

with

the

state

2 0 This point is crystallized and explicated, but not
taken from Kirkpatrick, Dictatorships and Double Standards,
pp. 96-138.
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bureaucracy, typically led by one man, the dictator;

(3)

near-complete monopoly of control over weapons and force;
(4) a fully developed system of physical or psychological
terroristic police controls to help produce conformity and
to pose a permanent threat against autonomous forms of
behavior; (5) complete or nearly complete monopoly control
over

the

means

of

communication,

the

educational

and

cultural process; (6) central planning, control and direction of the entire economy.21
Friedrich's taxonomy has been criticized from a number
of directions.

Some have sought to do away with the con-

cept as merely a product of the cold War.

others argue

against the comparability of right- and left-wing dictatorships.

still others center their misgivings on including

Mussolini's
category.

defective

dictatorship

in

the

totalitarian

Finally, some scholars object to labelling any

regime other than the three original prototypes as totalitarian, arguing for "historical periodization" of totalitarianism as an epoch only existing between Mussolini' s
assumption of power in 1922 to Stalin's death in 1953. 22
2lFriedrich and Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship,
pp.

21~27.

22The best synopsis of the various criticisms by
author is Karl Dietrich Bracher's "The Disputed Concept of
Totalitarianism," in Ernest A. Menze, ed., Totalitarianism
Reconsidered (Port Washington, NY.: Kennikat Press, 1981),
pp. 11-34.
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Despite

these

credited with
dictatorship

criticisms,

bringing
relating

organization,

and

Friedrich's

out the novel
to

political

setting

is

aspects of modern

control

totalitarianism

earlier forms ,!f dictatorship.

schema

and
apart

social
from

Friedrich's work is the

point of departure in discussion and debate on totalitarianism

and

influenced

the

most

comprehensive

heuristic

classification, incorporating most of Friedrich's variables
and

further

sharpening

a

differentiated

perception

of

contemporary dictatorship.
Political sociologist Juan Linz' seminal "Totalitarian
and Authoritarian Regimes" was the cUlmination and fruition
of all prior thought and discussion.

In his comparative

study, Linz proposes that an authoritarian regime is totalitarian if it has the following attributes:
(single party,

political police)

(1) structures

and agenda to penetrate

society so that the sphere of private life of the individual is subordinate to and fused with the public policies
of the state;

(2)

an official, exclusive,

autonomous and

elaborate ideology which serves to legitimize the leader's
power and develop a broad consensus; (3) societal mobilization for political and collective social tasks. Above all,
Linz I

three elements of structure,

pene.~ration

and

mobilization,

as

ideology and societal
well

as

Friedrich's

emphasis on the role of the dictator and terror, give form,

_. . . . - - - - - - - - - - -
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justification and legitimacy to totalitarian regimes and
distinguish them from authoritarian ones. 23
This
evolves.

literature

informs

the

way

the

dissertation

The work draws primarily on Friedrich and Linz

for the organizational rubric of the analysis, but also the
already ci ted and other germane research.

For example,

Chapter Two concerning the role and function of totalitarian and authoritarian dictators also utilizes pioneering
analysis by Curtis and Shapiro.

Chapter Three's treatment

of political parties and ideology draws on Germani's analysis,

as well

as Huntington and Clement Moore.

Chapter

Four's analysis of political terror is incomplete without
acknowledging
tributions.

and

incorporating

Societal

focus

of Chapter Five,

Amos

Perlmutter'

Arendt's

mobil ization

important

and penetration,

conthe

leans heavily on the insights of

study

of

infiltration and control,

ancillary

as well

as

organizations
Deut.sch,

of

Mannheim,

Kornhauser and others. 24
As this study utilizes Castro's Cuba and Stroessner's
Paraguay as case studies to explicate the heuristic paradigms

of

Friedrich

and

Linz,

pertinent

literature

2 3 Juan Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes,"
pp.
175-411.

24The work in this section not previously cited is
Samuel P. Huntington and Clement H. Moore, eds., Authoritari.9n Politics in Modern society (New York: Basic Books, 1970).
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concerning the nature of these two non-democratic regimes
wants attention.
Given the importance of "tIle Cuban Revolution and its
concomitant wide-ranging repercussions over the past three
decades,

the corpus of literature_ is naturally immense.

The bibliography therefore lists only key works specifically devoted to the nature of the castro regime, as they
influence the dissertation; works of a more general nature
have thus been excluded. 25

25Most material on Castro is confined to the previctory period.
Among the best are Castro's own tales of
his childhood and youth in Carlos Franqui's, Diary of the
Cuban Revolution (New York: Viking Press, 1980) and the
broader, best-seller by Tad Szulc, Fidel: A critical
Portrait (New York: William Morrow and Co., 1986). For the
military history culminating in the victory year - 1958see Fidel Castro's own Revolutionary Struggle 1947-1958:
Selected Works of Fidel Castro, eds. Roland E. Bonachea and
Nelson P. Valdes (Cambridge, Mass.: The M.l.T. Press,
1972).
For Cuban relations with the United States, the
literature has been polemical, reflecting the tension
between the blO nations.
See, for example Robert D.
Crassweller, Cuba and the United States: The Tangled
Relationship (New York: Foreign Policy Association u 1971),
and Lynn Darrell Bender, Cuba vs. the united states: The
Politics of Hostility 2nd ed. (San Juan, Puerto Rico:
lnteramerican University Press, 1981).
For general works
dealing with Cuban foreign policy see Carmelo Mesa~Lago,
ed. , Cuba in the World (Pittsburgh: University Press,
1979).
Among the most useful general bibliographical guides
are Edwin Lieuwin and Nelson P. Valdes, The Cuban
Revolution: A Research Guide. 1959-1969
(Albuquerque:
University Press, 1971): Louis A. Perez, Jr., "The Cuban
Revolution Twenty-Five Years Later: A Survey of Sources,
Scholarship, and State of the Literature," in Sandor
Halebsky and John M. Kirk, eds., Cuba: Twenty-Five Years of
Revolution (New York: Praeger, 1985).
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Of the postrevolutionary literature dealing with the
politics, policies and performance of the Castro regime, a
transformation has occurred mirroring the dynamics of the
policy

debate

and

states

and Cuba.

political

dispute between the united

starting in the early 1960s,

Revolution radicalized,

as the

sides were quickly drawn between

defenders and critics of the Cast"ro regime.

One body of

writing castigates the revolutionary regime as a totalitarian police-state by focusing on the ideological baptism of
Castro

as

a

Marxist-Leninist,

the mass-arrests,

summary

show-trials and executions which took place following the
seizure of power.

Representative of this literature is

James Daniel's 1961 Cuba: the First soviet Satellite in the
America's
Cuba,

and

Nathaniel

published in 1962.

Weyl' s

polemical

Defenders,

Red Star Over

such as C.

Wright

Mills and William Appleman Williams passionately exonerate
the repressive measures undertaken as necessary to break
the chains of capitalist dependency binding Cuba since the
Platt Amendment and to foment a unique social experiment
focusing on Doral incentives over material ones. 26

26James Daniel, Cuba: The First Soviet Satellite in
the Americas (New York: Avon, 1961); Nathaniel Weyl, Red
Star Over Cuba (New York: Devin-Adair, 1962);
C. Wright
Mills, Listen Yankee (New York: Ballantine, 1960); and
William Appleman Williams, The Uni ted States« Cuba and
Castro (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1961).
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with the consolidation of power by Castro, the failure
of the Bay of Pigs invasion and the guarantees against such
future

operations

aftermath

of

acquired a
the

implied

the

1962

by

the

missile

and

early

states

crisis,

certain permanence.

late-1960s

united

the

Accordingly,

1970s

began

to

in

the

Revolution
research in

focus

on

the

aggregation and consolidation of political power by the
regime, the pivotal role of Fidel Castro, societal penetration

and mobilization,

and the transition to socialism.

Richard Fagan's The Transformation of Political Culture in
Cuba and Edward Gonzalez' Cuba Under Castro: The Limits of
Charisma are brilliant representatives of these numerous
studies.
changes

Fagan's
in

core

1969

work

examines

sociocultural

values

the

fundamental

attempted

under

Fidelismo and argues these transformations of Cubans into
new socialist citizens has been one of the chief goals of
the

Revolution.

This

was

to

be

accomplished

through

participation by all citizens in directed mass organizations, such as the Committees for the Defense of the Revolution,

that aimed to penetrate,

monitor "what Cubans believe in,

control,

inCUlcate and

what people they meet,

what activities tlley participate in."

Gonzalez' 19'14 study

stresses the centrality of the charismatic Castro in shaping the Revolution and sustaining it over numerous years.
As the title implies, however, Gonzalez shows that Castro's

- --
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overriding personalist style,
for

revolutionary

action,

"guerrilla mentality"

destain

for

organization

zeal
and

penchant for personal intervention has been dysfunctional,
particularly for the economy.27
The

formalization

and

institutionalization

of

the

Revolution since the early 1970s, the relaxation of travel
restrictions to Cuba for researchers and the accumulation
and integration of a corpus of data has prompted a proliferation of books, articles, manuscripts and dissertations
on the topic in recent years.

Of the plethora of works

published in the late 1970s and the 1980s, tWI) stand out in
particular.

Jorge I. Dominguez' 1978 opus Cuba: Order and

Revolution abstracts the dynamics of the centralization of
power in the hands of a dedicated elite led by Castro, and
the concomitant political mobilization of the entire population controlled by the newly powerful state.

The Cuban

Raader:

edited by

The Making of a Revolutionary society,

William M. LeoGrande et al.,

is a massive volume offering

scores of contributions by leading cUban6logos detailing
both dramatic advances and negative aspects of politics in

revolutionary Cuba.

The work is balanced on both sides of

the sometimes vituperative debate for and against Castro's
27Richard Fagan, The Transformation of Political
Culture in Cuba (Stanford: University Press, 1969), Quote
from p. 69; Edward Gonzalez, Cuba Under Castro: The Limits
of Charisma (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974), pp. 160-63,
197-213.
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Cuba.

The work is guided by the belief the both viewpoints

must be presented if the student is to critically analyze
and comprehend the nature of the Cuban phenomenon. 28
The attention riveted to Cuba is matched only by the
scholarly

neglect

and

concerning

Paraguay

historical

and

the

dearth

stroessner

of

interest

regime.

This

ignorance regarding the Latin American nation with perhaps
the deepest authoritarian tradition stems from a number of
factors.

First,

Paraguay

is a

poor,

small,

and unlike

Cuba, remote and relatively
"unimportant" country in terms
Q
of United states economic investment or Cold War strategic
concerns.

Second,

dictatorship and Paraguay go hand in

hand; having been ruled by despots virtually without interruption for almost two hundred years, tyranny is a given in
that land.

Finally,

in contrast to the charismatic and

hyperbolic

Castro,

Alfredo

Stroessner maintained

profile."

In personal demeanor,

a

"low

Stroessner was plodding

and taciturn, exhibiting none of the flamboyance of a Juan
Peron

or

Getulio

attention.

Vargas

that

so

attracts

international

Unlike ideological contemporaries such as the

Somozas of Nicaragua or the Duvaliers of Haiti, stroessner
assiduously

avoided displays

of

ostentatious

wealth

and

28Jorge I. Dominguez, Cuba: Order and Revolution
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978); Philip
Brenner, William M. LeoGrande, Donna Hich, and Daniel
siegal,
eds.,
The Cuban Reader:
The Making of a
Revolutionary society (New York: Grover Press, 1989).
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never

sought

corruption

to

was

"buy-up"
notorious

avoided personal scandal.

Although

the entire country •
under

his

regime,

stroessner

On a more calculating level, the

less attention drawn to his police-state practices,

the

better.
Despite the general paucity of literature concerning
the stroessner regime, a select handful of works, both in
English and Spanish, serve as a base for extended research.
Little has been written specifically concerning stroessner
as the unit of analysis
graphy

is

0

Paraguayan

Perhaps the most complete bioUbaldo

centurion

Morinigo's

stroessner: Defensor de los Instituciones Democraticos, but
the book's sycophancy makes it almost unreadable.
Bourne's

chapter

on

Leaders

of

strong

illustrations

stroessner

in

Latin America remains a

stroessner's regime.
works by Leo B.

Lott;

of

the

his

1969

Political

prerequisite in its

personalistic

Also dated,

Richard

nature

of

but worthwhile are two

a chapter in Martin C.

Needler's

edited Political Systems of Latin America (1970) and Lott's
own comparative volume Venezuela and Paraguay (1972) which
is a case study in contrasts and similarities. 29
29Ubaldo centurion Morinigo, Stroessner: Defensor de
los Instituciones Democraticos (Asuncion: Ediciones Epopeya
del Chaco, 1983); Richard Bourne, Political Leaders of
Latin America (New York: Knopfr 1970); Leo B. Lott,
"Paraguay," in Martin C. Needler, ed., Political Systems of
Latin America 2nd ed. (New York: Van Nostrand Pub: Co.,
1970); Lott, Venezuela and Paraguay (New York: Holt,
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The

most

thorough

and

authoritative

accounts

of

stroessner and his regime remain Paraguay Under stroessner
(1980)

and

Socialism.

Liberalism

and

Paraguay (1982), both by Paul H. Lewis.

Dictatorship

in

In these volumes,

Lewis demolishes the stereotypes of Stroessner as a typical, unpopular right-wing military dictator.

Lewis argues

that while stroessner was supported by the military, his
regime also rested upon the backing of a mass party penetrating every segment of society and giving the Stronato
(the Stroessner regime)

an organizational resemblance to

mass-based one-party states on the revolutionary left such
as Cuba.

The regime was totalitarian in scope in several

important respects f

concludes

Lewis.

These aspects are

addressed and expanded upon in the present work. 30
Field

investigation

in

Paraguay

in May-June,

1988,

revealed a number of current volumes published semi-secretly in Asuncion on the stroessner dictatorship.

The works,

of course, go well beyond the officially sanctioned gloss
proffered by the government.

These works, by Paraguayans

and in Spanish represent the most current,

insightful and

best-documented references concerning the stronato.

They

Rinehart and Winston, 1972).
30paul H. Lewis, Paraguay Under stroessner (Chapel
Hill,
NC: University Press,
1980); Lewis,
Socialism.
Liberalism and Dictatorship in Paraguay (New York: Praeger,
1982).

-- .--- -- .__. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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include Ideologia Autoritaria by Guido Rodriguez Alcala in
which the author traces Paraguay's authoritarian tradition
from

its

first

dictator

Francia to stroessner.
Estado Autoritario del

Dr.

Jose

Gaspar

Rodriguez

de

La Sociedad Internacional y

el

Paraguay by Jose Felix Fernandez

Estigarribia and Jose Luis Simon G. examines the political,
military and counterinsurgency support given Paraguay by
the bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes of Argentina, Brazil
and Uruguay and the united states, and the changing nature
of

the relationships with

"redemocratization" throughout

the region and the twin concerns in the United States over
human

rights

abuses

and

drug

smuggling

in

Paraguay.

stroessner's methods of societal penetration, control and
repression are vividly described and analyzed in an edited
volume published by the International Secretariat of Jurists

for

Amnesty

and

Democracy

in

Paraguay

(SIJADEP)

entitled Paraguay: Un Desafio A La Responsibi1idad Internacional. 31
These key works and others concerning the Castro and
Stroessner regimes

are utilized to juxtapose

a~.;pects

of

3 1 Guido Rodriguez Alcala,
Ideologia autoritaria
(Asuncion: R.P. ediciones, 1987): Jose Felix Fernandez
Estigarribia and Jose Luis simon G.; La sociedad
internacional y el estado autoritario del Paraguay
(Asuncion:
Editorial Avavera,
1987);
Secretariado
Internacional de Juristas p~r la Amnistia y la Democracia
en Paraguay (SIJADEP),
Paraguay: Un Desafio a la
Responsibilidad Internacional (Montevideo: Ediciones de la
Banda Oriental, 1986).

--- .-.
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Cuban and Paraguayan politics against the larger totalitarian--authoritarian taxonomy as mapped in the earlier
section· c·f t:he literature review.

These and other works

provide the basis for an understanding of the conceptual
paradigms

ascribed

to non-democracies

such as Cuba and

Paraguay.

EVOLUTION OF THE DISSERTATION
This study has two specific purpose:

(1) to present

and explicate the most important concepts of the totalitarian-authoritarian dichotomy of Friedrich,

Linz and other

insights, and (2) to clarify these concepts by comparative
cross-national analysis of Castro's Cuba and Stroessner's
Paraguay.

These autocratic models will by examined to test

their respective applicability and fitness to the heuri.stic
paradigms and vise- versa.
Accordingly, each chapter begins with an analysis of
key aspects of the totalitarian-authoritarian dichotomy.
The focus then shifts to Cuba and Paraguay in order to
discern if the conceptual taxonomy finds application within
the context of these two Latin American non-democracies.
Chapter Two of the dissertation examines a defining
characteristic

of

totalitarianism

first

elaborated

Friedrich -the role of the supreme leader.
putable authority of the dictator:

by

The indis-

his infallibility of
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judgement, his role as the agent of history and the highly
th~

personal nature of his rule are juxtaposed
Paraguayan

experience.

Castro

Cuban and

approximates

the

prototypical totalitarian model in his charismatic appeal,
utopian functional role and utilization of power for transformative purposes.
ian

d~ctator,

stroessner was at base an authoritar-

lacking

ideological

vision

power for essentially private ends.
atmosphere
pervaded

(including a

his

regime.

and

Yet a

employing

totalitarian

mass base and totalist impulse)
An

underlying

caudillo

heritage,

conceptually absent from the larger taxonomy, also informed
both dictatorships.

It highlights some striking similari-

ties between Castro and stroessner.

Both men have totally

dominated their respective political systems, both are seen
as

the

major

regimes,

source

of

political

legitimacy

for

their

both are shown to possess unsurpassed organiza-

tional ability.
Chapter
functions

Three

analyzes

political

authoritarian

parties

regimes.

the

differing

perform

Variables

purposes

and

in totalitarian

and

examined

include

the

relative degree of monopoly power wielded by the official
party, membership characteristics and particularly the role
ideology plays in party affairs.

An interesting feature of

the Castro and stroessner regimes is the official, massbased

party,

highlighting important similarities usually

- - - - - - - - - - - _ .__ ..

...
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not found in both conserva<cive military and revolutionary
leftist regimes.
continued

with some significant exceptions

primacy

of

Castro)

revolutionary Cuba mirrors

party

(the

development

the totalitarian model.

in
The

official Colorado party in Paraguay exhibited totalitarian
tendencies
veillance

in its mass-base,
functions

and

a

monistic organization,
militancy

going

beyond

surthat

normally associated with a conservative dictatorship.
Party ideology is also analyzed as defining and distinguishing totalitarian regimes from traditional authoritar ian ones.

There is no question about the ideology of

Castro's Cuba.

Based on Marxist-Leninism, the Cuban Com-

munist Party and Castro dictatorship is explained or defended as the vanguard necessary for the building of a socialist state.
coherent

The stronato (the stroessner regime) lacked a
comprehensive

conservatism,

ideology.

xenophobic

Aside

nationalism,

from

a

virulent

social
anti-

Communism and a desire to remain in power, no larger ideological vision existed under stroessner.
Chapter Four explores the place, importance, scope and
purposes of political terror in totalitarian and authoritarian regimes.

Arendt, Friedrich and Brzezinski and Linz

see the extreme use of terror as the single crucial characteristic

differentiating totalitarian regimes

from

-_ ... _.

other

-----------
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dictatorships in both scope and degree. 32

The subsequent

analysis narrows to systematically compare and explain the
similar and different applications of state terror in Cuba
and Paraguay.

These differences are explained in terms of

the differing objectives, fanaticism of ideology and doctrine, and levels of political and economic modernity that
distinguish Cuba and Paraguay.
Chapter

Five

examines

mass

mobilization

and

legitimation.

Political mobilization--organized

and

political

intensive

participation--as

mass

induced

another

key

feature distinguishing totalitarian regimes from authoritar ian ones.

Castro's dictatorship has organized and

manipulated the Cuban masses 1::Q carry out the revolutionary
goals of the regime via referenda and plebiscites, control
of the mass media, propaganda and censorship, socialization,

purges and terror.

In Paraguay,

certain forms of

officially sponsored grassroots mobilization existed under
stroessner, but in line with the authoritarian model, mass
participation was generally discouraged.

Instead, apathy,

resignation and fatalism remained the preferred sociocultural values of the dictatorship.
Mass legitimation refers to the organization of consent

and

the

attachments

the

citizenry

has

for

the

32Arendt, Origins, p. 335; Friedrich and Brzezinski,
Totalitarian Dictatorship, pp. 162-63; Linz, "Totalitarian
and Authoritarian Regimes," p. 217.
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political

regime.

Through the use of ideology and the

party totalitarian regimes strive to organize consent and
develop a broad consensus.
strive for
structure

consensus.
and

where

is

total

supports.

Instead

they

Castro's Cuba is a classic example of a

revolutionary

activation,

regime

They do not generally manage to

institutionalize

organize coercion.
totalitarian,

Authori tarian regimes do not

mass-mobilizational

penetration and
and

no

room

regime

integration under

is

left

for

activities or nonregulated forms of behavior.

the

spontaneous
Mass legiti-

mation is impossible to fully guage in Cuba, but the regime
attempts to portray itself as the purest form of democracy
and the attachment to Castro continues to be critical to
the legitimation of the regime.

In Paraguay,

the masses

are kept de-mobilized unless officially sponsored and the
stroessner regime provided only limited channels of popular
participation.

Lacking an

ideological base,

the regime

relied heavily on administrative and coercive mechanisms to
ensure

obedience

rather

than

inculca'ce

consent.

As

a

result, the regime failed to develop the sort of legitimation found in more totalitarian systems.
A final

chapter

urges

authoritarian-totalitarian

retention

taxonomy,

of .the
arguing

conceptual
the

older,

generic term "dictatorship" no longer appropriate in communicating

effectively

about

regimes

of

the

twentieth
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century differing from past autocracies.
practice

of

instrumental

rule
for

and
any

techniques
comparative

The structure and
of

domination

classificatory

are

system.

Totalitarianism is a such a widely used term capturing the
syndrome of such a regime's instrumentalities of autocratic
rule, that no need exists to invent a new or bizarre adjectival designation.
The work also concludes that Cuba and Paraguay conform
to

the

larger,

general

heuristic

paradigms

in

certain

respects, but are incongruent in others.

These anomalies

highlight the fact that totalitarianism,

like other con-

cepts

such as war,

democracy or

freedom,

is a

relative

rather than absolute concept, that regimes can be more or
less totalitarian and that it is efficacious to speak of
authoritarian or totalitarian trends. 33
ferences,

The clear dif-

however, particularly the thrust toward "total-

ity" sets regimes like revolutionary Cuba apart from traditional authoritarian dictatorships such as the stronato,
highlighting the continued need for a concept encompassing
modern, mass-movement, dictatorships in the late twentieth
century.

33 Carl J. Friedrich, "The Evolving Theory and Practice
of Totalitarian Regimes," in Carl J. Friedrich, Michael
Curtis and Benjamin R.
Barber,
Totalitarianism in
Perspective (New York: Praeger, 1969), p. 153.

--_._--
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CHAPTER TWO
TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN DICTATORS:
A COMPARISON OF FIDEL CASTRO AND ALFREDO STROESSNER
INTRODUCTION
Personal dictators remain a key aspect of contemporary
regimes labelled "authoritarian" or "totalitarian," particularly in their initial consolidating phases.

In style

and substance all dictators are similar in at least one
respect.

Authoritarians like Francisco Franco and Antonio

de Oliveira Salazar and totalitarians like Adolf Hitler and
Joseph Stalin define the essence of personal rule: politics
ordered

less by

institutions

and

formal

rules than by

personal authority and power. 1
But today disagreement continues over the seemingly
ideological and indiscriminate use of the analytic concept
totalitarian dictatorship as scholars split semantic hairs
over

the

qualitative

differences

between

all

previous

despotisms and those bearing organizational similarities
with the Hitler, Mussolini and Stalinist prototypes. 2
1Robert H. Jackson and Carl G. Rosenberg, Personal
Rule in Black Africa (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1982), pp. 19-12.
2See Robert C. Tucker, "The Dictator and Totalitarianism," World Politics 17,4 (1965): 555-582. For a review of
the scholarly debate concerning the concept of totalitarianism, see Carl J. Friedrich et al., Totalitarianism in
Perspective (New York: Praeger, 1969).
See also Jeane J.
Kirkpatrick, Dictatorships and Double Standards (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1982).
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The intensely personal element of leadership common to
Key dichotomies between

both forms of autocracy differs.

authoritarians and totalitarians center around three foci
shaping the subsequent discussion:
bland

and

generally

unpopular

(1)

Unlike their more

authoritarian

brethren,

totalitarian dictators develop a charismatic "mystique" and
mass-based,

pseudo-democratic relationship of interdepen-

dence with their followers via the conscious manipulation a
prophetic image; (2) Concomitant role conceptions differentiate

totalitarians

dictators

view

from

themselves

authoritarians.
as

individual

Authoritarian
beings,

content to control and maintain the status-quo.
ian

self-conceptions

are

typically

largely

Totalitar-

teleological.

The

tyrant is less a person than an indispensible function to
guide

and

reshape

the

universe;

(3)

Consequently,

the

utilization of power for essentially private ends, such as
personal aggrandizement, is more evident among authoritarian

dictators

than

totali tarians.

Lacking the binding

appeal of ideology, authoritarians support their rule by a
mixture

of

fE:ar

and

rewards

to

loyal

collaborators,

engendering a kleptocracy.
In Latin America, the dictatorships of Fidel Castro of
Cuba

and

Alfredo

stroessner

of

Paraguay

represent

the

similarities and differences of the larger and more general
totalitarian

and

authoritarian

--------

taxonomy.

------------

In

Cuba

and
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Paraguay,
Both

the dictatorship

Castro

and

is/was extremely personalist.

stroessner

totally

dominated

their

respective regimes for over thirty years, becoming by the
early

1980s

the

Hemisphere.

In

longest-ruling
both

regimes

a

leaders

in

the

Western

single mass-based party

structure penetrated and buckled the regime to civil society.

Beyond

stroessner
extrem~s

these

diverge

similarities,
almost

however,

completely,

Castro

occupying

and
polar

in ideological orientation and their role concep-

tions concerning the ends of political power.
This chapter explores the diametrics of totalitarian
and authori tar ian dictatorship.

It compares

Castro and

stroessner to discern if the larger taxonomy finds application within the context of two Latin American autocracies.
Examining how closely Castro and stroessner approximate the
prototypical models helps determine the utility of continued use

of these

intellectual constructs

and whether

merit exists for scholars to label Castro totalitarian and
stroessner

authoritar~an.

The work unfolds in the following manner.

Chari~ma,

function, and the "ends" of autocratic power are key variables

comp~red

and applied to totalitarian and authoritar-

ian dictatorship.

The focus then narrows to Castro and

stroessner; discerning the applicability of the taxonomy to
these two Latin American dictators.

---

-----

-

------------------
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The study shows Castro is quintessentially totalitarian in his charismatic appeal, utopian functional role and
public, trans formative utilization of power.
remained

basically

ideological

vision

an

authoritarian

and

employing

essentially private ends.

stroessner

dictator,

tyrannical

lacking

power

for

But a totalitarian atmosphere

pervaded his dictatorship, including a mass base and totalist "impulse" to bring autonomous organizations under his
personal control.

Moreover, both dictators shared a common

Latin American caudillo heritage
This

unique

tradition

is

supporting their power.

conceptually

absent

from

the

larger, general taxonomy.
A conclusion summarizes these findings and argues for
retention but reevaluation of the totalitarian construct.
As the subsequent table illustrates,

significant differ-

ences define this particular form of autocracy by describing its operational parts.
TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN DICTATORS
The concentration of power in the hands of a dictator
forms

a key characteristic of prototypical totali tarian

systems in their early phases.

In this inaugural "revolu-

tionizing" stage, the dictator plays a dominating and

---------

.

_........ --

._----------------

._-

..

-..

-------------------.-
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TABLE 2:

TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN DICTATORS
Authoritarian

Totalitarian

Dictators

High

Low

Function

Individual

Public

Private

corruption

Low

High

Official Ideology

Yes

No

single Official Party

Yes

Sometimes

Limited Pluralism

No

Yes

Charisma
Role Conception
Leader as
Ends of Power

Legitimacy

inspiring role. 3

Relatively Low

Relatively High

Dictators such as Hitler, Mussolini and

Stalin ascended early in their regimes to levels of supremacy unmatched in modern times.

Defined to the masses in

terms of special personal qualities elevating them beyond

_ _ _ _ _ _ _--'l.t,.-!,hlte~r~ruW~nd file, their dictatorships
bond between ruler and ruled.
totalitarian dictator as

~c:rt:ed

a mystical

One student describes the

" ••• possess[ing]

the ability to

both command and represent; to elicit both full support and

3Fred Willhoite, Power and Governments (Belmont, CA:
Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.,
1988), p. 182.
Regime
consolidation regularizes patterns of governance and
control.
In time, the power of the charismatic autocrat
diminishes,
and personal government gives way to
bureaucratic rule by party elites.
willhoite calls this
collective party rule "institutionalized" totalitarianism,
as in China or the Soviet Union in the 1990s.
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total obedience: to infuse the people, the party, and the
state with will and give guidance to all." 4
Charisma is a key variable distinguishing totali tarians

from

authoritarians

and

dominance

of

personalist

dictators has long prompted scholars to examine the nature
of this form of
young

tyrant,

leadership.
Dionysius

Plato, training Syracuse's

II,

in

philosopher-kingship,

describes in his statesman the ideal lawless utopia where
the preeminent ruler, in unfettered flexibility, adapts the
art of dictation to changing circumstances.

The statesman

must be made absolute, argues Plato, for only he perceives
the just society and necessary societal transformations to
achieve

that

end.

Plato's

visionary

satrapy has

been

linked by some as a forerunner of the totalitarian leadership doctrines of the twentieth century.5
Aristotle's
influence.
ends

(the

Politics

reflects

Plato's

tremendous

But Plato's mythical statesman concentrated on
ideal

state

and

rule

for

the

common

good).

Aristotle's tyrant (the unteachable Dionysius, again) ruled
for essentially selfish purposes:

to extract as much as

possible for personal gratification.

This "perversion" of

4ROY C. Macridis, Modern Political Regimes
Little, Brown and Co., 1986), p. 173.

(Boston:

5See Karl Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies:
The Age of Plato I, (Princeton: University Press, 1945).

------------------
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just government expressed the oldest and most corrupt form
of non-democracy: authoritarian dictatorship.6
Niccolo Machiavelli,

Thomas Hobbes and Jean Jacques

Rousseau extended Aristotle's authoritarian construct.

The

Prince expressed Machiavelli's blueprint for the autocratic
seizure and maintenance of power.

Hobbes' Leviathan

ar~led

the absolute authority of state over citizenry to guarantee
security in a "brutish" world.

Rousseau anticipates the

pseudo-democratic nature of modern totalitarianism, reaching

br~k

to Plato's Republic to refine the ideal state.

In

The Social contract the "general will" and infallibility of
the collectivity legitimizes government.

Modern totalitar-

ians justify their dictatorships as a reflection of "the
people's" will, that only the dictator can truly discern. 7
These historical totalitarian and authoritarian precursors intersect and combine in Max Weber's pioneering
analysis

of

the

sources

of

authority--"traditional,"

..

"rational-legal, n and "charismatic" leadership.

Charisma

(the gift of grace) is heaven-sent, irrational, emotional
6Aristotle, Politics, Book
(London: J .M. Dent, Ltd.), 1941-

V,9,

Everyman

edition,

7Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince (New York: Oxford
university Press, 1952); Thomas Hobbes, The Leviathan in
George C. Christie, ed., Jurisprudence (st. Paul: West
Publishing, 1973), pp. 297-357; Jean Jacques Rousseau, The
Social Contract (New York: Hafner Publishing, 1954).
See
also J. L. Talmon, The Origins of Totalitarian Democracy
(New York: Praeger, 1966).
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According to Weber, charisma consists in a

and popular.
leader's

apparent possession

messianic vision
human events.
between

and

role

of

superhuman

qualities:

a

in determining the course of

Charisma also implies a close personal union

inspirational

leader

and

willing

followers.

Charisma is not dependant upon the superficiality of elections, rather, the leader is "elected" from on high. 8
The mystical,

pseudo-religious emotionalism and mag-

netic qualities of totalitarian dictatorship melds authority

with

control

principle

of

representation

(Fuhrerprinzip)

(Fuhrerstat).
ties

and

the

and

into

a

leadership

absolutist

regime

The unique mission and transcendental qualidictator are

functional

requisites

for

the

wholesale destruction and restructuring of state and society that is the ideological imperative of totalitarianism.
The

leader possesses what

reality"

Hannah Arendt

calls a

"truer

concealed behind all flawed perceptions of mere

mortal men.
the prophecy.

He justifies all actions necessary to attain
None can seriously question the leader's

infallibility and

omniscience.

Diversity of

thought

and

8H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, eds., From Max Weber:
Essavs in Sociology (New York: Oxford University Press,
1958), see particularly pp. 246-49.

--. ._-- -
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opinion narrow as tota1ist control and ideological elimination of sectoral autonomy acce1erates. 9
The

near-impossibility

in

resisting

the

dictator

evolves from this incr'eased range and scope of control.
The dictator's continued insistence on mass mobilization,
enthusiasm, and unanimity stimulated by terror, manipu1ation, organization, and showmanship perpetuates the myth of
unerring

invincibility.

As

the personification of the

state, party, and people and embodiment of interests and
aspirations of the nation,

charisma becomes institution-

alized. 11 Duce is "always right.,,10
These dynamics of regime consolidation and maintenance
define the functional requisites the totalitarian dictator
fulfills

in

the

political

system.

sigmund

Neumann

describes the dictator as the "moving spirit" of the totalist state. 11

Arendt conveys the sense of centrality and

unsurpassed concentration of power in the dictator's hands:
In the center of the movement, as the motor that
swings it into motion, sits the Leader •.• [within]

9Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1951), pp. 33-75.
1 0Leonard Shapiro, Totalitarianism (New York: Praeger:
1972), p. 22.

11Sigmund Neumann, The Permanent Revolution: The Total
state in the World at War (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1942), p. 43.
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an aura of impenetrable mystery which corresponds
to his "intangible preponderance. n12
As the subsequent analysis of Castro illustrates, the
totalitarian dictator functions to unify and personify the
regime.

The Leader's indispensability elllanates from his

unipersonal command of the "true reality."
of

blanket

Lower

responsibility

functionaries

drastic

actions

are

taken

justifies all
relieved

to

states

in

measures

taken.

responsibility

destroy the ancien

usher in the new order. 13
totalitarian

of

His assumption

regime

for
and

Thus, "Hitlers ••• are needed by
order

to

enable

Eichmanns ••• to

perform their genocidal acts and like deeds in good conscience. ,,14
Autocratic power buttressed by modern technology and
the

conscious

creation

of

a

communi tarian union

of the

masses "represented" by the dictator exists for the purpose
of

effecting total

regarding goals.

societal

restructuring,

not

pri vate-

The totalitarian dictator fulfills cer-

tain needs of the system he heads, but he is not fulfilling
personal,

private-regarding aggrandizements.

Ideological

12Arendt, Origins, p. 361.
13For
the
psychology
of
behavior
under
totalitarianism, see Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem:
A Report on the Banality of Evil (New York: Viking, 1963).
See also Stanley Milgram, "Obedience to Authority," Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psychology 67,4 (1963): 371-378.
14Tucker, "The Dictator and Totalitarianism," p. 564.
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fanaticism to utopian futures sUbstitutes for mere materialistic concerns.

Whatever the psychological motivations,

the empirical goals of totalitarians are decidedly public,
not private.
Expanding and updating the original Weberian formulation,

the

dictators
also

charisma

so

often

ascribed

to

totalitarian

combines prophetic vision and magnetism,

coalitional

politics,

ideological

persuasion,

but
mass

propaganda and terror by which the dictator establishes a
one-man tyranny in the revolutionary phase of totalitarianism.

Not anticipated by Weber is the chiliastic vision,

democratic

veneer

and

particularly

modern

electronic

devices utilized by totalitarians to control communications
and thereby regulate political life and thought.
these

components

generis

form

of

conceptualization.

make

totalitarian

inadequacy of Weber's typology 1
notions,

dictatorship

autocracy outside the
Friedrich

and

Together,

scope of

Brzezinski

a

sui-

classic

note

the

or any other traditional

in describing totalitarian dictatorship and dis-

tinguishing

this

type

of

leader from previous

forms

of

despotism.

"There is no particular reason for inventing a

weird term to designate this type of leadership, other than
to say that it is 'to.talitarian. ,,,15
15Carl J.
Friedrich and zbigniew K.
Brzezinski,
Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy 2nd ed., (New York:
Praeger, 1965) p. 44.
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Totalitarian dictators appear addicted to a "passion
for unanimity"--the total politicization and participation
The totalitarian concept defines the

of all of society.

dictator as more than just an autocrat depriving people of
rights and perpetuating his rule.

He is a creative, revo-

lutionary force, claiming total dominance over all aspects
of

social

life in

an attempt to

fashion

the minds

and

values of the masses.
Authoritarian dictators like Alfredo Stroessner entertain no such prophetic illusions and differ from totalitarians in their self-conceptions and agendas.
desire

to

totally

mobilize

and

Possessing no

restructure

society

or

create a "new man," they have a sense of their own limitations,

the intractable nature of social rela.tionships and

the non-malleability of culture.

Authoritarians have less

concern about those disaffected by the regime, as long as
they

do

not

challenge

the

control

of

the

dictator.

Dictators of this ilk are largely content to leave social
groupings
autonomous.

(the

Church,

sports,

Shakespeare's

culture

King

Henry

and
V

the

family)

captured

the

authoritarian view, saying, "Every subject's duty is to the
king;s; but every subject's soul is his own.,,16

ed.,

16William Shakespeare, King Henry V
J. H. Walker,
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1954), p.

100.
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While the totalitarian despises and intends to obliterate and replace the moribund old order, a Burkean revulsion for the excesses of radicals, revolutions and visionaries permeates the authoritarian milieu.

Order and the

veneration of tradition remain important.

Power tempered

by custom,
more

conventions and understandings as well as the

pluralist

nature

of

society,

constrains

authoritarians. 17
Totalitarians view opposition or even neutrality as
treason.

They

employ mass

mobilization

"rectification"

campaigns against "counterrevolutionaries" to atomize real
or

imagined opponents. 18

Shapiro contends the totalist

impulse an essential difference in totalitarian dictatorship:
••. the Leader [cannot] permit a rival institution, whether it be the party or the state
bureaucracy, or for that matter the army, to
maintain any kind of secure existence or independence in relation to him. 19

17Edmund Burke, Reflections on the
(New York: Arlington House, 1966).

Revolution

in

Fran~

'~3This addiction to internal unity is writ-large in
the Chinese experience, most recently in June, 1989 at
Beijing's Tiananmen Square.
For an historical overview,
see Frederick T.C. YU, Mass Persuasion in cnina (New York:
Praeger t
1964).
More recent,
Kuang-sheng Liao,
Antiforeignism and Modernization in China. 1860-1980 (New
York: st. Martin's Press, 1984), chapters 9-10.

19shapiro, Totalitarianism, p. 27.
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Authori tarians,

by contrast,

absence of overt resistance.

view obedience as the

An amount of token opposition

may even be allowed to channel off discontent and create a
democratic facade.
caudillo

Franco

Writing on Spain, Juan Linz argues the
tolerated

within his regime.

patterns

of

semi-opposition

This "limited pluralism" of groups (the

Church, landed elites) not controlled by the regime; that
exist and even criticize without fundamental challenge to
the dictator,
ship.

is absent from true totalitarian dictator-

The tenuous delineation of opposition and quasi-

freedom under authoritarian dictatorship contrasts with the
myth

of

complete

unity

and

diffuse

boundaries

between

regime and society in totalitarianism. 20
Limited pluralism reflects the circumscribed goals of
authoritarians.

They seek only to command and avoid chal-

lenges to their rule.

Bereft of utopian goals requiring a

mobilized and penetrated polity, authoritarians are satisfied with acquiescence or apathy.

Because of the ideologi-

cal commitment to a visionary future,

totalitarians must

not only command and manage, but develop a broad consensus
and inspire the polity to engage in the societal upheaval
by state-directed action.

A much larger task looms before

20Juan Linz: "An Authoritarian Regime: spain," in E.
Allardt and Y. Littunen, eds., Cleavages. Ideologies. and
Party Systems (Helsinki: The Westermarck society, 1964),
pp. 291-341.
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the totalitarian, for as Machiavelli wrote, a revolutionary
transformation

is

fraught with danger for the princely

prophet:
There is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor
more dangerous to handle, than to initiate a new
order of things. For the reformer has enemies in
all those who profi t by the old order and only
lukewarm defenders in all those who would profit
by the new order. 21
A final distinction concerns the ends of non-democratic rule and the corruption of the dictator.

corruption

represents a type of private-regarding behavior by public
officials beyond the prescribed norms or stated perquisites
of the office.

It is the exploitation of public political

authori ty for essentially pri vate material motivation and
advantage. 22
Autocracy gives rise to the exploitation of unchecked
power for private gain, as Lord Acton's maxim recognized.
Neither totalitarian nor authoritarian regimes are immune
from this type of graft.

The kleptocracy of the palace

court surrounding the Marcos regime in the Philippines or
the presidential camarilla of Jose L6pez Portillo in Mexico
is matched by the looting of the treasury by the Goerings

21Cited in Barry Rubin, Modern Dictators (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1987), p. 12.
22stephen D. Morris, "corruption and the Mexican
Political System," corruption and Reform 2 (Dordrecht,
Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 1987), pp. 3-15.
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and Himmlers in National Socialist Germany and the highlife of the apparatchik class in the Soviet Union.
Regarding the dictator,
ference

however,

a

qualitative dif-

exists between authoritarians and totalitarians.

The utilization of power for essentially private ends is
endemic amongst authoritarians.

Lacking the constraining

ideological goals and roles which normatively bind totalitarians,

the

Somozas

and

Trujillos

treat

the

patrimony essentially as a huge private domain.

national
wanting a

prophetic vision,

authoritarian support is based not on a

shared ideology,

but on a vaguer "mentality" or secular

spoils system engendered by the interests created by the
dictator's

rule--rewards

and

punishments

offered

and

threatened.
As Linz points out,

personal aggrandizement forms a

key variable distinguishing these types of non-democratic
leaders.

The

dict.atorships

of

Stalin,

Hitler,

Mao

or

Castro were not directed to the personal enrichment of the
dictator,
never

his family or cronies.

have

engendered

developed
the

the

admiration

These dictators tvould

prophetic

and

loyalty

"charisma"
of

the

nor

masses,

including intellectuals and foreigners, had they not based
their rule on higher, impersonal principles and objectives
than simply lining their own pockets.

Totalitarians may

fuse the public and private in their zeal for ideological
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objectives, but a boundary exists between the public treaThat wall of

sury and the private wealth of the ruler.
separation

becomes

increasingly

breached

moving

in

the

authoritarian direction. 23
Charisma,

role and corruption distinguish totalitarTotalitarians are visionaries;

ians and authori tarians •

destined to direct and embody the will of the mobilized
masses towards the millennium.
leaders

are

motivated

calling

than

lust

and

for

As agents of history, these

legitimized

the

filthy

by

a

far

higher

conversely,

lucre.

authori tarians harbor no such illusions about themsel ves,
the malleability of man, values or society.
vision

of

societal

transformation

No ideological

informs

their

role.

Their primary function remains to perpetuate themselves in
power and maintain order.

Personal enrichment and that of

23Juan J.
Linz,
"Totalitarian and Authoritarian
Regimes I" in Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds.,
Handbook of Pol i tical Science Vel. 3 (Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley), pp. 260-62. A clear exception to this is
the regime of Romanian Nicolae Ceausescu, whose overthrow
and execution on December 25: 1989 revealed a palatial
life-style.
Even here, however, it is argued that
Ceausescu's megalomania and prophetic delusions - more than
mere greed - prompted his plundering.
Also, the Eastern
European regimes had Communist totalitarianism imposed upon
them.
Unlike totalitarians such as Castro, Hitler,
Mussolini or Mao, leaders like Ceausescu or East Germanyis
Erik Honecker did not achieve supreme power by actually
leading their own revolution, but rather through Sovietsponsored intra-party competition. See Mary Ellen Fischer,
"Idol or Leader?
The Origins and Future of the Ceausescu
Cult, Ii in Daniel N. Nelson, ed., Romania in the 1980s
(Boulder: westview Press, 1981), pp. 117-141.
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their coterie are concomitants of power and necessary to
buy loyalty in a more pluralist environment.
The distinctions between totalitarian and authoritarian dictators are essential in categorizing non-democratic
leadership types intelligibly.

The framework bears direct-

lyon the subsequent analysis.

FIDEL CASTRO--TOTALITARIAN DICTATOR
Fidel Castro is the totalitarian dictator of communist
Cuba.

overwhelming governmental

power

virtually every aspect of Cuban life.

encroaches

upon

In line with the

hegemonlc totalitarian model, no autonomous groups or nonregula~ed

forms of behavior exist independently of Castro.

Wherever

found,

they

are declared

counterrevolutionary.

After thirty years; Castro remains the liner maximo (maximum leader),

the messianic comand€mte,

the inspirational

guide for the transformation of man and culture in Cuba.
In Castro's Cuba, stark absolutism cast in mystical terms
is writ-large:
[Castro] remains the ideologue, the guerrilla
leader, the founder, the heroic leader who defied
not only foes (Batista and the United states) but
also friends (the soviet Union).
He ••• is the
inspirational source of political mobilization
and support. Marxist-Leninism and the [Communist
Party] are painted in his own colors ••• Only in
Nazi Germany has the personal element accounted
for so much. 24
24Macridis, Regimes, p. 209.
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Castro is the dominant force creating and amalgamating
the political regime with a mobilized Cuban civil society.
When

the

totalitarian

template

of

prophetic

charisma,

function, and dictatorship for impersonal purposes is laid
over Castro,

the match is almost perfect.

Addi tionally ,

Castrors conformity to the syndromatic features of totalitarian dictatorship is superimposed over a deeper, Latin
American

caudillo

socialist

heritage.

caudillo

remains

Castro,
the

the

totalitarian,

undisputed

leader

and

embodiment of revolutionary Cuba.
The centrality of Castro to Cuba's totalitarian regime
rests largely in his charismatic leadership and embodiment
of the Revolution.
Batista dictatorship,
leader,

During the long struggle against the
Castro was the undisputed guerrilla

ideologue and caudillo.

He led the bloody attack

on the Moncada barracks that launched the Revolution in
1953.

Castro's

"History Will Absolve Me"

speech at his

trial became the creation myth for Cuba--the moral imperative

which

crystallized

the

reasons

for

rebellion--and

remains the fundamental, venerated and legendary scripture
of the Revolution.

Castro co-founded the 26th of July

movement, the main opposition to Batista.

He commanded the

Granma expedition from Mexico and the rebel army it spawned
that fought the guerrilla war and ultimately took power.
Finally,

Castro imposed,

nurtured and guided the Marxist-
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Leninist framework on the revolutionary political system he
stood above. 25
Castro's charismatic power and personal relationship
to the masses in Cuba reflects the totalitarian mystique.
Scholars contend the messianic quality is a major explanatory variable of the Castro dictatorship and a pillar of
regime legitimation.

Richard Fagan argues Castro's fol-

lowers see him as blessed, protected and acting in concert
wi th larger historical forces not always visible to more
ordinary men.

Accordingly, Castro alone retains the right

to determine the "correct" direction of the Revolution. 26
Jorge Dominguez

sees castro's spellbinding "History Will

Absolve Me" speech as a clear articulation of totalitarian
messianism.

castro depends not upon superficial elections

by followers; he is "elected" by
force and authority.
represents.

2.

historical,

eo" ..... O,...,.,~i-l1,...~ 1

.... -....1:"-- ... - - - - - -

castro the leader both commands and

The leader is not a "sovereign" that imposes

himself upon followers.

Rather,

it is Castro who follows

the goals of the people and history:
History-as-god elects the revolutionary leader to
act wi th and for his followers .•. The cause, the
25Fidel Castro, Revolutionary Struggle 1947-1958:
Selected Works of Fidel Castro Roland E ~ Bonachea and
Nelson P. Valdes, eds., (Cambridge, Mass.: The M.l.T.
Press, 1972).
26Richard Fagan,
"Charismatic Authority and the
Leadership of Fidel Castro," Western Political Quarterly
18,2 (1965): 275-84.
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idea, history incarnate in the people elects the
leader to serve, to implement, and hence to rule:
the essence of charismatic legitimation. 27
Castro functions

as an essential

totalitarian movement in Cuba.

instrument to the

Attachment to Castro and

the mass following he generates substitute for political
and party organization.

Castro's absolutism during the

early years of revolutionary Cuba provided the substance
and

sustenance

formative

of the

decade

of

institutions--even
emerged.

as

new
the

During the cri tical

order.
1960s,

basic

as

few
the

permanent
political

stable
party--

Consequently, revolutionary ideology and legiti-

macy blurred with the p(i~l:sona of Castro. 28
Castro's
Although

personality

Castro

declared

cult

permeates

himself

a

the

regime.

Marxist-Leninist

in

December, 1961, the ideology of socialist Cuba quickly bore
the unique stamp of Castroism.
revolutionary

ideologue,

Che

distinct from Marxist-Leninism.

IIFidelismo, II
Guevara,

formed

argued the
something

While the latter stressed

historical determinism and a vanguard party organization,
fidelismo was nonspecific,
matic;

a

IIrevolution

anti-organizational and undog-

without

blueprint ll

retaining

the

27Jorge I. Dominguez, Cuba: Order and Revolution
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press), pp. 197-98.
28William M. LeoGrande,
IIParty Development in
Revolutionary Cuba, II Journal of InterAmerican Studies and
World Affairs 21,4 (1979): 457-80.
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highly personalized leadership of Castro via the "close
dialectical

unity

which

exists

between

the

individual

[Castroj and the masses.,,29
In an early work, Theodore Draper argued "Castroism"
represents a particular cross-fertilization and melding of
Latin America's personalist and revolutionary tradition and
Europe's socialist tradition.

Draper see's Castro as a new

type of Latin American socialist caudillo, with an need to
justify his power ideologically.

"castroism is a leader in

search of a movement, a movement in search of power, and
power in search of an ideology.1I30
This analysis strikes a responsive chord among Latin
American specialists.
vision,

ideology,

While Castro possesses charisma,

rhetorical gifts and intellect,

these

"totalitarian" characteristics are necessary but not sufficient factors to explain his grip over Cuban political life
for almost a third of a century.
29Ernesto Che Guevara, Man and Socialism in Cuba
For
(Havana: Guairas Book Institute, 1967), p. 17.
expanded analysis of fidelismo see, among others, Regis
Debray, Revolution in the Revolution (New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1967); and Edward Gonzalez, Cuba Under
Castro: The Limits of Charisma (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1974), pp. 146-167.
Gonzalez perhaps best explains
this melding of personalism and ideology into fidelismo,
comparing it to Stalinism where party and state
institutions were subordinated to the fiat of the dictator.
By this definition, fidelismo appears little different from
the fuhrerstat of Germany.
30Theodore Draper, gastroism: Theory and Practice (New
York: Praeger, 1965), pp. 48-56. Quote pp. 48-9.
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Like

all

Latin

American

strongmen,

of

personalism

power.,,31
and

and violence

is

the

Caudill ism is lithe

beneficiary of a caudillo tradition.
union

Castro

for

the

conquest

of

This heritage augments personal autocratic power

imbues

the

region with what

Glen

Dealy

terms

the

"spirit of caudillaje •.• an ethos which grants individual
deference and respect on the basis of taking and holding
public power.,,32
As Castro's precursor,

the caudillo was a political

buccaneer whose personal power was the notable characteristic.

Caudillos such as Argentina's Juan Manuel de Rosas

whom Domingo Faustino Sarmiento castigates indirectly in
his

Facundo,

and

Paraguay's

Roa

Rodriguez

de

Bastos

novel

El

fictionalized

8unremo,

supported their rule by machismo and leadership

The

the

Gaspar

Francia,

qualities,

in

Jose

Yo

not theoretical and abstract dejure powers. 33

caudillo

possessed

and

exhibited

an

extraordinary

31Robert Gilmore,
Caudillism and Militarism in
Venezuela (Athens, Ohio: Press, 1964), p. 47.
See also
William S. Stokes, "Violence as a Power Factor in Latin
American Politics," Western political Ouarterly 5 (1952):
445-68.
32 Gl en Caudill Dealy,
University Press, 1977), p.
style of life oriented to the
The word itself may be translated

The Public Man (Amherst:
33.
Caudillaje typifies a
values of public leadership.
as the domination of a caudillo.

33Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, Facundo: Civilizacion y
Barbarie (Buenos Aires: Espasa-calpe Argentina, 1959);
Augusto Roa Bastos, Yo El Supremo (New York: Knopf, 1986) .
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charismatic virility, moral authority and penchant for the
naked exercise of power.
This development of binding,
sonal

patron-client

American political

asymmetrical,

relationships

culture.

interper-

characterizes

Latin

The tradition of political

power as personal identified the leader with the state and
defines the role of charismatic dictators like Castro.
the maximum leader,

in

requirement

Castro fulfills a psychic functional

Cuban

society,

still

Hispanic traditions of caudillaje.
own attractive and legendary
a

superb

intellect,

As

permeated

the

Castro embodies in his

~annerisms--bravado,

hidalgo

by

generosity

qualities that Cubans themselves feel

machismo,

--those

inner

and would like to

manifest, were they only able to do so.34
Castro's base of support centers on charismatic moral
legitimacy derived from an intense interpersonal relationship with the masses, rather than any institutional basis
of leadership.

The personality cult around Castro congrues

with the totalitarian model, but also derives from a more
general

Hispanic

caudillo

tradition.

Castro's

pivotal

function as central to the totalitarian movement in Cuba
was

further

consolidated

by

the

lack of a

totalitarian

34The analysis is taken from the more general by Eric
Wolf and James C. Hansen, "Caudillo Politics: A structural
Analysis, " comparative Studies in Society and History 9,2
(1957): 168-179.
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vanguard party at the forefront of societal destruction and
restructuring.

These unique cuban/Latin American aspects

support the autocratic nature of Castro's dictatorship and
are factors conceptually absent from the larger. general
totalitarian taxonomy formulated by Friedrich,

Linz and

elaborated by Kirkpatrick. 35
Castro's totalitarianism manifests in his omnipotent
functional role, but also in a prophetic vision concerning
the ends of total power.
Fulgencio
regarding

Batista
the

and

Rampant private privilege under
Castro's

redistributive

ideological
public

orthodoxy

purposes

of

revolutionary government combine to imbue him with a rigid
revulsion to materialism, graft and corruption of any kind.
Material incentive is anathema to Castro's core personal
and revolutionary ideals and laissez faire decentralization
threaten his political control over the economy.

Continual

railings against "evil money," personal enrichment, exhortations

regarding

improbi ty and appeals to the

"higher

values" of revolutionary consciousness (conciencia), sacrifice and discipline particularly distinguishing Castro and
his movement. The characteristic totalitarian utopianism is
evident in his public orations:

35Friedrich and Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship;
Linz,
"Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes";
Kirkpatrick,
"Reflections on Totalitarianism," in
Dictatorships and Double Standards, pp. 96-138.
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Perhaps our greatest idealism lies in having
believed that a society that had barely begun to
live in a world that for thousands of years had
lived under the law of "an eye for an eye ••• ,"
the law of egoism, the law of deceit and the law
of exploitation could, all of a sudden, be turned
into a society in which everybody behaved in an
ethical, moral way.36
Castro has been personally immune to the proverbial
corruption affecting autocrats long in power.

As head of

state, Castro enjoys a degree of luxury and privilege, yet
on a modest scale compared with
dents,

and

even

Communist

m~st

leaders

Latin American presielsewhere.

Far from

ascetic in his liking for good scotch whiskey or his oncefamous penchant for cigars, Castro seems, however, to have
no interest in the more base accouterments of power like
fancy

clothes,

philandering

liaisons,

or

wealth.

The

Sierra Maestra legend informs Castro's habitual wearing of
the olive-green uniform and guerrilla beard,
the spartan guerrillero image.
in thirty years,

Celia Sanchez,

perpetuating

His only female companion
died of cancer in 1980.

Castro's revolutionary elan demands he personally remain
above reproach, and no hint of scandal has ever besmirched
this reputation.
Castro also demands rectitude from other public officials.

While old-style theft of public funds or bribery

occasionally

occurs,

unscrupulous

public

36Fidel Castro, Granrna Weekly Review

officials

are

(September 20,1979).
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automatically regarded as enemies of the state and socialism.

Apostasy is punished severely, with public confes-

sion, disgrace, and stiff prison sentences.
The mid-1989 drug-smuggling scandal involving one of
the

nation's

most

decorated

military

officers,

General

Arna1do Ochoa, along with four other high ranking officers,
illustrates

this

veteran

the

troops

of

and

subsequent

Revolution,

points.

supreme

commander

in Angola and one of only five

receive the medal

Ochoa
of

was

a

Cuban

officers ever to

of the Hero of the Republic of Cuba.

still, after a summary trial, public confession and denunciation, he was executed, along with the others. 37
Such periodic moral rectification campaigns and persecution of officials
functional

goals.

for

corruption also serves other,

First,

castro's rhetoric accompanying

anti-corruption campaigns preempts public debate or scrutiny of fundamental regime flaws.

This allows the regime

to mobilize public support and escape system-level accountability by blaming corrupt "scapegoats" for an inability
to attain revolutionary goals.

Second,

periodic purges

against high officials like Ochoa serve to pulverize actual
and potential opposition while still in an embryonic form,
thus

reestablishing

elite

cohesion.

Finally,

ritual

"rectification" campaigns and a ceremonial rite of "rooting
37New York Times, June 27, 1989.
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the society of evil" helps rejuvenate popular faith in the
moral

integrity of the regime,

equalitarian goals

reinforcing faith in the

of the Revolution. 38

scarcities and

privations have not been solved in Cuba by appeals to moral
incentives,

but

regime

legitimacy

and

popular

support

remain high in part because of Castro's probity.39

ALFREDO STROESSNER: AUTHORITARIAN DICTATORSHIP
AND PROTO-TOTALITARIANISM
Alfredo Stroessner's long rule and precipitous fall
provides

an

apparent

textbook

case

for

conventional

perceptions of the stereotypical authoritarian dictator: a
soldier in mufti, corrupt, repressive, standing for nothing
more

than

personal

aggrandizement,

anti-Communist

and

eventually overthrown.
But while stereotypes abound about Stroessner, his has
largely been a
other,

forgotten dictatorship in comparison with

better known hemispheric despots,

such as Castro.

The dearth of serious study stems from Paraguay's geographic isolation, lack of great power investment or Cold War
considerations

and

Stroessner's

own

low

profile.

38Morris, "Corruption," pp. 3-15.
39See Dominguez, Cuba, pp. 229-233; also Tad Szulc,
Fidel: A Critical Portrait (New York: William Morrow and
Co., 1986), p. 81.
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stroessner, if discussed at all, is usually dismissed outof-hand by ill-informed and inaccurate generalizations.
A closer

examination,

utilizing the

organizational

rubric of 1) charisma; 2) role; and 3) corruption, reveals
important similarities and contrasts with both Castro and
the totalitarian-authoritarian taxonomy.

While his regime

was at base a conservative authoritarian personalist (but
not

dictatorship,

military)

characterized

Stroessner's

a

rule,

totalitarian

"impulse"

including a

mass-based

party apparatus and an urge to politicize the military.
stroessner's longevity had little to do with personal
He was never a prophetic leader proselytizing

charisma.
utopian

futures.

In personal demeanor,

Richard Bourne

describes him as a "taciturn man •.• heavy and ponderous in
his movements. ,,40

In contrasts to spellbinding orators

such as Hitler, Mussolini, or Castro, stroessner was given
to rather pedantic patriotic banalities and boring recitations of his regime's economic improvements.
But Stroessner appeared

to

be

relatively popular.

Interviews with Paraguayans, the general impression gained
from field research, and corroboration by other scholars
and

U.S.

intelligence

officers

support

the

view

that

stroessner relied on a base of popular support buttressed
4 0Richard Bourne, Political Leaders of Latin America
(New York: Knopf, 1970), p. 101.
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by a disciplined mass party.41

Few

twentieth

century

dictators last a third of a century relying on ham-fisted
repression alone.
Paraguayan acceptance of Stroessner stemmed from the
nation's political culture,

Stroessner's own manipulation

of Paraguayan sociocultural values,

and his control over

the three mainstays of his regime: the Colorado Party, the
military and corruption.

Each factor demands explication.

No nation in Latin America has a more firmly rooted
authoritarian political legacy than Paraguay.
its

entire

history,

the

political

culture

Throughout
approximates

Samuel Huntington's "praetorian society," characterized by
the weakness

or absence of effective political institu-

tions, lack of consensus among groups concerning legitimate
methods of resolving conflicts and a continual involvement
of the military in government. 42

Authoritarianism is the

rule rather than the exception in Paraguay.
Spanish colonial rule mixed with ideological thought
control perpetrated by the early Jesuits who established a
41Interviews with, among others, Adriano Iralla
Burgos,
Director,
Oficina de Estudios Paraguayos,
Universidad Catolico, Asuncion, June 5, 1988; these
conclusions confirmed in' interview with Jack Martin,
Political Officer, u.S. Embassy, Asuncion, June 7, 1988 and
conversation with Paraguayan specialist Paul H. Lewis,
Asuncion, June 12, 1988.
42Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing
Societies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968), pp.
192-263.
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system of reducciones,

regulating every aspect

of daily

life for a century among the native Guarani Indians in the
1600s.

The sterile despotism continued after independence

by the

regimes

(1814-40),

of Dr.

Antonio

Lopez (1862-70).

Jose Gaspar Rodriguez de Francia

Lopez

(1841-62)

and

Francisco

Solano

These caudillos ruled during the early,

formative generations

of national life,

perpetuating a

tradition of intolerance to opposition and dissent, political repression, exaggerated adulation of strong-man leadership and political monism. Involvement in two of the bloodiest wars

(the Triple Alliance, 1865-70; the Chaco, 1932-

35) in the continent's history enhanced the position of the
armed

forces

saviors,

as

fostering

politics.

major
a

political

actors

his·tory of martial

and

national

intervention in

Military leaders replete with Fascist overtones

ruled with monotonous

impunity

in the

1930s and

1940s,

paving the way for Stroessner's own golpe in 1954.
The existence of such unique and persistent pattern of
authoritarianism,
dictatorship,

while

not

a

prerequisite

for

further

is an underlying factor nurturing and sus-

taining a soldierly elite vested in militarism and producing a
accept

public psychologically adjusted and habituated to
dictatorship.

Having

known

no

other

political

arrangement than authoritarian rule, the political culture
and historical traditions in Paraguay give the people no

-----------_.
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expectations of a more balanced polity.
apathetic and xenophobic,

Politically naive,

Paraguayans appeared to accept

stroessner's dictatorship more or less willingly as congruent with the milieu. 43
A

crucial

determinant

in

stroessner's

longevity

centered on his recognition of the importance of ceremony
and symbolism in Paraguayan culture.

Stroessner effective-

ly manipulated the myths and values of the nation, legitimizing his dictatorship.

He conformed to the archtypical

caudillo described by Hugh Hamill in his Dictatorship in
Spanish America:
The success of the caudillo is not only the
number of years in power but also ..• the skill
with which he weds himself to the patriotic,
mythology, history,
folk,
customs, religious
observances,
fraternal and kinship groups,
national psychology, and political traditions.~4
stroessner's communion with the Paraguayan masses took
two

seemingly

"regal" style.

contradictory

forms--the

"common"

and

the

Stroessner was a perfectly approachable and

familiar figure to the populace, practicing a petitionary
form of rule in keeping with Latin America's personalist
politics--what

Paul Lewis calls

Paraguay's

"shirt-sleeve

430n these and related points, see Paul C. Sondrol,
"Authoritarianism in Paraguay: An Analysis of Three
Contending Paradigms," Review of Latin American Studies 3,1
(1990 - forthcoming).
44Hugh Hamill, Dictatorship in Spanish America
York: Knopf, 1965), p. 13.

(New
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populism. 1145

Congruent with

the

egalitarian

nature

of

Paraguayan society, stroessner spent an enormous amount of
time involving parochial concerns.

These included photo

opportunities

meetings

wishers,
and

with

school

children,

with well-

consultations with leaders of industry, business

labor,

average

ci tizens,

or any

complainant with a

problem, often of a personal nature, who felt the right to
go directly to the President.
ex-President

Anastasio

At least prior to Nicaraguan

Somoza's

assassination

in

1980,

stroessner used to drive himself without protection into
downtown Asuncion to the local chess club and play any and
all challengers who happened to stop.46

stroessner ruled a

small nation of three and a half million for almost two
generations.

By 1985, 70% of the population had grown to

adulthood knowing no other leader.
stroessner's
aside

from

the

apparent

folksiness

and

availability,

obvious public relations benefit,

wi th his conception of role and rule.

melded

stroessner had no

larger ideological vision than keeping himself in power.
He

mayor

may

not

popular--which was

have

cared

if

he

was

politically

impossible to gauge empirically given

restrictions on press and free expression.

However, sur-

45paul H. Lewis, ParacfiJ.av_ Under stroes~ner
Hill: University of North Carolina Press), p. 108.
46Bourne, Political Leaders, pp. 182-85.

(Chapel
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rounded in the Presidential Palace by sycophants had an
isolating effect (that ultimately cost him the Presidency).
Travelling around the country and meeting with ordinary
citizens,

regional

military

commanders

officials

afforded

stroessner

continued

or

local

access

party
to

new

channels of information, allowing him to keep abreast of a
changing political environment.

This sort of "constituency

service" distinguished stroessner from more removed traditional autocrats, described in Frantz Fanon's The Wretched
of the Earth, who simply retired to corpulent langour in
the presidential palace and never visi ted the country. 4 7
It also helped to legitimate stroessner's regime by appearing responsive to the people.
ity

to

play

the

role

of

stroessner's singular abil-

ombudsIiian

in

redressing

local

grievances was similar to the personal link between ruler
and ruled that Castro performs.
Like. Castro,
bypass

stroessner's preeminence allowed him to

institutional

channels

for

decision-making

determine policy or course corrections by fiat.

and

stroessner

alone commanded the attention to galvanize public opinion
behind regime policies.
unannounced,
his

regime's

Personal inspection tours, often

allowed stroessner to serve,
"intuiti ve

barometer

of

like Castro, as

popular

sentiment,

47 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (New York:
Grover Press, 1966).
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sounding out public opinion and eliciting criticism from
the rank and file.

stroessner's direct "demooracy" and

II

common touch were important variables in cuI ti vating and
maintaining mass allegiance over many years.
was no mere figurehead.

Like Castro I

helmsman"

spirit

and

guiding

of

stroessner

he was the "great
the

stronato

(the

Stroessner regime).48
stroessner

proved

equally

adept

at

the

functions associated with chief-of-state duties.

more

regal

As

presi~

dent, stroessner presided over the nation's most important
ceremonial occasions with a solemnity that a still traditional; highly religious and intensely nationalistic populace appreciated.

Glittering occasions such as the feast

days of San BIas,

Corpus Christi, Virgin of Caacupe,

or

Heroes Day and Chaco Armistice found Stroessner laying a
wreath or giving a patriotic speech.

He headed the pomp

and pageantry surrounding visits by foreign heads of state,
trade delegations,

or military missions;

such ceremonies

received heavy coverage by the local, controlled press and
were followed closely by Paraguayans.

As citizens of a

small, poor county, the people obviously enjoyed and took
pride in these displays of the importance of the nation,

48Gonzales, Cuba Under Castro, pp. 182-185.
Also,
Paul Lewis, Socialism. Liberalism and Dictatorship in
Paraguay (New York: Praeger, 1982), p. 69.
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its traditions, and the dignity that stroessner, as personification of the people, displayed. 49
Machiavellian designs to maintain power fail in fully
explaining

stroessner's

longevity.

Retaining

control

clearly was the overriding goal, but other, more altruistic
motives also existed.
'the Chaco War.

stroessner was a patriotic hero of

Like Castro, stroessner exhibi ted in his

personal mannerisms and style of leadership the same sort
of qualities his countrymen admired and wished to possess.
Because

he

was

so

typically

Paraguayan;

authoritarian,

ultra-nationalist and xenophobic, stroessner succeeded in
creating an almost irrational admiration on the part of
many loyal Colorados, more characteristic of a totalitarian
like Castro.

While he dedicated his energies to maintain-

ing power, stroessner also clearly believed in the conservative patriotic and religious values of the society from
which he emerged.

He saw nothing incompatible in manipu-

lating symbols to support his rule.

49The author remembers the riveting attention in
Asuncion regarding stroessner's June, 1988 speech before
the united Nations General Assembly on (of all topics)
nuclear disarmament.
The speech was carried live via
direct satellite feed on both of Paraguay's television
networks.
It was patently crafted for domestic consumption, being more a nationalistic defense of democracy
"Paraguayan style." The cameras were glued on stroessner.
Later , it was revealed the General Assembly was almost
empty of spectators protesting stroessner's dictatorship.
The speech was a huge success in Asuncion.
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stroessner's durability thus rested on his considerable skills as an astute and organizationally competent
politician.

An

unquestioned

administrative

capacity,

coupled with a penchant for details, long work hours and a
ruthless obsession for personal power helped him overcome
initial opposition from within the Colorado party, bureaucracy and the military.50
By identifying himself with the century-old Colorado
party, stroessner secured a popular base for his regime, a
key

difference

from

other,

contemporary

right-wing

dictatorships in Latin America, such as Brazil (1964-1984)
or Argentina 1966-1972; 1976-1982).

stroessner's decision

to collaborate with the Colorados was a pretext for his
real intention to bring the party under his formal control.
A totalitarian-like "caesarist" impulse to expand the
scope of his control was clearly evident in the stronato.
stroessner's compulsion to secure a mass base for his rise
to power differs from most other conservative authoritarians. 51

By purging the Colorados of dissidents, stroessner

adeptly

transformed

the

organization

into

a

personalist

50For stroessner's consolidation of power, see Leandro
Prieto Yegros, El Coloradismo Eterno Con stroessner Tomo 1
(Asuncion: Editorial Cuadernos Republicanos, .1988).
51Laureano Vallenilla Lanz,
Cesarismo Democratico
(Caracas: Tipografia Garrido, 1961).
See also Franz
Neumann's conceptualization of the term in his, The
Democratic and Authoritarian state (Glencoe: The Free
Press, 1957), p. 236.
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vehicle of his dictatorship.

By 1976, no factions divided

the Colorados; everyone was a stroessnerista.

since the

only avenue to a modicum of safety, prosperi ty and power
lay with the hegemonic regime, allegiance and proximity to
Stroessner became the sine qua non of political survival.
Moreover, a militancy akin to totalitarian cadres, clearly
going beyond that normally associated with rightist, conservative authoritarian regimes, handed stroessner a weapon
shared by Castro: a disciplined, militant mass-based party
totally subservient to the dictator.
The party structure was reorganized along verticalist
lines.

Membership was structured (and later computerized)

through a national network of seccionales and subseccionales (branches and block wards).

Much like the Committees

for the Defense of the Revolution in Cuba, these grassroots organizations were designed to maintain party discipline and militancy, keep registry of members, disseminate

propaganda,

dispense

welfare

and

patronage

to

I

correligionarios (party brethren) and keep oppositionists
under surveillance.
Under stroessner, a key criteria for securing employment in governmental positions was political affiliation
and the growing bureaucracy represented an enormous patronage network for Colorado party faithful.
ters,

in

fact,

were

considered

the

Party headquar-

central

employment
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agency for public sector sinecures.
Paraguay,

a good job in the ever-expanding public sector

engendered a
with

In a poor country like

mass

degree of allegiance,

support. 52

As

head

providing stroessner

of

this

spoils

system,

stroessner presided over government by cronies (amiguismo)
and thus counted on a loyal bureaucracy directly responsive
to his policy preferences.

With only lip service paid to

merit, stroessner enjoyed almost complete control over the
tenure,

salaries,

promotions,

government employees.

pensions and retirement of

Party members

in the bureaucracy

were also required to make mandatory !lcontributions" to
Colorado coffers.
stroessner never relinquished formal command as head
of

the military that brought him to power in 1954

and

intervened directly in troop movements and promotions of
all officers.
the

The totalitarian urge became apparent with

introduction

membership)

of

political

criteria

(Colorado

party

for promotions and assignments, through oaths

of loyalty to Stroessner personally,
indoctrination

in

stroessner's

and penetration via

political

thought

and

52True to it's traditions of a strong state, under
Stroessner, the Paraguayan government's share of to'tal
annual investment grew from 15 to over 25 percent. It grew
at a rate of around 30 percent a year.
See Lewis i
Socialism, Liberalism and Dictatorship, p. 142.
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pronouncements. 53

As

a

counterweight to the military,

stroessner created a parallel structure; a 1500 man elite
presidential escort battalion of heavily armed men, each of
whom was carefully screened by the secret. police before
being allowed to join. 54
Ameliorating stroessner's totalitarian urge, however,
was the absence of any ideological imperative to restructure society and values as in Castro's Cuba.

Moreover,

while he mirrored Castro's almost total domination over the
regime he headed, loyalty to stroessner was not based on
any comprehensive and intellectually elaborate ideology or
charisma, rather on a mixture of fear and rewards threatened and offered to his collaborators.

Linz calls this

form of leadership "patrimonial ism" or IIsultanism" whereby
the binding norms and relations of bureaucratic administra-

53see, for example, Dr. Augusto Moreno, La epoca de
Alfredo stroessner: Valoracion politica. historia y
filosofica (Asuncion: Comuneros SRL., 1966); Ubaldo
centurion Morinigo,
stroessner. defensor de las
instituciones democraticas (Asuncion: Ediciones Epopeya del
Chaco, 1983); Alfredo stroessner, Politica y estrategia del
dessarrollo (Asuncion: Editorial "Cuadernos Republicanos,"
1986).
54It was this personal Presidential Escort Battalion
that fought the motorized Cavalry Divisions headed by
General Andres Rodriguez in the bloody coup of February 3,
1989. Approximately 300 men from both sides died in the fighting.
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tion are constantly subverted by the personal arbitrariness
of the ruler. 55
Loyalty to stroessner by core
hacks,
was

regime

elites--party

bureaucrats, cabinet ministers and army officers--

ultimately

reciprocal

based

ties

Anthropologist
relationships

of

George
"dyadic

on

the

establishment of personal,

faithfulness
Foster

terms

contracts"

and

these

which

obligation.
clientelistic

"tie

people •.. of

significantly different socioeconomic status (or orders of
power),

who

vices."

exchange different

The

lower

ranking

kinds of goods and ser-

member

of

the

ncontract"

anticipates protection, economic aid and security while the
higher status member of the dyad expects fealty, deference
and service. 56
These interweaving clientelistic links characteristic
in Latin America are an authoritarian theme of Paraguayan
political

culture,

coming

together

at

the

apex

of

the

national authority structure under stroessner's dictatorship.

Frederick Hicks argues the emphasis on reciprocal

loyalties and obligations forms the basis for caudillismo,
a political system transcended in most of Latin America by
55Linz,
259-263.

"Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes,18 p.

56George M. Foster, "The Dyadic Contract," American
Anthropologist 63 (1961): 1173-1192; idem. , "The Dyadic
contract II," ibid 65 (1963): 1281-1294. Quote from p. 1281.
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1870, but continued under stroessner in modified form.

The

essent.ial features include personalist rule supported and
maintained by the creation of a loyal following of retainers who are rewarded by " ••• weal th or the power to bestow
patronage through control

of access

to

the sources of

wealth. 1157
cronyism, corruption and contraband were the essential
components binding loyalty of subordinates to Stroessner.
Most high-ranking military officers also had lucrative side
interests

involving

rich

sinecures

contraband and prosti tution trades. 58

in

the

narcotics,

Foreign companies

(mostly Argentine and Brazilian) that own close to 80% of
the

nation's

payoffs

to

legitimate

Colorado

governmental red-tape.

large

bureaucrats

businesses
to

evade

made

regular

taxation and

Commissions for state intervention

to adjudicate land disputes on behalf of large hacendados

57 Frederick Hicks, "Interpersonal Relationships and
Caudillismo in Paraguay," Journal of InterAmerican studies
and World Affairs 9 (1967): 99.
S8The Cox newspaper group, citing a classified u.s.
state Department report, said General-President Rodriguez,
long a stroessner intimate before turning on him, is
considered by law enforcement authorities to by Paraguay's
No. 1 drug trafficker.
See The Arizona Daily star,
February 5, 1989.
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or foreign-owned companies and against peasants were likewise routine. 59
Under Stroessner,
flourished.

enormous black market racketeering

The system bought complicity and support from

leading figures in the armed forces, businessmen and politicians at all
economically

levels.

and

As a result,

politically

relevant

a

large number of
groups

perceived

their special place, privileges and personal stake in the
continuation of stroessner's rule and the spoils system he
perpetuated. 60

A oft-repeated phrase heard in Asuncion,

reportedly turned by stroessner himself, summed the nefarious philosophy:
It is necessary to foment criminality, because
'criminality produces complicity and complicity
produces loyalty.61

CONCLUSION
Personal

and

organizational similarities

in Alfredo

stroessner and Fidel Castro offer parallels representing a
melding of Latin American authoritarian and totalita.rian
dictatorship.

Autocrats to the core, both stroessner and

59Carlos Maria Lezcano G.,
Presidente,"
Investigaciones
Comunicacion - ISEC 6 (1986): 3.

"Leal tad al GeneralSociales
Educacion

60 Ro bert J.
Alexander,
"The Tyranny
Stroessner," Freedom At Issue 41 (1977): 17.

of

General

61Interview with journalist and author Guido Rodriguez
Alcala, June 7, 1988, Asuncion. Translation mine •
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Castro were and are the critical fulcrums of their respective regimes. Both benefited from Latin America's caudillo
Both

heritage.

rulers

cultivated

a

personality

cult,

fanatical following and dominated a single, official massbased political party organized along personalist lines.
The Venezuelan pensador (thinker), Laureano Vallenilla
Lanz,

describes

the

caudillo

as

a

"democratic caesar,"

whose authority is founded on the unconscious suggestion of
the masses.

Vallenilla was not analyzing totalitarianism,

Castro or stroessner when he cast the democratic caesar as
the personification of the people, the state, the ideals of
society,

always

dictator.
(Castro;

representing the

collective will

But the similarities are striking.
stroessner)

of the

The caesar's

moral and political authority tran-

scends law, constitution, political party or principle.
is

"democracy personified •.• the nation-made man.

He

In him

is synthesized ••• democracy and autocracy.,,62
Beyond these similarities, the two dictators diverge.
Castro

is

a

pure

total i tarian •

stroessner was

largely

authoritarian, yet a totalitarian urge pervaded his rule.
Castro

remains

stroessner
conservatism,

the

charismatic,

possessed
rabid

62Vallenilla
Translation mine.

Lanz,

no

visionary

ideology

anti-communism,

Cesarismo

ideologue.

beyond

social

maintaining

Democratico,

p.

and

207.
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increasing his power.
person,

but as a

movement,

to

Castro is needed,

not just as a

"function" to sit at the center of his

guide,

give

shape

and

lend

legitimacy.

stroessner's function was stroessner in power and little
else.

Loyalty to Castro rests on a revolutionary, public-

spirited

ideological utopianism creating a

psychological

and emotional identification between leader and followers.
In Stroessner's regime, corruption bound elites together in
felonious complicity via a notorious web of clientelistic
"contracts" headed by the dictator, yet the political backwardness

of the nation afforded the leader a

popularity

with

the

very

masses

preyed

degree of

upon

by

his

retainers.
Castro conforms to the larger,
taxonomy.
Mussolini

Castro
or

evokes

Stalin.

general totalitarian

comparisons with Hitler,

Mao,

He is Cuba's charismatic maximum

leader and continues to totally dominate a political system
largely his

own creation.

Castro's overriding personal

leadership is such that were he to leave office tomorrow,
for whatever reason, the Cuban political system would still
bear his imprint for some time to come.

A revolutionary

Cuba without Castro at the helm is almost inconceivable: no
better measure of his influence exists.

The distinctive

feature of the Cuban political system has been and remains
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the omnipotent and omniscient castro; leader of party and
state.
stereotypes o.f stroessner's long rule abound, but are
largely

inaccurate

as

dictatorship exists.

no

perfect

analogy

to

his

The stronato was never a military

junta or faceless bureaucratic-authoritarian dictatorship.
Neither the collective Paraguayan military nor Colorado
party ruled Paraguay; stroessner ruled.
simply primus inter pares
personalist
regime.

dictator,

stroessner was not

within an oligarchy; he was a

totally

dominating

the

political

stroessner even appeared relatively popular for an

authcTitarian

autocrat.

Mass

acceptance

of

stroessner

stemmed from the unique nature of Paraguay's authoritarian
heritage, stroessner's own belief in and manipulation of
the sociocultural values of the nation, his control of a
mass-based

official

party,

the

penetration

and

politicization of the military and corruption which glued
the regime's elites together.
Fidel Castro and Alfredo stroessner mirror the diametrics of totalitarianism and authoritarj,anism in ideological
orientation,

role conception, and the public vs. private

ends of dictatorship.

But in the use and abuse of autocra-

tic power, examination reveals how they intersect as classic examples of personalist dictatorship in Latin America.

- .. ---
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Analysis of Alfredo Stroessner, in particular, implies
totalitarian and authoritarian dictatorship may be relative
rather than absolute concepts.
less

totalitarian.

Dictators can be more or

Instead of Platonic

ideal types or

rigid categorizations, research should focus on directions,
impulses and trends.
valuable
analysis.

purpose

This,

however,

totalitarianism

is not to deny the

serves

in

comparative

Simply calling Castro's or stroessner's "per-

sonalist" or "single-party" regimes utterly fails to capture the

distinguishing features

than their being autocracies.
distinguish
Stroessner's,
degree.

dictatorships
but

of such systems,

other

Totalitarianism continues to
such

in these cases,

as

less

Castro's

and

in kind than in
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CHAPTER THREE
TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN PARTIES:
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CUBAN COMMUNIST PARTY
AND THE PARAGUAYAN COLORADO PARTY
INTRODUCTION
As with other elements explored in the dissertation,
the differing organizational styles of political parties
are manifest

in totalitarian and

authoritarian

regimes.

This chapter analyzes the structure and function of singleKey vari-

party authoritarian and totalitarian systems.
abIes

examined

include

power wielded by the

the

relative

official party,

teristics and the role ideology plays

degree

of

monopoly

membership characin party affairs.

The study then focuses on two Latin American single-party
systems--the

Partido

Cuba

the

and

(ARN--"Colorado")

comunista

Asociaci6n

Cubana

(PCC)

of

Republicana

Castro's
Nacional

of Alfredo stroessner's Paraguay.

The

work shows similarities and differences between the PCC and
Colorados, as well as divergences with the larger totalitarian-authoritarian taxonomy.

TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN PARTIES
Fred Willhoite distinguishes two stages of totalitarian development.

The initial "revolutionizing" phase is

characterized by a supreme leader--the dictator--who plays
a dominating and inspiring role in the inauguration of the

-- ._--- - - - - - -
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TABLE 3:

TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN PARTIES

AUTHORITARIAN

TOTALITARIAN
Party

May Be Absent

Single, Official
(Military Rule)

Elites

Monolithic

Membership

Exclusive
(Vanguard)

Power

Factional
Ascriptive
(Can Be Mass-Base)
Limited Pluralist

Monopolistic
(Democratic centralism)

Ideology

regime.

Weak, Inchoate
(Mentality)

Strong, Coherent

Yet even as totalitarian dictators reach their

zeni th of autocratic power,
creating
regularize

institutions
procedures

of

the regimes they command are
coercion

and

control

that

of governance and facili tate the

political and social transformation of society.
The official party controls these organs.
structures

(people's

tribunals

or

a

Parallel

politburo)

are

installed to legitimize the regime and check the power of
tradi tional state insti tutions,

such as legislatures and

bureaucracies.

are

Also

created

auxiliary

structures

(secret police and propaganda ministries) to penetrate and
mobilize

society.

Party

officials

overlap

with
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governmental officials to penetrate all levels of government, insuring monopoly power and ideological orthodoxy.
The more complex, adaptable and flexible these structures, the more institutionalized the totalitarian regime.
Ironically, as these organs serve to strengthen the power
of the regime, they also eventually weaken the absolutist
control

of the dictator.
gives

Fanatical
way

to

devotion to a

sonality

eventually

bureaucratic

zation.

If the regime outlasts the dictator,

per-

routinithe party

oligarchy eventually becomes the nucleus of control over
regime and society.1
Willhoite

calls

institutionalized

this

second

phase

totalitarianism.

of

Regime

development
consolidation

regularizes patterns of governance and control,

bringing

greater predictability and stability to the totalitarian
order.
shes,

As the power of the charismatic autocrat diminibureaucratic rule by an oligarchy of party elites

replaces

personal

dictatorship.

Collective

rulers

col-

laborate in making all important decisions of government
and develop a vested interest in preventing the rise of
another arbitrary personal dictator. 2
1The concept of auxiliary and parallel structures is
from Amos Perlmutter, Modern Authoritarianism (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1981), pp. 12-22.
2Fred Willhoite, Power and Governments
Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 1988), p. 182.

(Belmont,
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Linz

argues

that

in

institutionalized

totalitarian

systems, the syndrome of elitism, power centralization and
ideological domination finds its purest expression in the
single,

official

party.3

The party forms

guiding force of government and society.

the

leading,

It is the fount

of legitimacy, the source of regime initiative and guardian
of ideological hegemony.
Totalitarian
mixture

of

attributes,

parties

pluralist

outwardly

vocabulary

adopt

and

an

ingenious

pseudo-democratic

owing to their Rousseauian antecedents and in

keeping with the myth of the party and regime as manifestations of a true "peoples'" democracy.

Yet three key vari-

ables belie the non-democratic character of such parties,
and further distinguish them from authoritarian counterparts.
tic;

Totalitarian parties are 1) elitist; 2) monopolis-

and 3)

ideological.

These characteristics are ana-

lyzed and compared with authoritarian parties.
Elitism defines the structural characteristics of all
totalitarian parties.
most

closely

The Russian V.I. Ulyannov (Lenin) is

associated with the concept

of a

militant

3Juan Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes,"
in Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds., Handbook of
Political Science 3 (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1975), p.
198.
The general, theoretical discussion that follows
focuses primarily on the Soviet union as the prototypical
model. Because both Nazism and Fascism did not survive the
Second World War,
neither can be considered fully
institutionalized totalitarian regimes.
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elite at the helm of a revolutionary movement.
Is To Be Done?

(1902),

In his What

Lenin outlines the design for an

effective revolutionary movement.

The movement's leading

element,

composed

the

vanguard

party,

is

of

militant,

disciplined intellectuals indoctrinated in Marxist ideology.
the

This elite cadre performs a tutelary role, educating
masses

in

the

deterministic

nature

of

dialectical

history and persuading them to accept the righteousness of
the dictatorship of the proletariat. 4
Right-wing totalitarian regimes adopted Lenin's concept

of

an

elitist

party,

but

for

differing

motives.

Instead of a vanguard leading toward an eventual classless
society, the National Socialists and Fascists were informed
by elitists who spoke of natural leaders, superior intelligence and the perils of mobocracy.

The German philoso-

pher Nietzsche preached the triumph of the will and the
desire of the heroic man to dominate the spineless multitude.

Sociologists Roberto Michels and Vilfredo Pareto

declared oligarchical tendencies in all political parties.
Michels contended elites those best able to shape, control
and direct societal change via a party.

4V. I. Lenin, What Is To Be Done?
University Press, 1963), pp. 119-72.

Pareto argued the

(London:

Oxford
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masses psychologically

a~justed

to crave and accept leader-

ship in a modern milieu of alienation. 5
For these varied reasons, the totalitarian party is a
minority, a vanguard, an elite.
exclusive.

Membership

consent and

few,

is

if any,

The totalitarian party is

forbidden without the party's
elites outside the party ever

attain leadership positions within the party.

Were army

officers

Alexander

or

intellectuals

to

Solzhenitsyn termed The First

move

Circl~

into

what

would deny the myth of

monopolistic insight and guidance that can only rest with
the party.

In this vein,

Samuel Huntington and Clement

Moore write,
One indication of the strength of a one-party
system .•. is the premium put on party membership.
The more important the party is in the system i
the more difficult it is to become a member and
the more frequent are the purges expelling members. 6
Totalitarian

party

membership

is

exceptional

and

normally follows a period of apprenticeship and rigorous
testing for ideological, intellectual or racial purity.

As

in Plato's Republic, careful screening and recruitment of
5Friedreich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil trans.
Marianne Cowan (Chicago: Regnery Gateway, 1955); Robero
Michels, Political Parties (New York: Dover Publications,
1959); Vilfredo Pareto, The Mind and Society (New York:
Dowe, 1963).
6samuel Huntington and Clement Moore, eds., Authoritarian Politics in Modern Society (New York: Basic Books,
1970), p. 15.
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the best and brightest for leadership positions in the
party begins with children. 7

Special schools exist for

political indoctrination, training in agitation, organization

and

propaganda.

Promising young

apprentices

are

inducted into auxiliary organizations that penetrate school
and family.

The Octobrists, the Young Pioneers, the Hitler

Youth, Red Guards or Komsomol all share one function: to
activate,

indoctrinate and inculcate young totalitarians

with the proper ideological "consciousness" and elim that
party membership implies.

After years of socialization, an

intellectually elaborate ideology promotes thought conformity that few party members are able to resist, thus adding
to elite cohesion. S
This circui tous route to membership conforms to the
image the totalitarian party has propagated.

The party is

the oracle of political wisdom and guiding force in society.

To belong to the elite must be a hard-won honor.

If

party membership becomes universal, it becomes meaningless.
7This aspect of Plato's philosophy is a genuine link
modern totalitarians, and has generated a heated
controversy over whether Plato was or was not a totalitarian.
For perhaps the most outspoken of Platonic critics,
see Karl Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies: The Age
of Plato, I, (Princeton: University Press, 1945).
Plato
was certainly an authoritarian, favoring the autocracy of
the wise, but not totalitarian given the lack of modern
technology available to totally penetrate and mobilize society.

w~~n

sGino Germani~ "Political Socialization of Youth in
Fascist Regimes," in Huntington and Moore, Authori tarian
Politics, pp. 339-79.
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Unlike authoritarian counterparts,
ties

totalitarian par-

characteristically practice autocratic expulsion of
Periodic purges

members--an extremely negative sanction.
serve a

number of functions

in these

Purges

systems.

They remove potential opponents or

restrict membership.

nascent dictators perceived as accumulating monopoly personal

power

and threatening
Purges

institution.

the

extract

political

genrocrats

party

from

as

the

an

party

structure, facilitating elite rotation.

Purges also reju-

venate

or

the

sedentary

utopian movement,
members

and

removing

infusing

the

"reeducating"

party

with

renewed

fervor and the idealized cohesive militancy of totalitarian
elitism. 9
Totalitarian parties project a popular participatory
and mobilizational front,
based. II

But the hard-core of militant members

qui te small,
total

accounting for the term "mass-

usually not reaching more than 10% of the

population.

All

three

parties share this elitism,
East

remains

European,

Cuban

and

prototypical

totalitarian

in addition to contemporary

East Asian Communist

regimes.

Table 4 illustrates the size of totalitarian parties, both

9Alexander Dallin and George Breslauer, Political
Terror in communist Systems (Stanford: Universi ty Press),
pp. 27-32; Carl J. Friedreich and zbigniew Brzezinski,
Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy (New York: Praeger,
1966), pp. 185-202; Zbigniew Brezinski, The Permanent Purge
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1956), pp. 12-38 .
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TABLE 4: RATIO OF TOTALITARIAN PARTY
MEMBERSHIP TO POPULATION
Ratio
(percent)

Estimated
Population

Party
Membership

70,000,000

6,900,000

9.9

49,840,000

2,641,520

5.3

294,008,160

19,037,946

6.7

Albania

3,085,985

147,000

4.8

Bulgaria

8,960,749

932,055

10.4

CUba

10,259,047

500,000

4.8

Czechoslovakia

15,581,993

1,705,490

10.9

E. Germany

16,610,265

2,324,386

13.9

Hungary

10,613,000

870,992

8.2

Mongolia

2,011,066

88,150

4.3

N. Korea

21,447,977

2,500,000

11.6

Poland

37,726,699

2,130,000

5.6

Romania

22,936,503

3,640,000

15.8

vietnam

63,593,000

1,900,000

2.9

Yugoslavia

23,430,830

2,150,000

9.1

Country
Nazi Germany
(1943)
Fascist Italy
(1937)
Soviet Russia

Sources:
Richard F. Staar, ed., Yearbook on International
Communist Affairs (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press,
1988); Juan Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes,"
in Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds., Handbook of
Political Science Vol. 3 (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley), p.
361; Historical Encyclopedia of World War II (New York:
Facts on File, Inc., 1980), pp. 186, 243.
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in actual terms and relative to the respective populations
of their nations.
Elites in totalitarian parties attempt to monopolize
and regulate all political and social activity.
tion, party claims are total.
tions

are targets

implement

the

of

By defini-

All individuals and institu-

control or elimination to

utopian

program

of

the

further

vanguard.

The

organization of command demands extreme centralization to
realize this prophetic vision.
Command
Stalinist
members

flows

principle

from
of

the

top

down

"democratic

according

to

centralism."

remain theoretically free to discuss

the

Party

and debate

policy questions, but are obligated to totally support an
adopted decision of the highest circles of party elites.
Decisions made by higher organs bind lower ones lacking
sUbsystem autonomy.

Discussion may precede policy formula-

tion, but no dissenting positions are allowed to develop.
Democratic

centralism serves the

latter-day fiction

and function of Rousseau's volonte generale.
the myth of complete unity of leader,
principle,

the

Perpetuating

party,

totalitarian party legitimizes

people and
itself by

pretending to be representative of total societal consensus.

The

facade

envisions

direct

mass

democracy,

but
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" ••• is part of the false front behind which is hidden a
unity extinguishing the autonomous individua1.,,10
The "passion for unanimity," argues Friedrich, compels
party elites to infiltrate and overlap important positions
in the governmental structure,

safeguarding party control

over state and society by atomizing man from his brethren
and insuring that neither individual or collective autonomous action emerges. 11

Arendt notes totalitarian parties

view traditional state organs as impediments to the everchanging needs of a permanent revolution requiring slavish
adherence
coopts,

by

all

subdues

of

or

society. 12

eliminates

power outside of itself.
The

party

overlaps

government.
itarian,

the

Therefore,

all

sources

the

party

of political

A "Dual state" is thus created.
regime;

in

effect

becoming

the

single-party regimes thus described are total-

asserts

Linz,

because

"only

when

the

party

10Karl Dietrich Bracher, "The Disputed Concept of
Totalitarianism," in Ernest Menze, ed., Totalitarianism
Reconsidered (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press, 1981),
pp. 31-2.
11Friedreich and
ship, pp. 31-70.

Brzezinski,

Totalitarian

Dictator-

12Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1951), pp. 258-59.
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organization is superior or equal to the government can we
speak of a totalitarian system. 1I13
Authoritarian

single-parties

may

also

attempt

to

corner political power and emulate the totalitarian model
of monopoly power, but are condemned to failure (were they
to succeed they would, ipso facto, cease to be authoritarian and move into a totalitarian form).
Linz'

concept

of

the

authoritarian societies.

"limited

Failure centers on

pluralism"

inherent

in

Authoritarian parties have to

share power with other institutions, such as the church,
military,

bureaucracy

and

even

opposition

parties. 14

Giovani sartori asserts authoritarian single-parties are
more appropriately termed "hegemonic" rather than "monistic," implying they dominate the political landscape, but
are incapable of controlling or coopting all major societal
organizations as in totalitarian party systems.

Political

pluralism of a limited fashion exists because:

13Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," p.
212.
The earliest interpretation of this totalitarian
party "overlap" is by Ernst Fraenkel in his study of the
Nazi party entitled The Dual state (New York, 1941). More
currently Perlmutter extends the concept in his Modern
Authoritarianism, pp. 18-24.
14 Linz , "Total i tar ian and Authot-i tar ian Regimes," pp.
271-73.
For a discussion of the single-party Mexican
variant, see John J. Bailey, IIWhat Explains the Dec~ine of
the PRI and Will It continue?" in Roderic camp, ed.,
Mexico's Political stability (Boulder: westview Pre~s,
1986), pp. 159-84.
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other parties are pend tted to exist, but as
second class, licensed parties ••• they are not
permitted to compete with the hegemonic party in
antagonistic terms and on an equal basis. iS
Totalitarian parties appropriate and centralize political

power

for

the

purpose

of obliterating factions,

social groups or independent organizations and effecting
unanimity in transforming society.
for authoritarian parties.

No such agenda exists

They channel and deflect intra-

and inter-party factions and societal opposition, they do
not systematically eliminate them.

The authoritarian party

controls the machinery of government I
itself as

~

but does not see

vanguard penetrating society.

It shares social

and even political power with other institutions.

Authori-

tarian regimes may be one-party dominant or not (the military may rule directly), but the party, is only one of the
many pillars upon which the regime rests.

The party com-

petes with the military, church, landed elites, bureaucracies and professionals. 16
The ideological dictates of totalitarianism constitute
the party's secular religion and permit no rival institutions to challenge monistic power.

This ideological dimen-

sion of totalitarian parties needs further explication.
l SGiovanni Sartori, Parties and Party
(cambridge, U.K.: University Press, 1976), p. 230.

Systems

16L•A• Coser, continuities in the Study of Social
Conflict (London: Collier-Macmillan, 1962), pp. 191-93.
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Totalitarian
function.
previous
primarily
power.

parties

differ

in

both

structure

and

These single-party dictatorships differ from all
forms

of

authoritarianism

by

modern

techniques

not

for

merely

attaining

or

even

monopoly

The decisive distinguishing variable is the ideo-

logical impulse for total societal transformation.

Totali-

tarian party elites are disciples of a pseudo-scientific
secular religion demanding absolute monistic power in order
to destroy the moribund old order and dominate a restructured utopia.
Linz

distinguishes

authoritarian

parties by the ideological variable.

from

totalitarian

Authoritarian parties

are based more on a

"mentality" than an ideology.

mentality

an

refers

tualization.

to

orientation more than a

Linz'
concep-

While ideologies are coherent, consistent and

intellectually

elaborate belief systems ,

mentalities

are

ways of thinking and feeling more emotive than rational.
Mentality is intellectual attitude; ideology is
intellectual content •
Mentality is a psychic
predisposition, ideology is reflection, selfinterpretation; mentality is previous, ideology
later: mentality is formless,
fluctuating-ideology, however, is firmly formed ••• ldeologies
have a strong utopian element, mentalities are
closer to the present or the past. 17

17Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," p.
267.
The remainder of this section draws heavily on Linz'
formulation.
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The

differences

imply

authori tarian parties.

political

consequences

for

They generally lack the binding

commitment characteristic of totalitarian vanguard parties
imbued

with

ideological

fervor.

Mentalities

are more

difficult to diffuse among the masses precisely because
they

lac~_the

symbolic referent, the distinctive language,

the pseudo-scientific arguments important to participants.
Because of their vagueness, mentalities are less apt to be
utilized

in

educational

indoctrination,

less

likely to

conflict with science or religion and nlore difficult to use
as loyalty tests.
The limited utopianism of authoritarian mentalities is
congruent

with

the

limited

parties and regimes.

pluralism

of

authoritarian

The heightened influence and autonomy

of groups, institutions and traditions forces authoritarian
parties to utilize as symbolic referent the lowest common
denominator

of

their

coalition,

thus

antagonisms of disparate interests.

avoiding

needless

The vagueness of the

mentality blunts the lines of cleavage within the party and
society at large.
nationalism,

Appeals to generic values (patriotism,

economic development,

law and order)

allow

authoritarian party elites who achieve power without a
pseudo-democratic mass base to neutralize opposition, coopt
support and remain pragmatic to changing circumstances.
The

limited

ideological

tendencies

are

concomitant

and

110

functional

to

authoritarian

the

limited

party,

goals

sustaining

and
it

pluralism of

passively

but

the
also

making difficult alternative appeals.
Yet the very flexibility and pragmatism of authoritarian parties also implies an inherent fragility.

Lacking a

clear and compelling ideology limits the capacity to mobilize people and create a strong mass base of support.

The

absence of an articUlate ideology reduces the attractiveness of authoritarian parties and regimes to intellectual,
student and religious elites to whom ideas are important.
The elusiveness of meaning characteristic of mentalities
subverts attempts to create strong psychological and emotional

attachments

between the masses and the official

party.

Banality becomes mimetic of ideology.

The Cuban communist Party under Fid.el Castro and the
Paraguayan

Colorado

Party

of

Alfredo

stroessner

both

express particular tenets and dichotomies of the totalitarian-authori tar ian taxonomy.
party

non-democratic

These Latin American single-

systems

exhibit

peculiar

and

significant similarities with one another and still other
divergences from the larger conceptual models, demanding a
detailed look at these two sui generis tropical variants.
Accordingly,

the

analysis

narrows

to

examine

the

two

parties, their similarities and differences and how they
"fit" the larger paradigms.
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THE CUBAN COMMUNIST PARTY
With some not insignificant exceptions, party development in revolutionary Cuba mirrors the totalitarian model
articulated by willhoite.

During Cuba's initial "revolu-

tionizing" decade, Fidel Castro's charismatic authority and
preeminent position retarded the building of a new party
apparatus.

As the Revolution institutionalized after 1970,

regime consolidation and regularized patterns of governance
and control strengthened and formalized the power of the
Partido Comunista Cubana (PCC) that today is the central
governing institution.

There remains, however, the looming

omnipresence of Castro over the entire regime.

Here the

Cuban pattern diverges from Willhoite's generic model of
personal

dictatorship

giving way to

bureaucratized and

institutionalized rule by an oligarchy of party elites.
Party dynamics in Cuba, then, contain important differences

and

similarities

from

the

prototypical

model of institutionalized totalitarianism.

soviet

A powerful

cult of personality continues to pervade the Cuban political

milieu.

Castro's Cuba diverges

from prototypical

Communist totalitarian regimes in the absence of a strong
Leninist vanguard party during formative years of consolidation.

Fidelismo is the ideological imperative of the

Cuban totalitarian party.

While it is coherent, pervasive
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and extensive in overall scope,

it is concomitantly un-

dogmatic, flexible and intrinsically linked to Castro.
However, in line with the totalitarian model, the PCC
today is an elitist, exclusive vanguard.

The party prin-

ciple of hierarchical "democratic" centralism also derives
from the
melding

larger totalitarian model.
of

Latin

American

To illustrate the

totalitarianism,

a

detailed

analysis juxtaposes the Cuban variations of elitism, centralism, and ideology with those detailed earlier.
Elitism reigns in the Cuban Communist Party.
to

the

Leninist

exclusive vanguard.

concept,

the

PCC

views

Adhering

itself

as

an

Party membersimpedimehip is selective;

only a tiny fraction of the population (approximately 2.5%
in 1979) belongs to the party.

The PCC is, in fact, by far

the smallest ruling communist party (only one-fifth the per
capital size of the next smallest party--the Albanian Labor
party) and even smaller than non-ruling Communist parties
in Italy, Finland and Indonesia. 18
As in the larger taxonomy, party recrui tment procedures in Cuba preserve the autonomy of the party from the

18William LeoGrande, "Party Development in Revolutionary Cuba, " Journal of InterAmerican Studies f<~tl World
Affairs, 21,4 (1979): 457-80. Many other Marxist-Leninist
regimes, such as North Korea, and those formerly ruling in
East Germany, Czechoslovakia and Romania comprised 10% or
more of the general population. See Richard C. Gripp, The
Political System of Communism (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1973),
p. 46.
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masses.

The typical apprenticeship in the communist You.th

union or probationary periods
maintains exclusivity.

for adult party aspirants

The party reserves unto itself the

selection of its members.

sanctions such as denunciation

and expulsion from party ranks also increases the autonomy
of the party e1ite. 19
Much official rhetoric in Cuba is given over to the
eventual "democratization" of the vanguard party.
predicted the

Guevara

PCC eventually becoming massed based,

but

only when the masses reach the level of development of the
vanguard, that is, when 'their proletarian sensitivities are
ripened and all are educated for true communism. 20

This

has remained a chimera due to a number of obstacles.
First, the absence of a Leninist vanguard party in the
forefront

of

subsequent
Socialista

the

struggle

development.
Popular

against
The

(PSP--the

Batista

hindered

Moscow-oriented

old-line

Partido

Communist

played a marginal role in the Revolution.

its

Party)

Instead of a

party forging the Revolution and constituting the organizationa1 anchor of the new revolutionary government,
Castro's
void.

charismatic

authority

filled

the

Fidel

institutional

The bitterness on the part of Castro and his 26th of

19Jo~ge I. Dominguez, Cuba (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978), p. 46.

20Ernesto Che Guevara, Man and Socialism
(Havana: Guairas Book Institute, 1967), p. 41.

in

Cuba
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July Movement over the timidity displayed by the PSP explicates the subsequent abortive attempts to build a new party
apparatus.

This schism and Castro's personal ascendancy

accounts for the "provisional" nature of the PCC,

founded

in 1965 but never meeting until its First Congress a decade
later, fully 17 years after the victory over Batista.

The

small size of the PCC is a direct result of developmental
retardation

during

most

of

the

1960s

when

the

party

remained more an extension of Castro's charisma than an
autonomous institution. 21
Second, all elitist institutions have a vested interest

in remaining exclusive and hence privileged to some

extent.

Recalci trance

on the part of

proves the norm in massification attempts.

the nomenklatura
Third, the low

level of education of the general population and even among
party members has serious implications for recruitment and
expansion.

In 1975,

the First Congress of the Communist

Party of Cuba disclosed:
20% of the party members have not yet attained a
sixth-grade education, 42% only a sixth-grade
education, 25% a secondary level in adult education, 9% an intermediate-higher education, and
only 4% a university education ••• 22

21LeoGrande, "Party Development,'~ pp. 457-80.
22uFirst Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba,"
Collection of Documents
(Moscow: Progress Publishers,
1976), p. 240
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In

that

vein,

despite

official

indoctrination,

Cuba's

virulent brand of machismo accounts for lolJOmen comprising
only 17% of total party membership and only 5.5% of the
PCC's national party leadership.23
Low educational levels retard efforts to broaden the
base of the PCC.

Dominguez notes political messages need

crafting in fairly simple terms,

limiting articulation of

elaborate concepts and blunting party appeal to intellectuals.

Party

elites

remain

insufficiently

trained

to

handle complex and subtle tasks, such as proselytizing and
the development of a popular consensus regarding the party
line.

One-fifth of Party members (1979) fail to read the

official
Sierra

organs

Maestra)

of

the

and

PCC

many

structure and function.

(Granma,

remain

Juventude

ignorant

of

Rebelde,

the

party

He concludes, "The communist party

acts as a political elite, but its effectiveness is limited
by incompetence." 24
Despite

these

limitations,

leading institutional
party remains

force

the

PCC

is

the highest

in revolutionary Cuba.

The

a

vanguard of elites holding concentrated

political power.

It party penetrates, guides, prompts and

controls the organs of state power and mass organizations
23Max Azicri, "The Institutionalization of the Cuban
State," Journal of InterAmerican Studies and World Affairs
22,3 (1980): 327.
24Dominguez, Cuba, p. 317.
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over civil society.

The "correctness'II of the party line is

unchallengeable and instituted from the top down.
The organization of command of the party structure and
regime

is

centralism.

based

on

extreme

political

("democratic")

Even after the First Party Congress in 1975

signalled the belated,

tentative diffusion of power and

increased separation of governmental functions,

poli tical

control remains concentrated at the highest levels of the
party.
Castro controls the central institutions of the
Communist party, which in turn governs the subordinate levels; the party prevails over the
administration and the mass organizations.
Havana prevails over the rest of the country.25
Elite

control

at

the

apex

of

the

power

structure

emphasizes adherence to the Stalinist concept of democratic
centralism
Discussion

as
may

the

guiding

precede

policy

organization is not tolerated.

organizational
formation,

but

principle.
factional

Decisions made by higher

organs bind lower ones.
The mass organizations are dependent on the
party, lower units within any organization are
dependent on their superiors, and the party in
the provinces is subject to the Central Committee; everyone is subject to the party's Political
Bureau and Secretariat, and they, finally, are
subordinate to Fidel castro. 26
25Dominguez, Cuba (gaIly proofs), in Max Azicri, "The
Institutionalization of the Cuban Revolution," Estudios
Cubanos 9,2 (1979): 67.
260ominguez, Cuba, p. 335.
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Centralized

party

control

in

Cuba

overwhelms

and

A "pas-

inhibits free discussion of policy alternatives.

sion for unanimity" manifests the characteristic totalitarian 'intolerance for autonomous groups or individuals.

The

1968 trial of the "micro faction" highlighted this addiction
to assent.

The microfaction was a group of 43 lower- and

mid-echelon party officials charged with treason for their
organized secret opposition to Castro's economic policies.
The individuals involved were inconsequential.
point of the arrest,
obscure group was

The larger

trial and public sentencing of this

to

forewarn potential dissenters that

opposition to fidelista policy in any form was counterrevolutionary.
was

the

Also transcending the immediate individuals

message

that

assent

for

the

infallibility

of

Castro's movement must not be passive, but rather enthusiastic unanimity.27
Organizations to harness and control mass political
participation safeguard central party control by insuring
the conventionalization of collective behavior.
mittees for the Defense of the Revolution

(CDRs)

The Comare the

best-known and most notorious of these mass organizations.
Essentially block wards,

the CDRs comprise virtually the

27For the entire microfaction affair, see Richard
Fagen,
"The New Communist Party and the Return of
Escalante," in Richard Fagen and Wayne Cornelius, Jr.,
eds., Political Power in Latin America: Seven Confrontations (Englewood Cliffs~ prentice-Hall, 1970).
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entire population.

The CDRs and other party organs are

discussed in greater detail in Chapter. Five on "Societal
Penetration and Mobili-zation," but are mentioned here as a
manifestation a

totalitarian mobilizational party, stres-

sing centralism, surveillance and the politicization of all
social and economic life.

In totalitarian Cuba, the mass

organizations are penetrated and controlled at all levels
by the PCC and lack any semblance of political autonomy.
Similarly,

nonparticipants in Cuban political

life stand

vulnerably on the margins of a political system equating
noninvolvement with opposition.
The

"centralism" of command and control internal to

the PCC and over civil society has completely overshadowed
any

"democratic"

aspects.

Party claims are total as it

attempts to monopolize all political and social activity.
Congruent with Linz' maxim, article 5 of the 1976 Constitution stipulates the PCC has authority over state and sociIn effect, the party is government in Cuba, command-

ety.

ing far more than it represents. 28
The political ideology of the PCC provides the source
of this committed drive for monopoly power.
tarian

party,

sc:t~ntific

the

truth

PCC

for

is

the

highly
official

28Granma, April 10, 1975, p. 3

As a totali-

ideological,

claiming

Marxist-Leninism that
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justifies the most extreme measures necessary for building
socialism.
Yet Castro's absolutism during the first decade of the
Revolution, coupled with the underdevelopment of the party
apparatus, blurred ideology and legitimacy with the persona
of the maximum lider.

To understand the role of ideology

in the Cuban Communist Party is to understand the centrality ,',f Castro in the political system and his identification with and embodiment of the Revolution.
Cuba is a personal socialist dictatorship.
and Marxist-Leninism are extensions of Castro.

The PCC
The Com-

munist party as an institution of political organization is
militant

and

highly ideological,

but

it

imprinted with Castro's own unique stamp.

is

a

movement

The source of

inspiration and fount of legitimacy i.n the drive to building a new socialist man remains Castro rather than the
party or ideology.
Personalism in Latin ~uerican politics is a persistent
tradition, but after the 1959 Revolution in Cuba veneration
for Castro the caudillo acquired immense proportions.

This

heavy emphasis upon caudillismo in postrevolutionary Cuba
spurred some scholars to suggest traits similar to those
found in fascist regimes where the extraordinary extension
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of personalism and emotion overshadowed more abstract rules
and,institutions. 29
As mentioned in Chapter Two,
that "Castroism"

Theodore Draper argues

represents a particular cross-fertiliza-

tion of Latin America's personalist tradition and Europe's
Draper posits Castro is a new type

ideological tradition.
of

caudillo

needing

to

justify power

ideologically

and

institutionally via an official party.30
Edward Gonzales elaborates on this theme.
calls

the

ideology

of

the

melding of anti-dogmatism,
rilla-style

PCC

Gonzales

"anarcho-fidelismo"--the

radical experimentation, guer-

improvisation with Castro's visionary ideals

regarding socialism, national sovereignty, public ownership
and moral over material incentives.
founder and jefe,

The attachment to the

Castro's penchant for personal involve-

ment in all aspects of decision-making and his charismatic
preeminence made
Leninism.

Fi delismo

determinism.
socialism,

Cuban

Communism distinct

from

Marxist-

rejects the dogmatism of historical

Except in some areas not open to question--

Castro's right to rule--a powerful

strain of

pragmatism combines with Castro's own free-wheeling style
29Nelson R. Amaro, "Mass and Class in the origins of
the Cuban Revol u:Lion, " in Irving Horowi tz , ed. , Cuban
Communism, 6th ed.
(New Brunswick: Transaction Books,
1987), pp. 21-23.
3 0Theodore Draper, Castroism: Theory and Practice (New
York: Praeger, 1965), pp. 48-56.
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of

personalist

rule.

Fidelismo

stresses

conciencia,

nationalism, the obliteration of capitalism and individualism.

Above all it stresses the subordination of the party

and state to the personal fiat of the lider maximo.
This trans formative vision necessitates intense mass
mobilization and penetration of society by a vanguard party
apparatus sUbordinate to castro.
tion of a

ruling

Gonzales holds the forma-

communist party necessary in order to

develop institutional support for Castro by buckling the
jefatura of Fidel with state and civil society.31
More recently, Rhoda Pearl Rabkin writes that despite
political reforms begun in 1970 to institutionalize the PCC
(culminating in the First Party Congress in 1975), in the
1980s

the

Castro

party

and

remains

trusted

member Pol i tburo •

subordinate

fidelista

to

loyalists

Fidel
in

the

lower

party

matters

but

centralism,
officials
makes

Raul

sixteen-

These elites are responsible for the

overall ideological direction of the party.
democratic

and

this

first

regarding

final

circle

According to
consults

ideological

decisions

and

itself.

with

policy

Officially,

ideological dictates are ratified from below; in reality,

31Edward Gonzales, Cuba Under Castro (Boston: Houghton
Miflin Co., 1974), pp. 48-56.
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internal party plebiscites rubber stamp and formalize the
authoritative vision emanating from the party hierarchy.32
In

sum,

one

and

only one

ideology,

the

"official"

ideology of Marxist-Leninism guides the Communist Party of
Cuba.

Comprehensive

and

intellectually

elaborate,

the

ideology of communism is a pattern of political organization, a legitimizing paradigm and a catalyst for political
mobilization.
Castro

But

transcends

the

Marxist-Leninism

institutions in Cuba,
against

charismatic

leadership
and

of

overshadows

Fidel
all

In his diatribe

including the PCC.

orthodox Marxist-Leninist notions

of

revolution,

Regis Debray captures the quintessent guerrillero mentality
and power equation in Cuba under Castro: "Who will make the
revolution in Latin America?

Who?

The people, the revolu-

tionaries, with or without the party.,,33
Marxist-Leninism remains what Castro makes it.

The

ideology of the PCC is as much fidelismo as comunismo.
"castroism"--the melding of IvIarxist-Leninism and the persona of Castro--has enshrined the primacy of the dictator,
by lending the caudillo a legitimizing set of ideas and a
totalitarian weapon: the Communist Party of Cuba.
32Rhoda Pearl Rabkin, "Cuban Political structures:
Vanguard Party and the Masses," in Sandor Halebsky and John
Kirk, eds., Cuba: Twenty-five Years of Revolution (New
York: Praeger, 1985), pp. 255-57.
33Regis Debray, Revolution in
York: Grover Press, 1967), p. 98.

the

Revolution?

(New
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Castro's

personal

authority,

institutionalization of the PCC.

however,

retards

the

The party remains more an

extension of Castro's charisma than an autonomous organization.

Yet

legitimating

it

serves

an

important

function

in

further

revolutionary rule and routinizing Castro's

charisma within the party itself. 34
The elitism,

centralism and ideological dictates of

the PCC conform with the larger totalitarian model.
the

party

wends

novel

tradi tion wi thin the

aspects

insti tution.

of

Cuba's

But

personalist

This unique develop-

mental pattern carries to the analysis of the "official"
party of the rightist dictatorship of Alfredo Stroessner in
Paraguay.
ideological

The study reveals that while worlds apart in
orientation,

the

Colorados

of

Stroessner's

Paraguay nevertheless share similarities with the PCC in
terms of elitism, centralism and devotion to the personality cult of the dictator.

THE COLORADO PARTY OF STROESSNER'S PARAGUAY
The Asociaci6n Nacional Republicana (ANR--IIColorado")
is a century-old institution emerging from the ashes of
Paraguay's defeat in 'tl:).e War of the Triple Alliance (186570) .

Those claiming to be the heirs to Francisco Solano

34Dominguez, Cuba,
Castro, pp. 176-78,

_ _ _ _-"-===---,,-=----_-oc----_-

p.

212;

Gonzalez,

Cuba

Under
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Lopez, dictator of Paraguay from 1862-70 who launched that
aggressive and disastrous war
(referred

to

because of

Liberals,

formed

from

formed the

its red banner)

the

survivors

and

Colorado party
in 1870.

The

descendants

of

exiles who left Paraguay during the Solano dictatorship and
collaborated with the occupying Brazilians and Argentines
during and after the war, constitute the main opposition.
Although ruling from 1904 to 1940, the modern dominance of
the Colorados can be at least partially explained by the
"anti-patriotic" stigma attached to the Liberals. 35
The Colorados have monopolized political power since
the 1947 civil war and sponsored the successive presidential

candidacies

of General Alfredo Stroessner who took

power in a military coup in 1954.

The Colorados acquired

official

as he

status

under Stroessner,

eventually con-

verted the party into the personalist vehicle of his long
dictatorship.

Under Stroessner, the Colorado party

gradu~

ally acquired a totalitarian tone normally not associated
with rightist, conservative dictatorships.

This "impulse"

included a fanatical mass base, extreme political centralism and the structure of societal penetration and mobilization.

Qualifying this, however, was the lack of totalitar-

ian elitism and the extremely limited utopianism of the

35Harris G. Warren,paraguay: An Informal
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1949).

-
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stronato.

utilizing

the

analytical

variables

of

1)

elitism; 2) centralism; and 3) ideology, a closer examination of the Colorado party reveals similarities with the
PCC and a melding of both authoritarian and t.otalitarian
characteristics.
The size of the Colorado party
roughly

20%

of

the

population)

totalitarian elite cadre.

(around 700,000,

belies

the

of

a

Under stroessner, party member-

ship remained ascriptive or mandatory,
closed.

any notion

or

not exclusive or

Unlike true totalitarian parties, elites outside

party,

such

as

military officers,

intellectuals

or

trade union leaders were recruited to the party to bolster
Compulsory party membership for

its image and mass base.

all administrative and professional civil servants, inc luding doctors

and

affiliation

by

teachers
military

furthered massification.
officers

insured

timely

Party
promo-

tion. 36
Nor

did

themselves

Colorados

as

a

in

stroessner's

totalitarian

vanguard,

tutelary role or trans formative
politicizing

the

masses.

As

aqenda
an

regime

envision

performing

any

in educating and

official

party

in

an

authoritarian regime, demobilization rather than activation
proved the norm.

Paraguayan authoritarianism rested on low

36" Paraguay:
Power
(London, 1980), p. 13.

Game, "

Latin

American

Bureau
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levels of political participation,

tradition,

apathy and

fear, not popular support or involvement.
Yet as the Colorados extended their reach into virtually every major segment of society, a veritable ruling
class came into being tending to be more or less closed.
This almost-impenetrable inner circle conforms to Michels
famous "iron law of oligarchy" where the political party
exhibits low turnover in party leadership levels and older
elites exercise almost complete control over all levels and
branches of the party organization. 37
than

elitist,

stroessner.

best
By

characterizes
the

early

stroessner's own seniority,

Oligarchic,
the

1980s,

rather

Colorados
in

under

keeping

with

his core inner circle of key

military associates and party elites had become something
of an insular gerentocracy.

Many of these party hacks were

old comrades whose relationship with Stroessner dated to
the Chaco war of the 1930s and tlTho entered the stronato
early on.
Cesar

Barrientos,

tinually
Samaniego,
throw,

Finance Minister Brigadier General

since
who

for

1956.

example,

held

that

(retired)

position

Defense Minister General

retired prior to Stroessner's

con-

Marcial

1989 over-

likewise had served in previous cabinet positions

from the beginning in 1954.

37Robert Michels, Political Parties (Glencoe v ILL: The
Free Press, 1958), p. 400-404.
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Political

recruitment,

of

course,

did

occur

among

Colorado elites as age took an inevitable toll among the
old guard.

Younger party members came into the regime in

three main waves; following a party purge in 1959 and then
intermittently throughout the late 1960s and late 1970s as
septu-

and

octogenarians

retired

or died.

Newer party

elites tended to be civilians drawn disproportionately from
the

legal

profession,

although generals

always

occupied

politically sensitive posts, such as defense, public works,
communications and finance. 38

In terms of class composi-

tion, a definite upper-class bias existed among top party
officials of cabinet rank.

By the early 1970s, almost all

possessed college degrees and one-third doctorates,

con-

tributing to a conservative, elitist perspective shared by
stroessner. 39
The stronato differed significantly from other Latin
American authoritarian regimes in the party-backed popular
base and blind loyalty offered to stroessner.
only

identified with

the

stroessner

Colorado party after his 1954

gOlpe.

In securing the nomination and support of a mass-

based,

institutionalized

political

party,

the

dictator

38 paul Lewis, Paraguay Under stroessner (Chapel Hill,
NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1980), pp. 114-19.
39Leo Lott,
Venezuela arid Paraauav:
Political
Modernity and Tradition in Conflict (New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1972), p. 125.
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found an apparatus to lend legitimacy to the imposici6n
engineered for his new regime. 40

This decision to col-

laborate with the Colorados appears to have been a pretext
for Stroessner's real intention of converting the party
into the personalist vehicle of his dictatorship.41
stroessner quickly gained control of the party fiscal
apparatus by appointing a military confident to the sensitive finance minister post in 1956.

Colorado party members

were soon required to make mandatory "contributions" to the
party coffers.

stroessner then turned to "dissidents, "

initiating a series of purges, arrests and expulsions from
Paraguay.

In a manner similar to Castro, stroessner suc-

cessfully

neutralized

figures

autonomous to his control.

or

Like

factions
Castro,

potentially
Stroessner's

machinations reveal a totalitarian "impulse" to ever-expand
his personalist control.
Colorados.

By 1967, no factions divided the

All party hacks and army henchmen were syco-

phantic stroessneristas.

No General, cabinet minister or

party official had tenure in office or an independent power

40An impos1c1on is a rigged election to legitimize
dejure the defacto power arrangement following a coup
d'etat. See William Stokes, "Violence as a Power Factor in
Latin American Politics, II Western Political Ot.larterly 5
(1952): 462.
41Lewis, Paragllay Und~r Stroessner, pp. 85-102.
The
following section on the centralization of party control
under stroessner relies heavily on Lewis' analysis.
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stroessner

base so strong as to threaten the dictator.
consulted no one in their hiring or firing.

within two years of seizing power, stroessner elevated
to

cabinet

status

the

Colorado

party

presidency,

buckling party and state in totalitarian fashion.

thus
As in

totalitarian regimes, the Colorados performed a "capillary"
function,

enhancing

state

control

membership was soon organized

over

society.

Party

(later computerized in the

1970s) through a national network of seccionales and subseccionales
committees

(branches
for

the

and

block wards).

Defense

Much like

of the Revolution

(CDRs)

the
in

Cuba, these grass-roots auxiliary structures were designed
to maintain party discipline and militancy, keep registry
of party members, disseminate propaganda, dispense welfare
and patronage and atomize "oppositionists" via surveillance
and harassment. 42
The party structure of the Colorados reflected authoritarian,

oligarchical principles.

ticatili ty,

II

reminiscent

of

The concept of

"democratic

informed the organization of command.

It

in

turn

controlled

the

local

centralism, "

stroessner presided

at the apex of the national party structure.
the national executive committee,

"ver-

He controlled

the Junta de Gobierno.
committee

(seccional)

42Paul Lewis, Socialism. Liberalism and Dictatorship
in Paraguay (New York: Praeger, 1982), pp. 92-93.
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Articulation within the Colorado party was mono-

level.
logic;

sible. 43
cuI ture

The deferential attitudes transmitted by Hispanic
and

the historic dearth of impersonal means of

providing economic and legal
party

security

officials with tremendous

nates.

Dissent was impermis-

flowing from the top down.

imbued even petty

influence

over

subordi-

In almost all cases they imposed their will upon

the rank and file. 44
Under

Stroessner,

the

single-official

instrument of authoritarian control.

party was

an

But certain features

suggest functions similar to those in more advanced totalitarian

systems

The Colorado party provided

like Cuba.

popular support for Stroessner.
terweight against the military.

It also provided a counThe party built a per-

sonality cult around stroessner and thus provided a potential for mobilizing the masses in support of his rule.
network of spies and informers
listening

device

against

likewise

suspicious

provided

Colorado

A
a

military

officers.

43For an expanded discussion of the hierarchical party
organization of the Colorados, see Cesar R. Gagliardone,
Plan de organizacion politica del Partido Colorado (Buenos
Aires: Editorial Lopez, 1968).
44Frederick Hicks, "Interpersonal Relationships and
.Caudillismo in Paraguay," Journal of InterAmerican Studies
and World Affairs 13 (1971): 96-7.
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However, no Colorado political officers penetrated the
military

ranks

to

insure

party

orthodoxy.

The

party

apparatus was totalitarian in scope, but not in practice.
However important were the Colorados, they were only one of
the organizations stroessner allowed in order to maintain
his rule.

The party had to share power with other institu-

tions; notably the army, the bureaucracy, the church, the
state and

professional groups.

The

Colorados were

an

influential group under stroessner, but were just one of
the many pillars of his regime.

The actual tolerance for a

modicum of opposition in the Liberal party also condemned
to failure any visions of a totalitarian transformation
among members of the single official party.

This limited

pluralism made the regime authoritarian rather than totalitarian.
The limited pluralism under stroessner also ameliorated the intra-party "passion for unanimity II that Friedrich
says springs from the pseudo-religious fervor of totalitarian ideological orthodoxy. 45

Unlike revolutionary Cuba,

Nazi Germany or Soviet Russia, the purges and power shifts
that happened in Paraguay occurred without the characteristic extremism and terror of totalitarian movements.

Hitler

and Stali.n simply liquidated fallen party elites guilty of
the intolerable offense of dissention.

Castro denounced

45Friedrich, Totalitarian Dictatorship, p. 166
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II

sectarianism" and "microfactions" in the early and mid-

1960s, expelling party members with censure, abuse, internBut despi te the virulent par-

ment and lire-education."
tisanship

among

Colorados,

none

of

the

many

who

were

dropped from the government over the years by Stroessner
vlere

imprisoned,

explains

this

totalitarian

executed

dichotomy
taxonomy,

or

in

Linz

publicly disgraced.

terms

of

the

specifically,

authoritarian-

the

ideological

variable.
Venomous hatred of defeated elite members is not
always absent, but the lack of ideological clarity, of self-righteousness, contribute to making
this infrequent ... the more pluralistic, open
structure of society may help make the loss of
power less painful. 40
Under Stroessner, a militancy existed among Colorados
implying an ideological consensus binding party members.
Yet anthropologist Frederick Hicks argues that loyalty to
the Colorados has less to do with ideological content or
party program than

generations-old personal

or

familial

obligations cementing a fanatical clannishness among partisans. 47

"Party affiliation is past from generation to

46Juan Linz, "An Authoritarian Regime: Spain," in E.
Allardt and Y. Littunen, eds., Cleavages Ideologies and
Party Systems (Helsinki: westermarck Society, 1964), p.
328.
The point is also made, but not taken from Lewis in
Paraguay Under Stroessner, p. 121.
r

47Hicks, "Interpersonal," p. 101.
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generation,

as

is

Catholicism,"

a

loyal

Colorado

reported. 48
The irrational, emotive tie to one party or the other
has produced a strident partisanship among the long-ruling
Colorados.

Called correliqionarismo, meaning a preferen-

tial form of interpersonal relationship with another group
member, the tradition dominates social interaction .
.•. everyone must have a party affiliation--a
commitment to one or another party.
One cannot
deal normally with a person without knowing what
his commitment is ••• Neutrality is socially impossible.
If someone were to try to maintain an
attitude of neutrality or aloofness, it could
only mean that he had something to hide ••• he
might be a spy, or an informer, or a "communist"
--that is, someone who works secretly toward
vaguely evil ends. 49
Correliqionarismo,

together with a narrow patriotism

bordering on xenophobia gave the ruling Colorados a fanaticism akin to totalitarian cadres, clearly going beyond that
normally

associated

stroessner's.

with

a

rightist

regime

like

Paraguay's unique bi-furcated party struc-

ture and culture thus handed stroessner a weapon usually
found

in

mass-based

totalitarian

regimes:

party ·apparatus

a

totally

disciplined,
subservient

militant
to

the

dictator.
480scar Peralta, Interview, June 9, 1988, Asuncion, Paraguay.
49Frederick Hicks, "Politics, Power, and the Role of
the Village Priest in Paraguay, i; Journal of InterAmerican
Studies and World Affairs 9 (1967): 276.
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But if fanaticism conjures thoughts of totalitarianism, the lack of an explicit, intellectually elaborate set
of

ideals

redresses

the

Clearly

balance.

articulated

statements concerning the actual objectives of the Colorado
References

party under Stroessner are difficult to find.
to

what

abstract

the

party

language

stood
and

leaders and symbols.
mere banalities.

for

were

adorned

in

usually

the

couched

party's

in

history,

Most often, these proclamations were

Among those slogans continually trumpeted

during the stronato were "The Popular will Is The Grand
Foundation
Liberty

Of

And

"Colorados

The
Real

Under

Party,"

"Social

Democracy

Stroessner:

Justice,

Paraguayan
The

Reality

Authentic

Style,"
of

and

Paraguayan

Democratic Life."SO
Banalities

and

triunfalismo

(proclaiming

triumphs)

substi tuted for the lack of an articulate ideology among
the Colorados.

In order to mobilize the people and create

the psychological and emotional attachment of the masses to
the regime, Orwellian proclamations continually cited vague
economic and social accomplishments; "Peace, Work and Wellbeing with stroessner."

SOFor literally thousands of examples of this sort,
see Dr. Augusto Moreno, La Epoca de Alfredo Stroessner:
Valoraci6n Politica. Hist6rica y Filos6fic
(Asunci6n:
Impreso Comuneros, 1966).
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stronismo never became a

genuine political doctrine

with a comprehensive ideology.

Rather, a vague, emotional

attitude

or

programmatic

Colorado

"mentality."

consensus

Paraguayan

gave

spirit

specialist

to

Paul

the

Lewis

argues the "outlook" of the Colorados contained a strong
element of popUlism reminiscent of the rural radicalism of
Huey Long's Louisiana in the 1930s.
Its main ingredients [were] the sentimentalizing
of poor farmers, an appeal to the lower classes'
prejudices against the rich and educated, and a
contempt for formal procedures.
That sort of
barefoot radicalism constitute [d) the' "ideals"
[of] Colorados. 51
This shirt-sleeve popUlism emphasized equality within
a traditional,

organic society where the highest unit is

the collectivity rather than the

individual.

Colorados

reflected this communi tarianism in their use of the term
"correligionario"

(roughly,

than the formal usted.
involve

the

lower

"partisan")

But the Colorados never sought to

classes

in

political

al though they sought their loyalty.
advocate

a

strong

personalist,

and the tu rather

interventionist

decisionmaking,

While the Colorados
state

the party was

authoritarian and intent on little more than

advancing the economic interests of its members. 52
51Lewis, Paraguay Under stroessner, p. 148.
52 paul C. Sondrol, "Authoritarianism in Paraguay: An
Analysl.s of Three Contending Paradigms," Review of Latin
American Studies (forthcoming).
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The

irrationalism,

antiliberalism,

anticommunism,

mass-base and total subservience to a personalist dictator
likens the Colorados under Stroessner to the Nazi
Fascist parties of Germany and Italy.

and

Yet despite the

corporative, national-socialist tenor of party principles,
a pragmatic and opportunistic stance pervaded the Colorados
during stroessner's thirty-four year rule.
not

fascist

but was

The party was

resolutely anticommunist.

It was

capitalist in orientation but tempered by a cynicism about
the uses of power.
example,

did

opponents. 53

Respect for private property,

not

always

extend

to

the

property

for
of

The Colorado's social and political ideals

conformed to Linz'

concept of a vaguer "mental i ty • "

A

simple conservatism, narrow patriotism bordering on mania,
blind

allegiance

to

Stroessner and

maintain power informed the Colorados.

a

determination to

No larger ideologi-

cal vision existed.

CONCLUSION
Totalitarian or authoritarian regimes utilize singleofficial parties to dominate state and society.

These non-

democratic parties, from which pluralism on western democratic lines is absent, attract cooperation, induce compliance and generate participation and control.
53Lewis, Socialism, p. 128.
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This discussion analyzed and compared totalitarian and
authoritarian parties utilizing three key variables that
distinguish them from one another.

Elitism, centralism and

ideology defined the structural characteristics of totalitarian parties
regimes.

far

more

than

single-party authori tarian

A number of consequences, both theoretical and

practical follow from these findings.
Totalitarian

parties

are

composed

of

a

militant,

disciplined group of intellectuals--the vanguard--comprising only a small percentage of the population.

Totalitar-

ian elites perform a tutelary role, educating the masses in
the

"truer

movement.

reality"

of the

trans formative

revolutionary

The vanguard's central role as the guiding force

in society demands party membership be excl usi ve,

excep-

tional and follows careful screening, ideological indoctrination,

apprenticeship and testing.

Purges are typically

violent, and party expulsion becomes an extremely negative
sanction.
adds

a

The emphasis
higher

degree

on elitism and communitarianism
of

militancy,

conformity than normally exists

elan

and

thought

in authoritarian single-

party systems.
Authoritarian parties are better termed "oligarchical"
(in Michels' conceptual definition) than elitist.
tarian parties reflect a broader mass-base,
passing

tens

of

millions

of

members.

Authori-

often encomMembership

--------------.-

-

.. ..

is

---------------
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ascriptive,

not exclusive and elites outside the party,

such as military officers, intellectuals or union leaders
can join the party and rise to positions of influence.
Authoritarian elites control the machinery of government,
but

possess

no

proselytizing vanguard

self-conceptions.

Their agenda is largely limited to controlling rather than
transforming society.

Authoritarian party membership lacks

the hard-won honor of totalitarian systems;

thus,

elite

cohesion suffers by comparison.
Elan,

common action,

the totall. tarl.an party.
structure

rests

centralism

and

higher ones.

on

obedience and discipline unite
Accordingly,

the

Leninist

subordination

of

the typical party

concept
all

of

democratic

inferior

organs

by

Decisions made by the highest levels bind all

lower ones and no factions are allowed to develop,

per-

petuating the myth of total unanimity.
Authoritarian parties may attempt to emulate totalitarian democratic centralism but are unsuccessful.
itarian

elites

such

as

stroessner lack the

commitment

given

the more pluralist nature

They also

lack the means to totalitarianize,

less highly developed transportation,
munications

systems.

Author-

ideological
of

society.

possessing

education and com-

Authori tar ian parties

share power

with other institutions, such as the military, bureaucracy,
church

and

even

opposition

parties.

Power-sharing has
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ramifications for levels of repression.
than monistic;
coopt

authori tarian parties channel,

factions,

prehensive

Hegemonic rather

not

claims

obliterate them.
over

society,

deflect or

Lacking the com-

authoritarian

parties

exhibit a generally greater tolerance for rival institutions challenging monopoly power.
The official political ideology of totalitarian parties

is

"total"

--every aspect of social,

economic and

political life falls under the perusal of the regime.

All

democratic-style freedoms are eliminated and replaced by a
single

freedom--that

representing

the

of

guiding

obeying
will

of

the
the

vanguard

party

communi ty.

The

individual is obliterated and a "new man" emerges, imbued
with collectivist virtues blurring the distinction between
public and private.
totalitarian

Ideology most decisively distinguishes

parties.

It

is

both

a

science and moral

imperative and the secular religion of totalitarianism.
Authoritarian party systems imply forms of governance
rather than utopian ideologies.

They boast no such all-

embracing ideology but rather a vaguer, more diffuse "mentality"

or

intellectual

attitude

mimetic

Lacking the binding utopian commi tment
totalitarian vanguard parties,
content
family,

to

leave

culture

social
or

of

ideology.

characteristic of

authoritarian ones

groupings--such as

economics--alone.

the
The

remain
Church,
limited
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utopianism

of

authoritarian

parties

congrues

limited pluralism of authoritarian society.
clear meaning

limits

with

the

The lack of

authoritarian capacity to mobilize

people and reduces party attractiveness to those to whom
ideals are important.
and

autonomy

of

Because of the heightened influence

groups,

institutions

and

traditions,

authoritarian parties are less powerful vehicles of control
and governance..

These partie.s compete with other, powerful

societal groups.
The dichotomies between totalitarian and authoritarian
parties

are

Communist

writ-large
Party

and

in
the

the

politics

Paraguayan

of

the

Colorado

cuban
Party.

Concomitantly, peculiar similarities inform these two nondemocratic Latin American parties.
Elitism

characterizes

the

PCC.

In

line

with

the

totalitarian model, the party forms an exclusive vanguard.
The extreme smallness

of the party is primarily due to

developmental retardation during most of the 1960s when the
charismatic

authority

of

Fidel

Castro

overshadowed

building of an autonomous party apparatus.

the

'Low educational

levels has limited efforts to broaden the base of the PCC.
Party elites remain insufficiently trained to handle the
complexities of
consensus
scribes

proselytization and development of mass

regarding

the

articulation

party
of

line.

more

This also circum-

elaborate

ideological
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constructs, blunting party appeal to intellectuals.

The

PCC is elitist, but its effectiveness is limited by incompetence.
The structure of command wi thin the PCC is based on
totalitarian democratic centralism.

Despite efforts since

the mid-1970s to increase the autonomy of the PCC, Fidel
Castro continues to dominate the central insti tutions of
the

Communist

levels.

Party,

which

in turn governs subordinate

Discussion may precede policy formation, but not

factional organization and dissent.
control

Extreme centralism of

reveals the starkness 'of Cuban totalitarianism.

The party attempts to monopolize all political and social
activity to insure the conventionalization of collective
behavior.
The PCC penetrates and mobilizes all individual and
institutional spheres of life.

The official Marxist-Lenin-

ist ideology defines the source of this committed drive for
monopoly power.

But Cuban communist ideology blurs with

the personality cult of Castro.
novel

aspects

of

These circumstances meld

Cuban nationalism,

guerrilla-style improvisation.

anti-dogmatism

and

PCC ideology is comprehen-

sive, but painted in Castro's own colors.

It is at least

as much Fidelista as Comunista.
In sum, while "the Cuban Communist Party conforms to
--;Ehe totalitarian typology, it remains an extension of Fidel
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Castro's

charismatic

personal power.
makes it.

authority

and

subordinate

to

his

Cuban totalitarianism remains what Castro

Only in Nazi Germany has the personal element

accounted for so much.
Less categorical interpretations obtain in analyzing
the

ruling

Paraguayan

stroessner.

The

Colorado

Colorados

Party

represented

under
a

Alfredo

hybrid party,

mixing elements of totalitarianism with authoritarianism.
The party was
mass-base of the
population,
Membership

elitist,

Colorados,

belies
was

not

any

comprising some

notion

ascriptive

but oligarchical.

or

of a

20%

of the

totalitarian

mandatory,

not

The

cadre.

exclusive.

Party affiliation, in fact, was normally hereditary in the
manner of religious affiliation.
The

p&rty

organized

along

centralist

lines

with

stroessner, like Castro, at the apex of the decision-making
structure.

Democratic centralism defined the organization

of command in form if not in name.

Hierarchical and mono-

logual articulation flowed from the top down to subordinate
units

lacking

systems,

the

subsystem
party

autonomy.

buckled

to

the

As

in

totalitarian

state,

performing

a

"capillary" function penetrating and controlling society at
all levels via an elaborate network of spies, informers and
front

organizations

designed to maintain discipline

and

dispense propaganda.

.

- -.

------------.
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But limited pluralism and actual tolerance of a modicum

of

opposition

impulse.

ameliorated

Oppositionists

between permissible and

held

this
to

proto-totalitarian

an

impermissible

ill-defined
criticism,

line

and

if

crosseq subject to all the terrors of a totalitarian police
state.

But no

Colorado political

among the officer corps.
party membership.

officers interspersed

No ideological tests determined

No party officials created a parallel

structure to the government.

The party acted as a key

pillar of support for stroessner, but in the final analysis
remained only cne pillar.

It. competed for power with the

military, bureaucracy, state and powerful economic groups.
A militancy existed among Colorado's going beyond that
normally

associated

dictatorship.

with

a

conservative,

authoritarian

This had less to do with ideolo1gy than a

generations-old partisanship (correligionarismo) and bifurcated

party

"ideals"

system.

of

the

A vague

Colorados.

"mentality"
Aside

from

informed
a

the

virulent

nationalism bordering on xenophobia and an almost maniacal
anti-Communism, no totalist vision propelled the Colorados.
Their

purpose

in

supporting

stroessner

provided

him

personalist vehicle to maintain power, and little else.

a
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE DYNAMICS OF POLITICAL INTIMIDATION, REPRESSION,
AND TERROR AND THE TOTALITARIAN/AUTHORITARIAN TAXONOMY
INTRODUCTION
In the evolving continuum of governmental repression,
non-democracies are apt to employ extraordinary levels and
forms

of

state violence.

Robespierre's

Thermidor

and

Solzhenitsyn I s Gulag Archipelago conjure darken images of
unrestrained
trials,

police

action,

waves

of

arrests,

summary

imprisonment, torture and execution on a massive
spanning

scale.

repression remains
dictatorship.

centuries
a

central

and

societies,

physical

part of the machinery

of

But its place, importance, scope and pur-

poses varies in totalitarian and authoritarian regimes.
Many scholars see the systematic application of state
terror intrinsic to totalitarian regimes.
calls

terror

"the

linchpin

Merle Fainsod

of modern totalitarianism."

stressing its centrality, Hannah Arendt considers terror
lithe very essence II of totalitarianism.

Carl J. Friedrich

and Zbigniew Brzezinski argue a "violent passion for assent,

for

unanimi ty"

stemming

from a

commi tment to

an

alleged infallible single belief system, assures totalitarian terror.
traditional

Juan Linz asserts the "explicit rejection of
moral

standards II

in

destroying

and

restructuring society along utopian lines constitutes the

- --

-----------
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uniqueness

of

totalitarian

terror

and

demands

its

savagery.].
Authoritarian

regimes,

by

contrast,

considered less thoroughly repressive.

are

generally

Jeane Kirkpatrick

notes traditional autocracies possess no determination to
achieve total change but yield to existing allocations of
wealth, power, status.

They do not obliterate the distinc-

tion between public and private but leave untouched the
"habitual rhythms of work and leisure, habitual places of
residence, habitual patterns of family and personal relations."

L.A.

Coser argues that whereas totalist regimes

target all forms of autonomous organization for suppression,

elimination or rectification,

authoritarian regimes

suppress only organized opposition and public criticism.
Whereas
maintain
channel

totalitarian
the
and

myth
deflect

regimes
of

suppress

unanimity,
such

all

conflict

authoritarian

conflicts,

without,

to

regimes
however~

eliminating them altogether. 2
1Merle Fainsod, How Russia is Ruled (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1953), p. 354; Hannah Arendt, The
Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Co., 1951), p. 335; Carl J. Friedrich and Zbigniew K.
Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy 2nd ed.
(New York: Praeger,
1965), pp. 162-63; Juan Linz,
"Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes,"
in Fred
Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds., Handbook of Political
science 3 (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1975), p. 217.
2Jeane J. Kirkpatrick"
Dictatorships and Double
Standards (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1982), p. 49;
L.A. Coser, Continuities in the Study of Social Conflict
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This chapter explicates and analyzes the dynamics of
governmental violence and repression in totalitarian and
authoritarian systems.
functions

and

forms

It
of

first examines the differing

state violence

and

links

those

distinctions to the characteristics defining totalitarian
and authoritarian regimes.
castro's

Cuba

and

The work then focuses on Fidel

Alfredo

Stroessner's

Paraguay.

It

explores the place of repression in these non-democracies
normally

termed

totalitarian

and

authoritarian,

adding

meaning to them and the larger taxonomy.

FORCE

k~D

VIOLENCE IN TOTALITARIANISM AND AUTHORITARIANISM

Scholars

distinguish

regime-directed

political

among

violence,

sion, repression and terrorism.
Lopez

cogently

argue

forms

that

and

gradations

particularly

of

oppres-

Michael stohl and George

oppression,

repression

and

terrorism may be concurrent and coordinate policies and
actions,
able.

but are nevertheless different and distinguish-

oppression denies social and economic privileges to

classes of people.

Repression is the use or threat of

coercion against perceived opponents to destroy or weaken
their capacity to oppose a regime.

Terror, however, is a

special form of state violence and behavior, distinguished
among others in its intent to create fear and compliant
(London: Collier-Macmillan, 1962), p. 192.
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Table 5. Force and Violence in
Totalitarianism and Authoritarianism
REGIMES
TOTALITARIAN

AUTHORITA..~IAN

Terror, Repression

systematic

Sporadic

Psychological Basis

Yes (Atomization)

Sometimes

Ideological Fanaticism

Strong

Weak

Magnitude

Massive

Limited

Victims

Groups, Classes

Individuals

Lawlessness

Complete,
Crusading

Limited by
Custom

Police

Subord. to Party

behavior.

paramilitary

Paul Wilkinson argues terror implies a psychic

state of fright and dread.

Modern words such as "terror"

"terrible"

derive

and

"deterrent"

from

the

Latin verb

terrere, to tremble. 3
Terror is the ultimate extension of extra-normal and
capricious state violence.

Alexander Dallin and George

Breslauer consider terrorism
the arbitrary use, by organs of political authority,
of severe coercion against individuals or
groups, the credible threat of such use, or the
3Michael stohl and George Lopez, eds., The State as
Terrorist (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1984), pp. 7-8;
Paul Wilkinson, Political Terrorism (London: Macmillan
Press, 1976), p. 9.
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arbitra~

groups. 4

extermination of such individuals or

The twin elements of fear and unpredictability define
conventional distinctions between terror and other forms of
state violence.

They also generally delineate authoritar-

ian and totalitarian regimes.
itarian

oppression

and

Traditional forms of author-

repression

(censorship,

speech

restrictions, marshall law or banning opposition parties)
are admittedly vague, but to some degree calculable, allowing forethought and orientation on the part of ultimate
victims.

When

political

violence

indiscriminate and antinomian,
reveal terror.

becomes

capricious,

these exceptional aspects

Unpredictable terror destroys even elemen-

tal expectations that submission and conformity will assure
survival.

This incalculability on the part of people to

orient their lives in ways to avoid becoming victims hallmarks totalitarian terror.

As zbigniew Brzezinski argues,

"Failure to adjust can mean extinction of life.

But suc-

cess in adjusting to and accepting the totalitarian way of
life does not guarantee either liberty or safety.u5
The very use of terror defines the direction of nondemocratic

systems.

Barrington

Moore

asserts

that

4Alexander Dallin and George Breslauer, P6litical
Terror in Communist Systems (Stanford: University P:t'ess,
1970), p. l .
5zbigniew Brzezinski, The Permanent Purge (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1956), p. 1.
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totalitarian terror

is

a

means

to

an

end,

"a

rational

device, to by used 'scientifically. ,..6

Totalitarian terror

differs

of

from

authoritarian

forms

oppression

repression by its: 1) psychological basis; 2)

and

ideological

fanaticism; 3) magnitude; 4) categories of victims; and 5)
lawlessness in tandem with moral self-righteousness.

Each

of these variables demand comparative explication.
Tc":alitarian

terror

has

a

more

psychological

and

comprehensive goal than simple authoritarian oppression or
repression.

It aims to fill all with fear, to "atomize"

each individual in an isolated wall of loneliness bereft of
support by any social bonds except those the regime creates
in order to obliterate resistance and manipulate the population via the all-pervading ideology.7
Brzezinski note,

As Friedrich and

the atmosphere of total terror and mass

fear serves functional ends.
[Terror] easily exaggerates the strength of the
regime and helps it maintain its facade of
unanimity.
Scattered opponents •.. if still
undetected,
become isolated ••. This sense of
loneliness ••• tends to paralyze resistance .•• It
generates a universal longing to "escape" into
the anonymity of the collective whole.
Unanimi ty , even if coerced, is a source of strength
for the regime. 8
6Barrington Moore, Jr., Terror and Progress
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1954), p. 157.

USSR

7Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, pp. 315-16.
8Friedrich and Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship,
p. 170.

--------------------

----
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The

ultimate

goal

of

totalitarianism

is

a

"mass

society" in which an aggregate of individuals interact with
one another only in relation to the leviathan state and
lose relation to one another in any independent fashion.
Anticipating the Cuban case,

wi thout the insulation of a

multiplicity of independent associations, people lack the
strength and resources to ward off the brooding omnipresence of the state.
submits

and

angst-ridden

"loves

Like Winston Smith, who in the end
Big

individual,

Brother"

in

lacking

any

Orwell's
other

1984,

social

the
ties,

derives a sense of place and meaning from the world only in
belonging to the totalitarian movement.

William Kornhauser

explains the ends of totalitarian terror in this fashion:
In a mass society there is a heightened readiness
to form hyper-attachments to symbols and leaders
..• Total loyalty ••• is the psychological basis for
total domination, i.e., totalitarianism. 9
Authoritarian regimes diverge from those totalitarian
by what

Hannah Arendt terms "dictatorial terror.!!

This

violence strikes at actual or suspected enemies in a selective fashion,
opinions.

but not harmless citizens without political
While

certain

authoritarian

regimes

creep

towards totalitarian terror in attempting to instill fear
in the public at large (the Argen1.ine military of the late1970s)

no attempt is made to refashion social relations

9William Kornhauser, The Politics of
(Glencoe, IL: The Free Press, 1959), p. 32.

Mass

society
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except those created by the state.

Dictatorial or more

precisely "authoritarian" terror performs the key function
for authoritarian regimes such as stroessner's: maintaining
order and control by neutralizing "authentic" opponents,
not emasculating previously autonomous groups to create a
"mass" society.10
Ideological

fanaticism

to

utopian

futures

propels

totalitarian terror and contrasts it with previous forms of
autocratic violence.

The early waves of arrests, summary

trials and public executions in Castro's Cuba, for example,
derive in part from greater the trans formative goals of
this regime from more authoritarian ones.

Juan Linz argues

a positive correlation between degrees of change and political violence:
The more a regime attempts to transform the
social order to create the "new man," to change
the values of the people, and the greater the
speed with which it attempts to achieve those
ends, the greater the perception of the resistance to those changes, the more terror. 11
Authoritarian regimes like Stroessner's Paraguay lack
this drive to realize a completely new system of values.
They settle for political control of the state, not
lOon the Argentine military's spiral into terror, see
Peter H. smith, "A:!'gentina: The Uncertain Warriors,"
Current History 78 (1980): 62-3. See also Jacobo Timerman,
Prisoner Without a Name. Cell Without a Number (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1981).
11Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," p. 226.
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dominance over all aspects of societal life.
regimes

are

an apparatus

societal force.

of governance,

Authoritarian
not a

creative

Lacking the "passion for unanimi tyDr con-

comitant to a single belief system, authoritarians lack the
compulsion to employ the levels of terror as totalitarian
regimes, precisely because they do not attempt to forcefully impose a

heterodoxy upon those not willing to freely

adhere to one. 12
The

magnitude

of

totalitarian

indiscriminate purges,
trials,

genocide

internment

in

torture,

terror,

manifest

public confessions,

by

show

of whole groups of people and massive

concentration

camps

further

from other forms of state violence.

delineates

it

Totalitarian systems,

lacking countervailing powers or the limited pluralism of
authoritarian
victimization"

regimes
and

witness

a

frequent

"spillover

of

"heightening spiral of arbitrariness"

that escalates terror beyond all rational boundaries. 13
Scholars

document

the

nightmarish

excesses

of

the

death camps as a significant feature of totalitarian terror,

not

paralleled

in

authoritarian coercion.

the

traditional

institutions

of

Robert Conquest estimates the

12Martin
Greiffenhagen,
"The
Concept
of
Totalitarianism in Political Theory," in Ernest A. Menze,
ed. , Totalitarianism Reconsidered (Port Washi.ngton, NY:
Kennikat, 1981), pp. 47-51.
13 Dallin and Breslauer,
40-1.

Political Terror,

pp.

26-7,
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terror, mass purges, executions, and preventable deaths in
the Gulags of Stalinist Russia between 1936-50 culminated
in

over 20 million killed.

Michael

curtis

sharpest

argues

expression

writing on Nazi Germany,

the
of

concentration camps were the
systematic

societal

terror,

liquidating between 10 and 12 million human beings. 14
certain
sponsored

authoritarian

massacres

regimes

amounting

also

to

exhibit

genocide,

state-

including

Sukarno's Indonesia, 1965-67; Pinochet's Chile, 1973; Idi
Amin's Uganda,
1970s.

1976-88 and Stroessner's Paraguay in the

In no way defending or diminishing these acts of

barbarism,

the numbers nonetheless pale in comparison to

the Nazi's "final solution."

Moreover,

even democracies

like the United states share ubiquitous similarities with
odious authoritarian regimes like stroessner's.
nations,

In both

"manifest destiny" and "development" were little

more than

crude euphemisms

of and

justifications for

a

policy of exterminating indigenous peoples. 15

14Robert Conquest, The Great
Macmillan,
1968),
pp.
525-33.
Totalitarianisr. (New Brunswick, NJ:
1980), p. 17.

Terror (New York:
Michael Curtis,
Transaction Books,

15Leo Kuper, Genocide: Its Political Use in the
Twentieth century (New Haven, Conn: Yale University Press,
1981), p. 186.
On the stroessner regime's systematic
extermination of the Ache Indians to clear land for
industrial development, see Richard Arens, ed., Genocide in
Paraguay (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1976).
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As

distinguishing

victims.

the

scale

of

terror

are

its

Totalitarian regimes quarry entire social cate-

gories or classes
guil t,

as

of people on the basis of collective

wi thout regard for culpabili ty of specific acts.

These groups are guilty,

not primarily for opposing the

unchallengeable totalitarian ideology, or even for appearing neutral and thus autonomous "islands of separateness,"
but for simply not fitting socially or racially into the
movement's "master plan" by their very existence.

Whole

classes of people--Jews and gypsies under the Nazis; rural
aristocrats under the bolsheviks; or bourgeois urban dwellers

under

"enemies

of

the
the

Khmer

Rouge--are

people,"

elevated

intolerably

to

automatic

offensive

to

the

unquestionable grandeur and inexorable plan of the movement.
Authori tar ian regimes certainly target,
ture,

harass,

tor-

detain and eliminate suspected dissidents, at times

in great numbers,

but the prey are normally individuals.

In

for

Latin

America

example,

victims

of

authoritarian

abduction, torture and murder are usually dissidents among
the intelligentsia, labor union leaders, activist priests
and peasants or members of opposition parties.
way deserving their fate,

While in no

they are normally aware of the

risks they take by their stand against the authoritarian
order.
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Totalitarian terror on a massive scale is lawlessness
of a peculiar kind, exhibiting a "moral self-righteousness"
and masquerading as constitutionalism. 16

The crusading

militancy of totalitarian terror is noted by Linz, who sees
it emanating

from

the utopian trans formative agenda of

these regimes, culminating in the
••• ideal of conflictlessness, the need to eradicate totally social groups defined as evil as a
historical task, the explicit rejection of traditional moral standards that would make other men
hesitate or feel guilty and the demand of abdication of personal responsibility [all] constitute
some of the unique characteristics of totalitarian terror. 17
Franz Neumann concludes the negation of ancien jurisprudence to the overriding power of the new order reveals
totalitarian terror camouflaged as legality,
cracy.

even demo-

This takes the form of "volunteerism," mass rallies

and coerced plebiscites celebrating 99.9% regime support,
all

exemplify

popular

participation

infallibility of the volente generale.

of

the

collective

Neuman asserts,

••• the totalitarian clique has to assume the
shape of a democratic movement and retain this
facade even after it has come to power. In other
words, it is forced to practice the ritual of

16The contours of this section relies heavily on
Shapiro's imaginative analysis in his Totalitarianism, pp.
29-38.
17 Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," p.
220-21.
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democracy even though the substance is totally
denied. 18
Finally,

Hans

Bucheim sees

the

impulse

to

reject

normative parameters for the sake of grandiose schemes of
social reconstruction and human engineering as defining
totalitarian terror.

According to Bucheim,

Although the totalitarian regime is itself wholly
amoral, it ••• constantly and pervasively preaches
morality ••• When it becomes a matter of translating into action alleged historical necessity, no
standards are supposed to count but those of the
totalitarian claim, for the accomplices are
encouraged to ignore the voice of conscience even
when committing the most dreadful crimes. 19
This wholesale disregard for all existing rules is
generally absent in authoritarian regimes.

Though autocra-

tic and coercive, authoritarian government largely remains
bound by custom, convention and within the parameters of an
ancient legal tradition.

Definitions of crime and formula-

tions of punishment may be strict and draconian, but they
constitute clearly

~stablished

categories reflecting calcu-

lable, pragmatic designs. Totalitarian terror embodies the
absolute negation of these principles. Totalitarian coercion remains unpredictably diffuse, subjective and charged
with

ideological

criteria

Slbecause

the main

repressive

agencies are not courts and administrative bodies, but the
18Franz Neumann, The Democratic and the Authoritarian
state (Glencoe, IL: The Free Press, 1957), p. 244.
19Hans Buchheim, Totalitarian Rule
Wesleyan University Press, 1968), p. 50.
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secret police
leave

intact

values.

and the party.n20
the

While

basic

forms

of

Authoritarian regimes
life

and

concomitant

violate established law and limit freedom,

totalitarian regimes aim at abolishing these. 21
Totalitarian

subjugation

of

the

legal

order

even

extends ideological-driven state terror to the control over
private morality.

The regime becomes the judge of good and

evil, as man can only find fulfillment in identification
with the state.
destroyed,

In revolutionary Cuba, the old order was

replaced and

all regulations governing the

relations between man and government politicized and made
ethical.

In enforcing social and political conformity, the

boundary between public and private disappears.

An Italian

Fascist crystallizes the totalitarian viewpoint:
In this shifting emphasis from the individual to
the state, the very functions of the one become
part of the life of the other. The state must,
therefore, concern itself not only with social
order, political organization and economic problems, but with morality and religion as well. 22
The spiritual basis of totalitarianism demands all be
anointed

in

the

exclusive

claim to

truth

the

regimes

2 0Neumann , The Democratic and the Authoritarian state,
p. 246.
21Bucheim, Totalitarian Rule pp. 45,50;
"Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," p. 222.

Linz,

22Mario Palmieri, The Philosophy of Fascism (Chicago:
no publisher given, 1936), cited in James Gould and Willis
Truitt, eds., Political Ideologies (New York: Macmillan,
1973), p. 111.
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asserts.

That

people

resist

these

total

demands

over

morality does not deny totalitarians attempts at thought
control.

Authori tarian regimes can and do censor utter-

ances they disapprove, but totalitarian regimes go further.
The myth and

Mere absence of opposition is insufficient.

facade of monolithic unanimity propagated in an atmosphere
of what Amos Perlmutter terms "permanent fear," compels men
compete for degrees of dedication, for levels of devotion.
Via propaganda, indoctrination and intimidation, totalitarians demand "total, unrestricted, unconditional, and unalThis phenomenal

terable loyalty of individual members."

desire to exercise control over the conscience of man, to
assault an individual's private moral judgement and fuse it
with the will of the state, further highlights the terror
and complete claims of totalitarian regimes. 23
The

preceding

discussion

focuses

on

the

theoretical components of physical repression.

general,
It distin-

guishes among form and gradation and links the continuum
with authoritarian and totalitarian regimes.

Terror forms

an integral aspect of totalitarian regimes.
from

oppression

ideological

and

basis,

repression

in

psychological

its

It differs

capriciousness,

orientation,

scope,

23Amos Perlmutter, Modern Authoritarianism (New Haven:
Yale University Press,
1981), p.
20; Friedrich and
Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship, pp. 163-67.
Quote
from Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 316.
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targets and crusading morality masking a fundamental normlessness.
The

subsequent

analysis

compare and explain different
state violence

in the

narrows
forms

regarding

forms

of

systematically

and applications of

Latin American case studies

Among Latin Americans,

Table 6).

to

(not

reasons

(see

little writing exists
for)

state

violence.

Daniel Cosio Villegas, Ariel Peralta Pizarro, and Laureano
Vallenilla Lanz all examine personalist rule throughout the
region, while Guillermo O'Donnell offers perhaps the clearest explication of collective and developmentalist military
rUle. 24

The remaining portion of the chapter examines the

dynamics of violence and repression in Fidel Castro's Cuba
and Alfredo Stroessner's Paraguay.

INTERRUPTED TERROR IN REVOLUTIONARY CUBA
In

a

~rune

1961

speech

Fidel

Castro

outlined

the

requirements and parameters of political control in Cuba.
"within the Revolution, everything; against the Revolution,
nothing ..• Within the Revolution, all rights; against the
24Daniel Cosio Villegas,
El Estilo Personal de
Gobernar (Mexico, D.F.: Cuadernos de Joaquin Mortiz, 1974);
Ariel Peralta Pizzaro, EI Cesarismo en America Latina
(Santiago de Chile: Imprenta, 1966); Laureano Vallenilla
Lanz, Cesarismo Democrittico (Caracas: Tipografia Garrido,
1961); Guillermo O'Donnell, Modernization and BureaucraticAuthoritarianism: Studies in South American Politics
(Berkeley: Institute of International Studies, University
of California, 1973).
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Table 6. A Comparison of Violence and
Repression in Cuba and Paraguay
PARAGUAY
Terror
Repression

Sporadic
Yes

Sporadic
Yes

Yes (Atomization)

No

Strong
(Communism)

Weaker-"Mentality"
(Anti-communism)

Limited
Complete
(Self-Righteous)

Limited
Limited by Custom

P::::z::::~~logical

Basis
Ideological
Fanaticism
Magnitude of
Violence
Lawlessness

FREEDOMS/RIGHTS
To leave country
Of peaceful
political
opposition
Of peaceful
assembly
From compulsory
state ideology
in schools
From political
press
censorship
From censorship
of mails
:From. police
detention
without charges
From torture
Of all courts
to total
independence
From deliberate
state control
of artistic,
academic works

No

Yes

No

Yes (With Limits)

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No
No

No
No

No

No

No

Yes (With Limits)

Source: Charles Humana, ed., World Human Rights
(London: Hutchinson and Co., Ltd., 1983), pp. 80-81.
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Revolution, no rights. ,,25
rei teration

of

By 1967,

the-'( subordination

Ernesto Che Guevara's
of

individuals to

the

dictates of the regime revealed the ultimate goal of the
movement: to establish total control over all facets of
political,

social

and

economic

life

Declared

in Cuba.

Guevara: "There is no life outside the revolution.,,26
Along the continuum of forms of governmental violence,
Castro's Cuba conforms to portions of the larger totalitarian taxonomy in certain respects, but deviates in others.
concomi tant

to

first

part

of

the

chapter,

totalitarian

aspects of terror--psychological basis, ideological fanaticism, magnitude, categories of victims, and lawlessness in
tandem

with

moral

self-righteousness--are

and

examined

compared with the Cuban experience.
Psychological
inform

control

purposes

and

and

repression

ideological
in

fanaticism

revolutionary

Cuba.

Political culture in Cuba approximates the atomized mass
society

described

Kornhauser and

Linz

by

Arendt,

in which all

Brzezinski,

Friedrich,

social ties but those

controlled by the state are obliterated.

Cuban specialist

25Fidel Castro, ~p~a~l~a~b~r~a~s~-=a__~l~o~s~-=in~t~e~l~e~c~t~u~a~l==e=s
Habana:
Consejo Nacional de cultur~,
1961), p.
Translation mine.
26Ernesto Che Guevara, Man and socialism
(Havana: Guairas Book Institute, 1967), p. 44.
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Jorge Dominguez summarizes the regime's attempts to create
the new socialist "mass man" in these words:
The Cuban revolution changed the characteristics
of participation.
All of it became politicized,
nationalized, and centralized.
The government
discouraged political indifference and began to
harness political participation to transform
society and to increase its own power and
control. Preexisting participatory organizations
gradually became less diversified,
less
competitive, and less autonomous ••. new revolutionary organizations were established ••. to make
it difficult to pursue a life in isolation. 27
The structure of political participation requires an
ideological adherence that can only be described as dogmatico

Political opposition is illegal, intolerable; even

neutrality is suspect.

However,

"stalinist,"

excesses

the

worst

although described as a
of

Stalinism

have

not

appeared in Cuba; Castro has modified his repressive tacti(;!s and invented other methods of social control.
The regime utilizes widespread imprisonment,
and

ample

use

of

torture

the death penalty against dissidents.

Widespread terror was particularly manifest in the early,
consolidative years

of the Revolution when thousands of

political opponents were summarily tried and convicted by
special Revolutionary Tribunals
activities. II

Firing

squads

for "counterrevolutionary

executed

an

estimated

550

27Jorge I. Dominguez, Cuba: Order and Revolution
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1978), pp. 47071.
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oppositionists and many more suffered internment in labor
camps. 28
But for a number of reasons, the scope and magnitude
of capricious terror in revolutionary Cuba never neared the
genocidal levels of prototypical Nazi Germany,
Russia,

Stalinist

or China during the Cultural Revolution.

First,

proximi ty to the Uni ted States has precluded the use of
more massive terror. Cuba exported its political opposition
to the United states which has taken some 800,000 Cubans
over the years

since

t~e

Revolution.

This

includes

a

massive wave between 1959-62, a second, steady embarkation
between

1965-73

exodus. 29

and

finally

l~:';,

000

in the 1980 Mariel

The migrations have provided a "safety valve"

for the regime,

facilitating the exile of Cubans recal-

citrant to governmental control and fomenting a more politically pliant domestic population.
Therefore,

those who remain "within the Revolution"

are forced to conform to a mobilizational system, stressing
urgency,

crisis,

well

political

as

attack and relying heavily on social as
coercion.

New political

structures,

notably the Committees for the Defense of the Revolution
280nthe summary executions, see Tad Szulc , Fidel: A
Critical Portrait (New York: William Morrow and Co., 1986),
p. 483.
29patricia Weiss Fagen, "Immigration, Emigration and
Asylum Policies in Cuba," Migration News, 2 (1984): 19-27.
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(CDR)

were

established to politicize societal life and

assure maximum compliance with the

histor~c

task of forging

the Revolution and socialism. Incorporating virtually the
entire adult population, the CDRs are neighborhood watch
cells designed to maintain vigilance,

militancy and the

assurance

via

of

political

conformity

surveillance,

indoctrination and concomitant social pressures that makes
membership a litmus test of one's "integration" into the
Revolution.

The homogenization and regimentation of the

population in Cuba after thirty years has spawned a certain
ritualization of beliefs, mass acceptance and internalization of desired values facilitating a greater reliance on
normative and selective coercion than arbitrary terror. 30
Finally, by the early 1970s regime stabilization and
fewer internal threats precluded the need for wide-spread
arbi trary state violence in favor of more isolated and
predictable forms of coercion (routinization of the jUdiciary, police, forms of social pressure and public intimidation).

The incidence of mass terror as a regime weapon

thus began to sharply decline. 31

However, periodic waves

30William LeoGrande, "Mass Political Participation in
Socialist Cuba," in John A. Booth and Mitchell A. Seligson,
eds., Political Participation in Latin America: Citizen and
state (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1981), pp. 114-28.
31Dallin and Breslauer, Political Terror, p. 81. They
argue convincingly that in institutionalizing regimes,
elites tend to put a higher premium on calculable rules and
the need for a freer flow of obj ective information, for
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of arrests and intimidation by the secret police has left a
lasting imprint on the attitudes of Cubanos and impressed
upon them the power of the Communist regime and its capacity and willingness to use extreme and arbitrary violence.
A desired "chilling" effect results as all options other
than

compliance

eliminated. 32

or

suicidal

resistance

are

effectively

For all of these reasons, a reign of terror

as in Nazi Germany or Stalinist Russia was largely absent
and substituted in Cuba by a policy more selective and
calculable.
If this shift suggests a potentially authoritarian
trend,

the well defined "suspect" social categories and

regime domination of all aspects of economic, political,
intellectual and cultural life redresses the totalitarian
balance.

Since the late 19705, political repression has

been largely inveighed against certain well-defined zones
of society, such as dissident intellectuals, artists and
religious groups.

with some exceptions, these victims have

known of the risks they take.

By refusing to join in the

positive praises of the Revolution, or engaging in "socia1efficiency, rationality, decentralization in administration
and greater encouragement of a limited degree of initiative
and innovation that presupposes some tolerance of failure
or error. These goals are incompatible and impossible in a
milieu of extreme terror. See pp. 81-102.
32Interview with Michael R. Schimmel, Vice-consul,
united states Interests Section, Embassy of switzerland,
August 17, 1989, Havana, Cuba.
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ly dangerous" conduct,

they brand themselves clearly and

publicly nonsupporters and thus elantisocial" or IIdeviationists" to be targeted by the full weight of concentrated,
discretionary powers of the government.
writers, artists and professors, particularly in the
social sciences, are suspect categories capable of importing

foreign

Revolution

ideas
and

that

contaminate the

people.

Regime

fears

ideology of the
of

"ideological

diversionism" demand the subordination of intellectual and
artistic

freedom

Accordingly,

the

to

the

state

dictates

restricts

of political
artistic

control.

expression

to

those works that serve to reinforce the goals of the Revolution.

Particularly regulated are works intended for the

masses as opposed to the relatively limited audience of
academia. 33

A student

of the topic notes

repression in Cuba functions on two levels.
level is outright censorship.

intellectual
The "direct"

Via the Ministry of Culture

and Communist Party control of all media outlets, the state
defines as "damnable and inadmissible ••• all trends ••• based
on apparent ideas of freedom as a disguise for the counterrevolutionary poison of works
revolutionary

ideclogy~"

The

that conspire against the
II

indirect, II private level of

33Roberto Gonz6lez
Echevarria,
"criticism and
Li terature in Revolutionary Cuba," in Sandor Halebsky and
John M. Kirk, eds., Cuba: Twenty-Five Years of Revolution.
1959-1984 (New York: Praeger, 1985), pp. 161-62.
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repression is self-censorship engendered by the fear and
un~ertainty permeating societal life. 34

The tensions between individual activity in the artistic realm and the totalitarian view of culture as part of a
grand design are writ-large in the case of the famous antirevolutionary poet Heberto Padilla.

Padilla was arrested

in 1971 for "counterrevolutionary" pronouncements in his
art.

His repression became an international cause celebre

upon his release a month later after signing a letter of
"self-criticism."

The regime's blatant use of the Stalin-

ist tactic of public confession embarrassed and enraged
many leftist Latin American intel1ectuals. 35
Revolutionary

government

and

religion

have

waged

ideological and holy warfare in Cuba, reflecting totalitarian hostility to a rival claim over man's values and destiny.

While no pogrom occurred, the virulent anti-Catholic

crusade in revolutionary Cuba was certainly far

~orse

than

that occurring in Mexico during the 1920s, captured in the
Graham Greene novel The Power and the Glory.
compares the 14% decline

Dominguez

in Mexican priest during this

34Georgina Dopico Black, "The Limits of Expression:
Intellectual Freedom in Postrevolutionary Cuba," in Carmelo
Mesa-Lago, ed., Cuban Studies 19 (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1989), pp. 107-38.
35See Jorge Edwards, Persona non grata (London: Bodley
Head, 1977).
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period to the 77% drop in Cuba between 1959 and 1970. 36
Like Mexico, this attitude has softened to a modus vivendi
of sorts as the Church was eventually perceived as posing
no real threat to the Revolution. 37
ever,

church

scribed.

activity

in

Cuba

Unlike Mexico, how-

remains

strictly circum-

specific constitutional and statutory provisions

(overlooked in Mexico) are enforced to the letter in Cuba
and

form

a

network of restrictions

religious activity.

effectively limiting

The official state ideology of atheism

is taught on all levels of the educational system.

As

Article 54 of the 1976 Constitution expresses it, Cuba is a
.•• socialist state, which bases its activity and
educates the people in the scientific materialist
concept of the universe .•• The law regulates the
activities of religious institutions.
It is
illegal by law to oppose one's faith or religious
belief to the Revolution. 38
Religious processions are forbidden, religious education

restricted to church buildings and the construction

of new churches strictly regulated.
is manifest

Regime discrimination

in excluding active Catholic,

Protestant or

36Dominguez, Cuba, p. 411.
37concerning Castro's own thoughts and moderating
measures taken against the church and Catholics in Cuba,
see his rambling interview with the admiring Brazilian
Dominican priest, Frei Betto, Fidel and Religion (Havana:
Publications Office of the Council of state, 1987), pp.
213-64.
38Constitution

of

the

Instituto Cubans del Libro,
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Jewish believers from membership in the Communist party and
the Union of Communist Youth, in effect depriving believers
of avenues to power and limiting their capacity to criticize or direct the Revolution.

Castro justifies religious

discrimination and the confessional nature of the PCC as
necessary precautions against ideological contamination.
We have to demand absolute purity.
We have to
demand it because the united states is against us
and is threatening us, because we need a closeknit Party in which there isn' t the smallest
crevice or the slightest disagreement. We need a
very strong Party because we're facing a very
powerful enemy that's trying to divide us,
because we have an enemy that has used religion
as an ideology against our Revolution.
That is
why it [discrimination] must be this way.39
Cuban law prohibits the observance of religious events
in conflict with work obligations or patriotic celebrations
(for instance, Holy Week observances are preempted by the
week-long

Bay

fundamentalist

of

Pigs

sects,

Seventh Day Adventists,

victory

such

as

other

celebration).

Jehovah's

witnesses

and

remain targets of nationwide cam-

paigns categorizing them as unpatriotic and counterrevolutionary,

due to their insistence on street proselytizing,

opposition

to

conscription,

public

education,

Saturday

labor and links to the united States. 40
39Fidel Castro, Fidel and Religion, pp. 233-34.
40Margaret E.
Crahan,
"Freedom of Worship in
Revolutionary Cuba," in Philip Brenner et al., eds., The
Cuban Reader (New York: Grover Press, 1989), pp. 211-217.
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The pursuit of a socialist utopia unleashed arbitrary
repression

in

Cuba and continues to propel the

regime

toward enthusiastic embrace of what Arendt and Shapiro term
totalitarian "lawlessness" and "moral self-righteousness"
masquerading as constitutionalism.
to

direct

and

reinforce

Law in Cuba is a tool

revolutionary

social

change. 41

JUdicial legality is subordinate to political considerations.

Hence, "exceptionalism," the arbitrary manipulation

of law by the regime to conform to political objectives, is
institutionalized in Cuba.

The tone was unmis'takably set

early on when Castro personally rejected and overturned a
not guilty verdict by a People's Tribunal against a group
of

Cuban

pilots

charged

with

bombing

Batista's war with the guerrilla's.

civilians

during

Revolutionary fervor

for retribution and disdain for due process manifest in the
numerous show trials and summary executions led the International Commission of Jurists to conclude in 1962 that the
rule of law had disappeared from Cuba. 42

Since then, any

autonomy of the judiciary reflects the benign attitude of
the

political

leadership

rather than

the

strength

and

41John N. Hazard, Communists and Their Laws - A Search
for the Common Core of the Legal Systems of the Marxian
Socialist States (Chicago: the University of Chicago Press,
1969).
42International Commission of Jurists, Cuba and the
Rule of Law (Geneva: International Commission of Jurists,
1962), pp. 1-267.
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independence of the courts.

Castro expressed his view that

political "pressures" 'via the dictatorship of the proletariat would become unnecessary only

i~

the distant future

when the masses were fully educated in communism. 43
The 1983 Ihter-American Commission of Human Rights of
the Organization of American states report chronicles the
coercive

efforts

hitherto

pluralist,

life;

to

destroy

what little remains of the

autonomous

fabric

of

Cuban

societal

to atomize the populace and institutionalize what

Sigmund Neumann terms a

"permanent revolution. ,,44

The

commission reports the range of crimes punishable by the
death penalty "excessively broad" and that Cuba appears to
have

"markedly

regressed"

executions imposed. 45

in

so

far

as

the

·'numerous"

The absence of an independent judi-

ciary means the death penalty for political crimes (a broad
category applied to the security of the state)

remains a

43 Lee Lockwood, Castro's Cuba. Cuba's Fidel (New York:
Random House, 1969), p. 112.
44s igmund Neumann,
Praeger, 1965).

Permanent

Revolytion

(New

York:

45This includes twenty-nine people executed in October
1982 for "plotting against Castro," and four Jehovah's
Witnesses convicted of spreading propaganda to incite
rebellion.
The Cuban Committee for the Defense of Human
Rights reported in 1984 that 37 people were executed by
firing squad between October 1983 and May 1984.
The same
commi ttee reported at least five Cubans executed in the
first half of 1985.
See "Human Rights in Castro's Cuba, II
Department of State Bulletin (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of
Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs and of Inter-American
Affairs, 1987), p. 67.
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latent

The marked

threat.

intolerance of any

form

of

political opposition and ideological divergence, the subordination of the individual to the state, of civil law to
the "higher law" of the Revolution and dependence for the
administration of justice upon the executive "creates an
environment of uncertainty and fear among the populace.,,46
The Castro regime asserts no political prisoners exist
in

Cuba;

only

To

"criminals."

perpetuate

this

myth,

authorities have abolished all outward distinctions between
categories

of

prisoners,

most

notably

the

wearing

of

special uniforms and closing the infamous military-rum UMAP
labor camps (Unidades Militares de Ayuda a la Produccion)
where thousands of deviant writers and artists, homosexuals
and others accused of "ideological diversionism ll or "parasitism" were sent. 47
world-wide

But the publication in 1986 of the

best-seller

Against

All

Hope

by

Armando

Valladares, who spent twenty years as a political prisoner
. in Cuba,

focused

attention

on the

fate of prisoners of

conscience there and made it impossible for human rights
groups and leftist apologists to continue to ignore Cuba

46Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,
organization of American states, The situation of Human
Rights in Cuba: Seventh Report (Washington, D. C.: OAS ,
1983), p. 177.
47Edward Gonzalez, Cuba Under Castro (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1974), p. 156.
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while

venting

their

fury

at

rightist

authoritarian

reg i'mes • 48
Supporting Valladares' dismal view,
tional -a nonpartisan,

Amnesty Interna-

private international organization

monitoring human rights around the world--concludes repression and political

imprisonment in revolutionary Cuba is

systematically imposed on a wide swath of society lumped
together

under

activity."

the

accusation

of

"counterrevolutionary

This includes people imprisoned on charges of

propaganda enemiga (enemy propaganda), applied to all those
who

are

trying

critical
to

leave

of
Cuba

the

regime;

illegally;

people
and

imprisoned

"other"

for

political

prisoners convicted of draft dodging, illegal enrichment or
of being "enemies of socialism.,,49
The vagueness,

breadth and unpredictability of these

accusations in an ideologically-charged society permeated
by fear and a perpetual seige mentality lends itself to
arbitrary arrests, searches and harassment based on suspicion.

This was epitomized in a recent Cuban television

broadcast by the Interior vice-minister who urged citizens

48Armando Valladares, Against All Hope (New York:
Alfred Knopf, 1986); Susan Kaufman Purcell, "Is Cuba
Changing?" The National Interest 4 (1988-89): 43-53.
49Amnesty International, Political Imprisonment
Cuba (London: Amnesty International, 1986), pp. 1-5.
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to inform the authorities if they noticed "irregularities"
in a neighbor's behavior or life style. SO
Political imprisonment in Cuba reflects the characteristic totalitarian moralism and passion for unanimity.
Totalitarian regimes do not proclaim the total destruction
of all their enemies.

In some cases, the official purpose

of incarceration is to "rectify" or "re-educate" the heretics.

While devotion to the Revolution does not guaran-

tee freedom from coercion,

"incorrigibles" in Cuba face

with certainty prison conditions that would make an Arkansas sheriff shudder.
The liberal Institute for Policy studies' 1987 report
reveals a dual penal policy in Cuba: inmates who refuse to
cooperate in the regime's political "reeducation" programs
(so-called

Plantados--the

"steadfast

ones")

are treated

harshly and cruelly, while those who conform to political
indoctrination fair better.
Those who resist reeducation or violate prison
discipline, including passive violation such as
hunger strikes, are confined for extended periods
sometimes in extremely harsh punishment cells-bare, tiny, dark, cold (or hot, depending on the
season)--sometimes without enough food. We heard
of a few cases of prisoners in these cells with-

SOSpecial TV Program on the Penal Code, Canal 6, Cuba
TV Network, March 18! 1988, 9:00 pm.
cited by United
states Information Agency
Radio Marti Program, CubaQuarterly situation Report (Washington, D.C.: Office of
Research and Policy, 1988), p. V-1S.
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out clothes and some cases of prisoners dressed
in undershorts and shoes. 51
While other communist states move towards liberalization and relaxation of state repressive apparatuses, Cuba
under Castro has steeled its resolve to maintain the ideological orthodoxy of hard-line communism.

Reflecting the

growing ideological division among his socialist brethren,
Castro has unleashed a dose of withering scorn,

to be

repaid in kind. 52

This fratricidal rift reflects Castro's

intransigence

growing

and

socialist world.

isolation

in

a

liberalizing

More to the point, as the heady days of

the Revolution recede (one--half of Cuba's population was
born after 1959), news from abroad filters in and dissident
movements
impulse

grow,
towards

castro's
more

canonical

recourse

to

ideology
terror

shows

than

seen

the
in

years. 53
51The Institute for Policy studies, "Preliminary
Report of u. s. Delegation to Cuba: Cuban Prisons, "
(Washington, D.C.: Institute for Policy studies, 1988), pp.
6-9.

52Bill Keller, "Moscow Press Fires Back at Castro,"
New York Times, March 11, 1990.
53Juan M. del Aguila, "Cuba's Declining Fortunes,"
Current History 1987: 425-28; Joseph B. Treaster, "Castro
Stands Ground Against Cuban Glasnost," The New Yorj{ Times,
July 31, 1988; J.D. Gannon, "cynicism Mounts in Castro's
Cuba, " The Christian Science Moni tor, August 18, 1988 ;
Julia Preston, liThe Greying of Fidel Castro's Revolution,"
The Washington Post National Weekly Edition, January 5-19,
1989; "Revolution's Marxist-Leninist Principles will Not Be
Abandoned, Says Castro," Caribbean Report, January, 1989.
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"PREVENTIVE" REPRESSION IN PARAGUAY
with

General-President

Alfredo

stroessner's

eighth

reelection in February 1988, Paraguay lurched towards the
1990s as it had the 1980s, 1970s and 1960s--with Stroessner
the head of a praetorian police state.

The comparative

backwardness of Paraguayan economic and poli tical cuI ture
under Stroessner seemed to preclude the use of wide-spread
terror.

Most of the population remained poor,

and obedient.

illiterate

Paraguay has a largely rural nation of some

3.8 million people bereft of the population concentration
problems

plaguing

instance.
unions
long

or
rule

other nations,

as

in EI

Salvador for

No strongly organized pressure groups,
opposition parties
and

regime

existed under

control

was

labor

stroessner's

facilitated

by

the

peculiar characteristics of commerce, industry, government
and

education all

capital.
small city

being

concentrated in and around the

The location of potential problem groups in a
(600,000)

like Asuncion made it easy for the

police and military to keep "movements" under surveillance
and to mobilize rapidly to crush demonstrations or strikes.
Yet political control and repression in stroessner's
Paraguay, if not terroristic, had a penetrative totalitarian

air.

The

mass-based

near-million

member

official

Colorado party and the government's intelligence agencies
controlled or infiltrated almost all social institutions in
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the nation (unions, professional associations, the judiciary, universities, business organizations). A powerful and
dreaded secret police force--the plain clothes Departamento
de Investigaci6nes, along with the semiautonomous DT Divisi6n Technica para la represi6n del Comllnismo--exerted grim
influence

everywhere:

tapping telephones,

opening mail,

employing spies and paid informants and regularly utilizing
torture to extract information. In addition, a rural-based
paramilitary mass of loyal Colorado peasantry--the py nandi
(Guarani for "bare-foot ones") --were the eyes and ears of
the regime in the campo.
control,

along

intimidation,
execution.

with

the

arbitrary
Facilitating

These auxiliary structures of
military,
arrest,
Paraguayan

regularly
torture,

practiced
exile

and

repression was

its

operation under a continuous state-of-seige provision.
The context of repression in stroessner's Paraguay was
a virulent anti-communist "mentality" approximating Linz'
and Friedrich's conceptions of the ideological fanaticism
of totalitarian terror.

In 1979 Paraguay even hosted the

twelfth congress of the World Anti-Communist League (WACL).
As a staunch member of WACL, stroessner's regime took on a
hellish quality, becoming a haven for right-wing ext remists,

pariahs,

tina's

Juan

outcasts,
Peron,

and criminals including ArgenNicaragua's

Anastasio

Somoza,

international heroin kingpin Joseph August Ricord,

_.-

.
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most

infamously,

Josef Mengele,

Aushchwi tz I S " Angel

of

Death."
Like the totalitarian insecurity to indifference and
addiction

to

agitation,

shopworn excuse
"permanent

of

purge"

from

continually

used

the

"Communist subversion" to justify a
via

control and coercion.
threat

Paraguay

extra-constitutional

methods

of

The regime was never under serious

insurgency since

it ruthlessly crushed the

attempted communist guerilla invasions of the early 1960s.
The real purpose of repression was to forestall rather than
destroy political opposition.

This strategy of "preven-

tive" repression involved nipping in the bud any sign of
growing militctncy among autonomous groups outside of direct
regime control before they acquired proportions directly
challenging the government. -Hence regime onslaught against
oppostionist by exile, mass arrests,

torture and disap-

pearances aimed at deterring potential dissention. 54
Like totalitarian Cuba, a psychological basis underlay
repression in Paraguay.

The stroessner regime utilized the

oppressive atmosphere to paralyze opponents with fear, but
stopped short of more comprehensive, trans formative goals.
The actual application of specific acts of violence was

54Latin America Bureau, Paraguay: Power Game (London:
Latin American Bureau, 1980), p. 35; Robert J. Alexander,
"The Tyranny of General stroessner," Freedom At Issue 41,
(1977): 18.
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more selective than widespread, its victims clear targets
of

a

regime

potential

bent

on neutralizing

sources

dictatorship

was

of

real

opposition.

totalitarian

in

and

The
scope,

cauterizing

machinery
and

of

dissidents

going beyond acceptable limi ts were subj ected to all the
terrors of an ubiquitous police-state.
average

citizens

unmolested
stronato

and

who
free

avoided
to

lead

(stroessner regime).

the country.

politics
normal

were
lives

relatively
during

the

They could enter or leave

No one told them where to work or live: where

or how to educate their children,
time. 55

leisure

But unl ike Cuba,

stroessner's

spend their money or

regime

never

intended to

"atomize" individuals per Arendt's conceptions, in order to
obliterate all social bonds except those sponsored by the
government.
such

as

- The regime even found certain institutions,

the

traditional

church,

family,

sporting

and

fraternal orders useful handmaidens of stability in their
preaching tradition and fixity of status, diverting man's
attention from politics to other realms and thus ameliorating the strains of authoritarianism.
But since effective intimidation

is largely in the

mind of the intimidated, no precise figures are available
regarding how many people were rendered timid, though not

55paul Lewis, Socialism Liberalism and Dictatorship
in Paraguay (New York: Praeger, 1982), p. 129.
r
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intended objects of stroessner's wrath.

In contrast to

1970s Argentina, for example, no long list of desaparecidos
tallied in Paraguay,

and traditional,

existed to limit repression. 56

informal pressures

Nevertheless, there existed

a peculiar culture of fear and servility, a sullen wariness
of foreigners and a degree of self-censorship comparable
only to totalitarian Cuba in Latin America, and features
"typical"

of

Latin

American

political

life

elsewhere--street marches by protest groups, public rallies
by

opposition

parties,

political

graffiti,

or

anything

remotely resembling Marxist literature--were totally absent
in Paraguay between 1954 and 1989. 57
But

no

totalitarian

intolerance

or

penetration

of

politically neutral groups beyond the perimeter of regime
control informed regime violence in Paraguay.

The national

security doctrine of anticommunism was simply an excuse for
authoritarian preventive

repression,

kleptocracy and the

56In conducting extended field research in a small,
provincial city like Asunci6n in 1988, it was astonishing
to find that the tiny politically-active class all know one
another, often on a first-name basis I or are blood relatives.
As life-long acquaintances interacting with a
degree of regularity, there existed a kind of code of
conduct, softening the extremism found in totalitarian
Cuba, where politics is strictly zero-sum. Paul Lewis also
admirably outlines this point in his Paraguay Under
stroessner (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press), pp. 176-77.
57Latin America Bureau, Power Game, p. 38.
The
author's own field research in Asunci6n certainly supports
this point.
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internalization of fear.

A noted Paraguayan author and

oppositionist sums the siege mentality in these words:
The dangerous communist [is] the justification •••
to manage and maintain the oppressive and corrupt
structure, because here [in Paraguay] all the
world is communist and all oppositionists are
communist. 58
Prophylactic repression during the stroessner regime
was enforced in varying degrees via different of mechanisms.

One

Meetings and

form was constant harassment.

demonstrations of church or university groups were broken
up,

printing presses of critical newspapers destroyed by

para-police thugs,
activists.
lence

armed provocateurs menaced opposition

An escalation to a more serious stage of vio-

occurred

when

movement

leaders

were

summarily

arrested and held in jail incommunicado for a year or more.
This

tactic

was

both

intimidating

and

politically

debilitating as it spread fear of kidnapping, torture, and
death among oppositionists and decapitated many insurgent
movements

at

development.

the

formative

stage

of

their

political

Further along the scale was the long-term

imprisonment of a movement's key leaders, designed to break
their

health

"disappeared"

and

spirit.

(and

Finally,

presumably

the

regime

assassinated)

simply

incipient

leaders.
58oomingo Laino,
Paraguay: Represion.
Anticomunismo (Asuncion: Ediciones Cerro Cora,
79. Translation mine.
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The magnitude

of

regime violence against

political

opponents in Paraguay under stroessner never reached the
levels of the Ache Indians killed for the sake of modernIt

ization.

is

difficult

to

estimate

the

number

of

desaparacidos precisely because the repression was preventive,

and

national
contend

in most
or

year-old

international

whole-sale

numbered a

cases those eliminated never reached
still,

scholars

disappearances

probably

prominence.

murder

and

thousand or more in stroessner's thirty-four

reign.

While

not

insignificant,

this

approximated the scale of totalitarian regimes

never

like Pol

Pot's Cambodia or even neighboring authoritarian Argentina
during the so-called "dirty war" of the late 1970s when ten
to fifteen thousand people were eliminated. 59
Those that suffered the brunt of political repression,
Paul

Lewis terms the

reflecting

Linz '

Paraguay. 60
groups,

and

"tolerable" and the "intolerable,"

"limited

pluralism"

in

authoritarian

The Catholic Church, Christian-based peasant
legally

recognized

opposition

parties

59see, for example, Penny Lernoux, "Paraguay: Terror
and Profit," The Nation 223
(1976):
487-93; Levi
Ruffinelli, Derechos Humanos (Asuncion: Talleres Graficos
Orbis, 1977); Perhaps the best and most recent is the welldocumented work by Heriberto Alegre ortiz, La Sociedad
cautiva (Asuncion: Comision de Defensa de los Derechos
Humanos del Paraguay, 1987).
60 Lew is, Paraguay, chapter 11.
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constituted the tolerated opposition.

The outlawed, exiled

communist party of Paraguay was not tolerated.
As in Castro's Cuba, the Church was a main source of
institutional opposition to the stroassner regime.
a

long history as

control,

an

Despite

instrument of conservative social

church-state

relations

deteriorated

steadily

beginning in the late 1960s as the Paraguayan Church began
to adopt increasingly progressive stands on social issues
subsequent to the famous Medellin conference of bishops in
1968.

In the early 1970s, continued Church criticism of

the regime provoked a barrage of government propaganda to
discredit the Church by portraying it as a coven of subversive

"communist priests"

that

effectively

annulled more

militant elements within the Catholic hierarchy. By 1976
the Church moved clearly into conflict with the regime as
the entire Episcopal Conference issued a :blistering attack
upon the regime for human rights abuses:
••. The practice of torture has revived •..
Intriguing and informing are being deliberately
and publicly encouraged •••• The Church is suffering through the intervention of its high schools,
police raids on its seminaries •••• Priests, seminary students, employees of Church institutions
have been arrested and held incommunicado [and]
many priests ••• have been thrown out of the country ••• it appears there is a desire to present the
Church as a stron~hold of subversives and
"dangerous criminals"

61"Amidst Persecutions and Consolations~ Latin
American Bishops Discuss Human Rights," LADOC, 15, 1977: 2.
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The church-based, peasant ligas were likewise subject
first to harassment and later ruthless repression.
cally,
posed a

Politi-

the existence of autonomous peasant organizations
real threat to the Colorado party's traditional

base of support,

an unquestioning and subservient rural

population paradoxically incorporated without power.
Refusing all attempts at compromise,
regime punished the church and peasant
them into retreat.

leagues,

church

anemic cavil.

forcing

criticisms of regime repression con-

tinued to the very end of the stronato. 62
decade,

the stroessner

influence

in politics was

But in the last
limited to an

As one author sums, the Paraguayan church

faced a dilemma brought about by the legacy of indoctrination towards atheistic communism:
[The church] .•• [found]
itself spontaneously
pitted against a
fanatically anti-communist
government because of the perpetuation of social
injustice and poverty engendered by that government's system of privilege and power. Yet at the
same time, the Catholic Church in Paraguay [was]
terrified by the spectre of communism. 63
62Pope John Paul II lectured Stroessner on human
rights in his May, 1988 visi t to Paraguay.
Dissident
groups, emboldened by the flood of media attendant to the
Pope's visit were targeted and systematically arrested once
the Pontiff and reporters left.
Interview with journalist
and author Guido Rodriguez Alcala, June 7, 1988, Asuncion,
Paraguay.
63A.W. Hill, "Church-State Relationships in Paraguay,"
(London: British Council of Churches, no publication date),
p. 23, cited by James Painter, "Paraguay in the 1970s:
continuities and Change in the Political Process,"
Institute of Latin American Studies (London: University of
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Although stroessner was unquestionably a dictator, his
rule conforms to Linz's authoritarian "limited pluralism,"
characterized by periods of relative freedom for tolerated
opponents.
Congreso

One-third of the seats in both houses of the
Nacional

were

opposition parties,

reserved

for

legally

recognized

mainly the predominant Liberal party

(divided into many fragments)~

Of course, the opposition

was never allowed to win elections nor exercise influence
on public policy and in times of stress (in 1975 after the
regime uncovered an assassination plot against stroessneri
in 1980 following the assassination of Nicaraguan dictator
Anastasio Somoza)
freedoms

they

Liberals

were

always subject to harassment.

enjoyed

were

not

a

party

allowed

But the

inconsiderable.
headquarters;

The
they

participated in local elections, published a party newspaper

and

conducted

public

meetings.

As

Lewis

cogently

analyzed the situation in 1982, by granting his moderate
opponents a modicum of freedom, co-optation, corruption and
manipulation, stroessner kept these tolerated groups in a
permanent state of internal dissension and further split
them from more radicals elements.

When leftists did make

occasional appearances, Stroessner wiped them out with cold
efficiency:

London, no pUblication date), p. 19.
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stroessner's i'elati'bns with his opposition
[demonstrated] a :mixture of the carrot and the
stick. For those willing to go along and accept
a subordinate role, there was a surprising amount
.of freedom--surely more than ••• found in Argentina, Chile, Cuba, or Nicaragua.
For the
intransigents, however, there [was] the unrelenting violence of a well-organized and efficient
dictatorship. 64
Those
opposition;

unwilling

to go

along

were

the

intolerable

the Moscow-oriented Communists.

Exiled and

outlawed; party members suffered the worst.

Its leaders

jailed,

tortured or assassinated,

its ranks ravaged by

stroessner informers and factionalism; the Communists were
brutalized into disarray.

Nonetheless,

stroessner made

much of the alleged Red menace to justify a continual state
of siege.
political

Two laws providing the formal underpinnings of
repression

in

Paraguay

(law

209--"defense of

public peace," and law 294--"defense of democracy") were
regularly applied against suspected Communist sympathizers.
Those engaging in more overt violence against the status
quo--like

a

assassinating

shadowy
the

exiled

Trotskyite
Nicaraguan

group

accused

dictator

of

Anastasio

Somoza in Asuncion in 1980--could expect no mercy if captured.

If not killed on the spot, insurgents were tortured

for information in police headquarters.

Most Communists

arrested simplY disappeared, dying under torture, executed

64Lewis, Socialism, p. 120.
heavily on Lewis' analysis.

The following page relies
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or held incommunicado indefinitely in concentration camps
and military garrisons that dot the Chaco outland.
The characteristic totalitarian lawlessness,

cynical

manipulation and whole-sale violation of constitutional and
legal provisions pervaded repression in Paraguay.
of law simply did not exist.
independent;

stroessner

The rule

The court system was not

appointed

all

judges

from

the

Supreme Court on down to local magistrates for five year
terms coinciding with his.

The state of seige: permanently

in force until April 1987, suspended normal constitutional
guarantees and
rants,

judicial procedures,

statement

notification
whereabouts.

of

of

formal

families
As

a

charges,

habeas

arrest warcorpus,

or

regarding an arrested member's

result

Nations cited paraguay

such as

of

this

system,

the

United

in 1986 as the country in Latin

America with the highest index of unsentenced prisoners
(94%) .65
The

Organization

of

American

states'

1987

protested arbitrary police procedures in Paraguay.

report
Accord-

ing to the OAS, police brutality in Paraguay "is the rule,

65United Nations Report, "The Unsentenced Prisoner in
Latin America and the Caribbean, cited by Dan O'Donnell,
"EI Poder Judicial" in SIJAU, Paraguay: Un Desafio a la
Responsibilidad Internacional (Montevideo: Ediciones de la
Banda Oriental, 1986), p. 39.
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and not the exception." 66

Prison conditions are described

in medieval terms and although always denied by the regime,
ample documentation of routine torture exists.

Amnesty

International viewed the state of siege, combined with wide
police powers and executive control over the jUdiciary as
facilitating the persistent use of torture and ill-treatment

of

poli tical

prisoners.

Amnesty described

in the

regimes' own macabre special terminology the most commonly
used methods:
pincana electica (electric cattle prod); pileta,
where the victim's head is plunged into a tank of
water .•• sometimes polluted with excrement, until
a sense of asphyxiation is induced; beatings,
particularly on the soles of feet with
truncheons; caj ones, prolonged confinement in a
box ••. secadera, in which the victim is wrapped
in a plastic sheet and placed in a metal
cylinder; and murcielago, suspending the victim
by the ankles. 67
The

extra-legality

and

arbitrariness

of

political

repression in Paraguay conforms to that in more totalitarian regimes,

but its limited l,lSe defines it as a form of

"dictatorial" or authoritarian repression as per Arendt's
conceptualization.
different responses.

Two

similar

challenges

evoked

two

Some independent newspapers, opposi-

66organ ization of American states, Report on the
Situation of Human Rights in Paraguay (Washington, D.C.:
Inter-Ame:t'ican Commission on Human Rights, O.A.S., 1987),
p. 30.
67Amnesty International, Torture in the Eighties
(London: Amnesty International Publications, 1984), pp.
168-69.
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tion politicians or peasant leaders were censored, exiled
or

"disappeared"

while others were not.

The lack of

policy explicitness and capriciousness made it particularly
difficult for regime opponents (but not harmless citizens
without political opinions)

to know the boundaries within

which they were supposed to operate.
repression

thus

had

its

The diffuseness of

intended effect:

to cow regime

cri tics into the more prudent course of refraining from
much criticism. 68

CONCLUSION
Totalitarian terror is distinguished from other acts
of force or violence (oppression, repression) in its capriciousness,

ideological

motivations,

psychological

magnitude, victims and lawless self-righteousness.

basis,
Terror

is an essential prop of totalitarian regimes used to ensure
mass allegiance and conformity to the party ideology and
constant agitation of action-oriented revolutionary fervor.
In

the totalitarian--authoritarian debate,

many scholars

consider conditions in authoritarian regimes less thoroughly repressive.
nomous

Totalist regimes target all forms of auto-

organizations

rectification.

for

suppression,

Authoritarian

regimes

elimination
suppress

or
only

68The Latin American Times 9,4 (1989): 13.
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organized

opposition

and

public

criticism

but

do

not

attempt to control every aspect of human activity.
Cuba

under

Castro

conforms

to the

larger,

general

totalitarian taxonomy in certain aspects yet is incongruent
in others.
in

its

No other state in Latin America approaches Cuba

total

control

of citizens'

lives.

An

inherent

incompatibility exists between individual rights and claims
of the state.

The elaborate apparatus of restraints in

revolutionary
formity.

Cuba discourages

The

regime's

crusading militancy

ideological

acclamatory

individuality and noncon-

assent

fanaticism

for

the

and

moralism

demands

grandiose

of

the

unanimous

and

schemes

social reconstruction and human reengineering.

of

total

"To Be Like

Cheil is proselytized via billboards throughout Cuba as the
revery of every revolutionary.
"mass

manit

and

cOJ•.::omitant

Thus,

the new socialist

atomized

society

closely

corresponds to the prototypical totalist state described by
Brzezinski, Friedrich, Linz and others.
But Cuba is unique among totalitarian regimes in its
1 imited use of large-scale terror owing to the exodus of
hundreds
states,

of

thousands

of

recalcitrants

to

the

United

the building of mass organizations to structure

compliant political participation and internalize desired
values and substituting more calculable, isolated forms of
coercion

--------
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suspect

categories--writer,

artists

and religious--

are

targets of continued harassment, arrest, exile, torture and
execution in Cuba, revealing the totalitarian intolerance
of "free space" that remains beyond the command of the
state.

These "islands of separateness" pay dearly for

their sins against the secular religion,

propelling the

state to embrace the characteristic lawlessness and orroral
self-righteousness of total power.
Cuba,

a tropical

landscape.

In

totalitarian

Gulag does not dominate the political

But the intolerance of neutrals and

suppres-

sion of dissenting groups by imprisonment, forced labor or
psychic terror continues as chronicled by various human
rights organizations.

Unlike other totalist states, the

Cuban regime does not pursue policies of massive annihilation of entire social or national groups.

But its policies

of enforced uniformi ty and societal engineering remain.
Revolutionary Cuba is less a tyranny of horror than one of
stringency.

After a generation and a half, the island

continues toward the futurist utopia defined by the political leadership of Fidel Castro.

The millennium may arrive,

but if the past is any guide, it will be mean and insipid.
Like Cuba, the role of terror in stroessner's Paraguay
lacks homeostasis wi th the larger authoritarian paradigm
and shares some basic features of totalitarianism.

This is

one of the many curious features that make it difficult to

_. -
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understand a nation and regime defying normal categorization.
The

Stronato

totalitarian.

was

clearly

more

authoritarian

Unlike revolutionary Cuba,

than

the Paraguayan

regime sought political passivity and obedience rather than
enthusiastic participation and mobilization.

The

state

penetrated societal life far less directly and extensively
than Cuba,

and society remained pluralist within limited

boundaries.

But a totalitarian atmosphere permeated Para-

guay in the control of major institutions of the nation by
the single,

official party and the regime's intelligence

apparatus.

The machinery of control was totalitarian in

scope, but the rudimentary nature of the political system,
the limited pluralism, the parameters of custom and convention all conspired to render the regime authoritarian in
actual application.
In stroessner' s

Paraguay,

a maniacal

anti -communist

mentali ty closely approximated the ideological fanaticism
of totalitarianism.
in Paraguay.

It propelled prophylactic repression

Similar to totalitarian regimes, the specter

of communism helped

indoctrinate a

servile and gullible

citizenry of the need to repel and eradicate totally the
clear and present danger against the state, giving rise to
an elaborate network of spies and informers at all levels
of society.
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But
never

unlike

a

employed

true

terror was

totalitarian regime,

"scientifically"

in

order

to

atomize

individuals and obliterate all social bonds except those
sponsored by the regime.

Lacking any totalist passion for

unanimity concomitant to a single utopian belief system,
the system never targeted whole classes of people on the
basis of collective guilt.

When employed, repression was

preventive

and

against

dissidents,

but

opinions.

selective

not harmless

real

and

potential

citizens without political

Unlike even authoritarian Chile or Argentina, no

mass exterminations or lists of thousands of desaparacidos
informed political violence in Paraguay.
In this sense, totalitarian Cuba and the bureaucraticauthoritarian

states

common regarding the
than Paraguay.

In

of
Vi

the

Southern Cone have more

in

reasons Vi for terror and repression

Cuba

and Argentina

and

Brazil,

for

example, a shared commitment to promoting and controlling
modernization
directed

from

above

violence.

That

explains
Cuba

much

of

diverges

the

state-

completely

in

ideological orientation from the others does not deny the
parallel efforts to combine political terror with a developmental

rational.

stroessner's

used

A

traditional

repression

for

dictatorship

personal

purposes:

like
to

maintain power and allow subordinates to extract wealth as
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the quid-pro-guo

for

loyal ty.

No

larger transformative

agenda. existed. 69
In contrast to totalitarian Cuba, a political opposition existed openly in Paraguay,
pluralism

and

authoritarian

reflecting the limited

nature

of

political

life.

Indeed, the "tolerated" opposition in Paraguay--the Church,
its affiliates and legally recognized opposition parties
willing to accept a subordinate role--were clearly hounded
in times of stress or when they crossed ill-defined limits
of regime criticism.

But they usually enjoyed a modicum of

freedom to organize and operate when the regime felt secure
and

the

machinery

"intolerable"
routinely

of

repression

Communist

Party

labelled communist,

tended
and

however,

to

relax.

liberal
were

The

reformers

relentlessly

attacked and subject to all the terrors of a totalitarian
police-state.
Like Cuba, the characteristic totalitarian lawlessness
reigned

in the elaborate

stronato.

were

of the

The political police were immune from judicial

restraints.
or

secret-police apparatus

Constitutional guarantees either did not exist

ignored,

thus

making

possible

secret

arrests,

holding people incommunicado without charges, torture and
murder.

But unlike Cuba,

custom and restraint were not

69See Paul C. Sondrol, "Authoritarianism in Paraguay:
An Analysis of Three Contending Paradigms," Review of Latin
American Studies 3:1, (forthcoming, 1990).
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absolutely negated.

The regime left intact the basic forms

of life and concomitant values.

A pragmatic and even

cynical manipulation of the law occurred against political
enemies,

but not neutral ci tizens •

violated the law and limited freedom.

stroessner' s regime
Castro's Cuba, by

contrast, aims at abolishing these and replacing them with
one "freedom," the freedom to have all choices made for the
citizenry, not

Qy

the citizenry.

----
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CHAPTER FIVE
MOBILIZATION AND LEGITIMACY IN
TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES

INTRODUCTION
Political

mobilization

further

totalitarian from authoritarian regimes.
distinctively

destroys

the

boundary

distinguishes
Totalitarianism

between

state

and

society and attempts the total politicization of citizens.
Totalitarian systems like the Nazis or Cuba's organize,
induce,

reward

and

channel

intensive

participation

for

political and collective tasks; to create supports for the
dictator and elites in the command structure, and provide
controlled cues for thought and action.
Totalitarian regimes similarly claim to derive legitimacy from the politicized masses.

David Easton holds that

the major criterion of legitimation is consent: acceptance
by the governed of the authori ty of those who govern. 1
Totalitarians view their project as a part, extension and
perfection of the democratic tradition born of the American
and French Revolutions.

Rousseau's ideals concerning a

"social contract" between masses and elites; the "general
will" and infallibility of the collectivity are touted as
lending mass legitimation to totalitarian regimes.

"Mass

1David Easton, "An Approach to the Analysis
Political Systems," World Politics, 9 (1957): 383-400.
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democracy"

thus

emerges

concomitant

~obilization

to

as

distinct features of prototypical and contemporary totalitarian regimes.
Authoritarian regimes generally downplay an emphasis
on mobilization.
they avoid it.

Rather than seek popular involvement,
Authoritarian regimes normally rest upon a

limited number of economic and social groups that form the
elite,

rather than drawing the entire community into the

political "rena.

As the term authoritarian implies, the

emphasis

on

invites

centers
obedi~nce,

the

authority

of

not participation.

the

state

which

Franco's Spain and

Salazar'S Portugal evidenced little mobilization, nor did
"exclusionary"
Nicaragua.

South

Mass

American

variants

participation was

like

Somoza's

discouraged;

apathy,

resignation and fatalism remained the preferred sociocultural values of these dictatorships.
Authoritarian

regimes concomitantly care less about

broad support and legi timacy •
cerning "higher"
alone

Bereft of any notion con-

forms of democracy,

emphasis--is

given

to

symbols

less attention--let
of

popular

regime

legitimation, such as elections, referenda and plebiscites
providing 99.9% approval.

Lacking democratic trappings, a

legitimizing ideology and mass base, authoritarian regimes
rely on traditional or private mechanisms of social control
such

as

the

Church,

family,

sports

and

cultural
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organizations to divert attention from politics, ameliorate
the strains of authoritarianism and adjust men to their lot
in

life.

Timely

doses

of

ham-fisted

repression

are

prescribed to insure the demobilization of the majority.
Table 7 illustrates and summarizes the distinctions between
totalitarian and authoritarian regimes.

Table 7. Mobilization and Legitimacy
in Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes
REGIMES

Mobilization

TOTALITARIAN

AUTHORITARIAN

High
Goal

Low
Goal

=

commitment

Compliance

=

Societal
Penetration

Strong; NearlyComplete

Weak; LimitedPluralism

Legitimacy
Level

High

Medium--Low

Legitimacy
Basis

Revolution/Ideology

Coup/Coercion

This chapter examines political mobilization and mass
legitimacy as two remaining contours distinguishing totalitarian from authoritarian regimes.

It begins by explicat-

ing the reasons for and functions of the compulsion to mass
action and agitation in totalitarianism.
regimes

are

Authoritarian

juxtaposed throughout the analysis to show

their divergence.

-
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The work then focuses
regimes.

Castro's

Cuba

on the Castro and stroessner
conforms

to

the

totalitarian

features of mobilization and legitimization.

CUba is a

fully mobilized totalitarian polity; total mass participation,

societal

penetration

and

integration

dictator, party and ideology reigns.

under

the

But mobilization does

not imply that the Cuban masses participate in the policymaldng process!

only tha't they are organized and manipu-

lated to carry out the goals of the regime.

Legitimation

derives from decades of Castro's charismatic leadership and
integration

of

the

polity

controlled by the state.

into

mass

organizations

At times the regime has generated

supports rivaling those in democratic systems.
mation in Cuba is always suspect.
for

registering acceptance,

Yet legiti-

without open procedures

the strength of support for

castroism remains unknown.
stroessner's Paraguay formed a hybrid in terms of mass
mobilization.
stroessner's
preferred
sponsored.

Characteristic of an authoritarian regime,
discouraged any grassroots mobilization and

Paraguayans

remain apathetic unless

officially

Unlike Cuba, no constant agitation pervaded the

societal milieu.

However,

like totalitarian regimes,

a

mass-based single, official party apparatus performed as a
vehicle for mobilizing the public in sporadic demonstrations of support for stroessner.

The party and its network
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of informants also worked as a listening device to penetrate society and counterbalance the weight of the mil itary.

But penetration and mobilization were stunted by

underdeveloped systems of modern technology.
arrangements

provided political

Corporatist

integration and control

with a degree of limited participation.

These centuries-

old methods of internal governance and group representation
fostered authority in Stroessner, if not mass legitimation.
stroessner lacked castro's charisma and his regime remained
bereft an official ideology as tools of consent.

But a

large, militant mass of support characterized the stronato
for

decades,

distinguishing

it

from

more

explicitly

exclusionary regimes.

MOBILIZATION AND LEGITIMACY

IN TOTALITARIAN AND AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES
The demand by autocratic rulers for constant, direct
; nvo'vement

and :mass support differentiates

from authoritarian regimes.
tical

mobilization

zbigniew Brzezinski

as

Scholars recognize mass poli-

intrinsic

calls

tol...al..i.'-arian

,to

totalist

regimes.

totalitarian mobilization "an

atmosphere of coerced unanimity of the entire population."
Karl Deutsch terms the "extreme mobilization of effort" a
defining

characteristic of

totalitarianism.

Juan Linz

views totalitarianism as the "emergence of total politicization of society by political organizations."

- - - - - - - - - - _..... __
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Shapiro contends the "intensive and unremitting mobilization

of

the

entire

population"

typical

of totalitarian

regimes, and J. L. Talmon calls totalitarianism "political
Messianism in the sense that it postulates a preordained,
harmonious and perfect scheme of things, to which men are
irresistibly driven .•. ,,2 .
The harnessed, controlled and sustained participation
of

the

masses

in

politics

defines

~2intessence

the

of

totalitarianism. Mass mobilization is required to transform
society,

economy,

politics and ultimately,

utopian

trans formative

goals

active participation by all.

of

culture.

totalitarianism

The
demand

utilizing Almond and Verba's

famous civic culture terminology, totalitarian masses must
be

"participants":

system

in

all

citizens

respects

oriented

and taking

an

to

the

active

political
(but

only

positive) role.

Passive obedience anl:i apathy, the retreat

into

or

"subject"

"parochial"

roles

characteristic

of

2zbigniew Brzezinski, Ideology and Power in Soviet
Politics, Revised ed. (New York: Praeger, 1967), pp. 46-47:
Karl Deutsch, "Cracks in the Monolith: possibilities and
Patterns of Disintegration in Totalitarian Systems," in
Carl Friedrich,
ed., Totalitarianism (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1954), pp. 308-9; Juan Linz,
"Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes,"
in Fred
Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds., Handbook of Political
Science Vol 3. (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1975), p. 188;
Leonard Shapiro, Totalitarianism (New York: Praeger, 1972),
p. 38: J. L. Talmon, The Origins of Totalitarian Democracy
(New York: Praeger, 1961), pp. 2-3.
The organization of
the chapter -mobilization and mass legitimacy - comes from
Shapiro.
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authoritarian regimes, cannot be tolerated by totalitarian
rulers. 3
Mobilization and legitimation inform the larger teleological goals of totalitarian regimes.

Unlike authoritar-

ian regimes that lust for power for power's sake, totalist
regimes possess more comprehensive designs.

They intend to

fabricate novel forms of social relationships and new kinds
of humans; politicized and fully integrated into the larger
purposes

of

the

state.

Carl

Friedrich

and

Zbigniew

Brzezinski link the mobilization aspect of the totalitarian
"syndrome" and its telos, distinguishing it from demobilizational authoritarian regimes:
The specific difference, the innovation of totalitarian regimes, is the organization and methods
developed and employed ••• in an effort
to ••• [effect] total control in the service of an
ideologically motivated movement, dedicated to
total destruction and reconstruction of a mass
society4
Mobilization performs a variety of functions under
totalitarianism.

These include 1)

instituting, defining

and maintaining the new order; 2) providing an impetus and
rationale to harnessed mass action; 3) defining new modes
~f

behavior;

and

4)

perpetuating

the

facade

of

mass

3Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, The civic Culture
(Princeton: University Press, 1963); Linz, "Totalitarian
and Authoritarian Regimes," pp. 192-93.
4Carl J. Friedrich and Zbigniew Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy, 2nd ed., (cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1965), p. 17.
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Each of these

democracy and legitimizing the regime.
factors are analyzed in turn.

Totalitarian participatory mechanisms and the ideology
they impart provide supports for the fledgling movement.
The dictator, single official party, mass organizations and
ideology build support, establish communication and consolidate and regularize patterns of governance and control.
Via mass participation, the regime gives meaning to itself
and

establishes

a

communitarian

identity

defining

the

oneness of the new utopia, as distinguished from the moribund old order.

David Apter describes the consensualizing

function of political mobilization.
The mobilization system contains an implicit
assumption: that which divides men from one
another is due to unnatural causes --colonialism,
neocolonialism, classes •.• Harmony in the political sphere derives from the messianic leader who
points out the dangers ..• of faction. To achieve
such oneness, mobilizational slstems begin by
politicizing all political life.
Totalitarian-style

political

mobilization

and further institutionalizes the regime.
of

union

and purpose

amongst

citizens

maintains

The solidarity
of totalitarian

society, the proscription against most forms of dissidence
and the reduction of the private realm, all integrate the
"atomized" individual into the mass community.

Aristotle

5David E. Apter, "Political Religion in the New
states," in Clifford Geertz, ed., Old Societies and New
states (New York: The Free Press, 1963), p. 78.
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recognized that harrying the populace keeps them busy and
out of mischief.

"The people," says Aristotle, "having to

keep hard at work, are 'prevented from conspiring."

More

recently, Gabriel Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Jr. extend
this reasoning, noting that directed participation performs
a

psychological

function;

its

changeless

routines

and

managed rituals creating a reassuring sense of stability.6
Ideological definitions of what is common and what is
alien; what the movement stands for and against, further
forges regime stability.7

The political ideology gives a

super-sense of identity and synergism to totalitarian life.
constant

agitation

and

coercion

manifests

ideological

fanaticism and determination to seize, protect and extend
regime power.

While mobilization does not itself produce a

totalitarian state (democracies mobilize in war), Leonard
Shapiro notes this feature cannot be discounted, if only
for the excuse it provides for legitimizing terror.
Nothing provides a more convincing justification
for terror than the claim, constantly reiterated,
that the nation is pursuing some great and noble
aim, to which all effort must be constantly
devoted and that this aim is being frustrated by

6Aristotle, politics, Book V, chapter XI, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1~88), p. 136; Gabriel Almond
and G. Bingham Powell, Jr., eds., Comparative Politics
Today (Glenview, IL: Scott, Forseman and Co., 1988), p. 334.
7Roy C. Macridis, contemporary Political
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1986), p.9
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internal and
destroyed. 8

external

enemies

who

must

be

Regime consolidation and maintenance differs under the
standard repressive authoritarian dictatorship.

It neither

possesses a "passion for unanimity" nor a desire to define
An authori tar ian

and distinguish itself to the masses.

regime like Spain under Franco never demanded mass support
nor the mobilization of enthusiasm.
than activation proved the norm.
not an "inclusionary" regime.
ment went unsolicited.

Demobilization rather
Salazer's Portugal was

Popular support and involve-

As a traditional and reactionary

regime, it rested on low levels of political participation,
apathy and fear.

Stroessner I

S

Paraguay articulated no

clear statements concerning the actual objectives of the
regime, aside from abstract banalities proclaiming "Peace,
Work and Well-being with Stroessner."

In all these author-

itarian regimes, active bidding for spontaneous support and
the

ideological

impulse

for

"permanent

revolution"

and

societal transformation was simply not part of the plan. 9

8Shapiro, Totalitarianism, pp. 38-39.
9s tanley G. Payne, Falange: A History of Spanish
Fascism (Stanford: University Press, 1967), p. 224; Kay
Hugh, Salazar and Modern Portugal (New York: E.P. Dutton,
1970); Sigmund Neumann, Permanent Revolution, 2nd ed. (New
York: Praeger, 1965).
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Political mobilization provides an impetus and rationale to harness mass action.

Totalitarian regimes intend to

inaugurate a brave new world.
sociopolitical

pol'icies

Instituting revolutionary

and programs

re~~ires

the

sus-

tained, intensive and directed participation by actors, not
spectators.

As the mortar of societal rebuilding, these

policies need massive popular support.

By integrating

cit..izens into the "great leap forward" or "thousand-year
Reich" or "five-year plan" totalitarian elites tap unused
human capital and heighten a conscious sense of identification to the system.

Induced participation channels and

rel2ases constructive societal energy and thereby maximizes
regime

resources

focused

towards

radical

developmental

objectives.
Authoritarian regimes practice demobilization rather
than activation.

They lack not only the ideological will

to totalitarianize; they lack the means.

Many authoritar-

ian regimes, like Anastasio Somoza's or Rafael Trujillo's,
reflect a stage of political backwardness congruent with
conservative tendencies and characterized by a weak and
unorganized civil society consisting of large numbers of
isolated individuals.

Such systems are neither incorporat-

ing nor excluding, because the masses have not even become

.. _----
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politically

activated. IO

Underdevelopment

limits tech-

nological capabilities in transportation and communication
to foster total control.

Low educational levels, tradi-

tional values and archaic social structures blight attempts
to create a new participatory political culture as leaders
struggle to communicate with and organize the masses.
Totalitarian regimes do not stop at simply activating
previously

de-politicized

increasing

politlcal

masses.

commitment,

While
totalist

pressing

for

regimes

con-

comi tantly attempt to reduce commi tment to other foci of
allegiance.

The transformation of man and culture demands

eliminating incongruent institutions and value structures
and creating new modes of behavior for all.

"We work in

the amorphous raw material of history itself ••• II says the
ideocrat Ivanov in Koestler's Darkness at Noon.

Juan Linz

agrees and underscores the point; foremost among the functions of totalitarian regimes,
..• is the politicization of the masses, their
incorporation, in-cadration, integration, conscientization, and conversion, and their reciprocals, the detachment from other bonds, the
destruction of the autonomy of other

10Guillermo O'Donnell, Modernization ~nd BureaucraticAuthoritarianism (Berkeley: Institute of International
Studies, Politics of Modernization Series, No.9, 1973),
pp. 112-114.
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organizations, uprooting of
desocialization. 1l

other values,

and

Autonomous institutions like the Church are destroyed
or restricted: geographic regions are redrawn and bureaucratized; economic units are penetrated and politicized.
This

process

of

destruction

and

restructuring

leaves

individuals defenseless against and totally dependent upon
the totalitarian state.
Similarly,

traditional

obliterated or augmented.

sociocultural

values

are

The emergent IInew manll is molded

with collectivist virtues blurring the distinction between
public and private.

Exhortations to mass participation and

mass enthusiasm promise future glory, happiness, national
greatness

and

egalitarianism,

but

above

all,

that

the

individual finds real fulfillment only in identification
with 'the state.

Benito Mussolini,

in his Doctrine of

Fascism, explained the place of the new totalitarian man:
Anti-individualistic, the Fascist conception of
life stresses the importance of the state and
accepts the individual only in so far as he
coincides with the State ••• The Fascist conception
of the state is all-embracing; outside of it no
human or spiritual values can exist, much less
have value. Thus understood, Fascism is totalitar ian, and the Fascist state--a synthesis and

11Arthur Koestler, Darkness at
Macmillan, 1941), p. 82.
Juan Linz,
Authoritarian Regimes," p. 209.
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unit inclusive of all values-- interprets, develops and potentiates the whole life of a people. 12
The limited utopianism of authoritarian regimes precludes intent and attempts to permeate and mobilize society
wi th a new value system or code of conduct.

They remain

deferential to custom, convention and traditional, au.tonomous social groupings.

Having no agenda to transform man

and society, authoritarians have less concern about those
disaffected, as long as they do not challenge control.

The

absence of a utop.ian element augers ill in attracting the
young,

students and intellectuals for whom idea (1) shave

meaning and who comprise the cadres for proselytizing to
and acti vating the masses.

possessing no "passion for

unanimity," depoliticization of the masses fits with their
mentality and reflects the limited pluralism supporting
them.

Linz explains the gordian knot of mobilization under

authoritarian

auspices,

and

anticipatas

the

subsequent

discussion of the stroessner regime:
Mobilization and participation ultimately become
difficult to sustain unless the regime moves in a
more totalitarian or democratic direction.
Effective mobilization, particularly through a
single party and its mass organizations, would be
perceived as a threat by the other components of
the limited pluralism, typically the army, the
bureaucracy, the churches or interest groups.13
12Benito Mussolini, The Doctrine of Fascism (New York:
Howard Fertig, 1968), pp. 10-11.
13 Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes," p. 270.
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Finally, totalitarian systems are distinct from other
non-democracies by perpetuating a facade of mass democracy
that lends legitimacy to the regime.

Mass participation is

an important symbol of mass legitimation of totalitarian
regimes.

Propagandists lay enormous stress on the claim,

constantly

reiterated,

that

the

totalitarian

state

is

really the most perfect form of democracy, replacing the
plutocracies of old.

stalin's world brotherhood of the

proletariat and Hitler's vo1k community both presented to
the

masses

divisions
expressed

a
of

harmonious
past

through

utopia

societies.

the

supplanting
Popular

collective

the

class

sovereignty,

infallibility

people and perceived by the omniscient dictator,

of

the

1egiti-

mizes totalitarian governance.

The leader has legitimacy

because

represents

he

both

commands

and

perfectly

and

simultaneously, as expressed by one of the foremost philosophers of the Third Reich.
(The Fuhrer is] the bearer of the collective will
of the people.
In his will the will of the
people is realized.
He transforms the mere
feelings of the people into a conscious will .••
He shapes the collective will of the people
within himself and he embodies the political
unity and entirety of the peop1e ••• 14

14Ernst R. Huber, Constitu't::iona1 Law of the Greater
German Reich, 1939, cited in James A. Gould and Willis H.
Truitt, eds., Political Ideologies (New York: Macmillan,
1973), p. 124.
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Authoritarian
approbation
coercion.

or

regimes

normally

institutionalize

do

supports;

They strive to command,

to

regimes

engage

cling to

in

societal

instruments

they

They

inspired

Authoritarian

repression

rather than

ultimately shifting to organizations of enthusiasm.
are

the

frenzy

of

adulation

and

mass

organize

mobilized,

upheaval.
of

seek

not transfonh.

lack the millenarianism requiring a
polity

not

legitimating

Absent
ideology

infused in mass organizations to provide unity, integration
and a

sense of identity.

Authoritarian regimes rely on

fear rather than involvement to support their rule.

They

do not generate participatory linkages that engender mass
legitimacy.
To summarize, mobilization and mass legitimacy characterize

totalitarian

regimes

authoritarian regimes.

and

distinguish

them

from

A strong mobilizing ideology per-

forms a variety of functions under totalitarianism, including regime consolidation and maintenance, providing a spur
and rationale to controlled mass action, defining new modes
of behavior and perpetrating the facade of "true" democracy
and

concomitant

legitimization.

Authoritarian

regimes

generally exhibit low levels of political participation and
regime

legi timacy

ideology to
nological

---

because

also

lack an activating

infuse int,o the body politic.

capabilities

-.-.-

they

inhibit

Lower tech-

mobilization

-------------------

and

---.----

control

-----.-------
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functions under authoritarian auspices.

These dichotomies

are applied to the Cuban and Paraguayan comparisons.

DIRECTED MASS PARTICIPATION IN REVOLUTIONARY CUBA
Mass participation and the development of organizations

to

structure

and

control

mobilization

is

imperative of revolutionary government in Cuba.

a

key

Mobiliza-

tion in Cuba conforms to the tenets of the larger totalitarian taxonomy in its four key functions:
direct,

1)

constant,

nonvoting participation is regarded as indispen-

sible for regime consolidation and defining the radicalized
Marxist alternative to the old order; 2) active participation

in the

objective

revolutionary process is harnessed for the

task

of

socialist
the

economic

mobilization

foments

subjective

sociocultural

values

in

Cuba;

participation

serves

to

perpetuate

4)

development;

3)

transformation

of

nationwide
the

political

facade

of

mass

democracy and further legitimize the totalitarian regime
under Fidel'Castro.
Since the Moncada attack,

Castro has recognized the

Leninist organizational principle of a revolutionary vanguard

directing,

controlling and mobilizing

masses in support of a new order .15

the

popular

Once in power, the

15castro, of course, substituted the guerrilla foco
(focus) for the old-line party organization. Regis Debray
defended the Cuban experience, particularly castro's heresy
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regime strove to organize citizen support and direct it
against both internal and external counterrevolution.

This

"supportive activity" played particularly important to the
revolutionary

government

since

few

people

other

than

Castro's barbudos (bearded ones--the popular name for the
guerrillas) actually participated in the revolution against
Batista.
organize
rally

Lacking a developed vanguard party apparatus to
attitudinal
rendered

into behavioral

an

participation where

the

mass

form

of

mass

of thousands turned

out

early

tens

support,

principal

in

a

"spontaneous" demonstration of support. 16
Mass rallies remain central to the purposes and goals
of totalitarian government in Cuba.

They mobilize citizens

in support of Cuban foreign and domestic policies and help
maintain gemeinschaft linkages between masses and elites;
strengthening the people's solidarity and loyalty to the
regime.

Massive rallies reiterate, refine and keep vibrant

the ideology of the Revolution.

They offer opportunities

for citizens to participate symbolically and vicariously in
politics and to prove their revolutionary credentials and
integration to peers and officials.

Political gatherings

in viewing the peasants as the revolutionary soldiers and
the guerill~ the revolutionary vanguard. See Debray's
Revolution 1n the Revolution? (New York: Grover Press,
Inc.), pp. 104-116.
16Hugh Thomas, Cuba: The Pursuit of Freedom (New York:
Harper and ROW, 1971), pp. 1232-33.
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serve.,to

identify the lukewarm and politically deviant.

Participation in rallies extends the amount of time the
average

citizen

must

devote

to

political

matters

further contracts the private life of the individual.
rallies

and
Mass

act to conventionalize collective behavior.

Benigno

Aguirre

cogently

perceives,

untrained observers as masses

what

appears

As
to

of people temporarily and

spontaneously detached from customary social relations to
voluntarily

demonstrate

support

for

the

regime,

is

in

reality a carefully rehearsed and choreographed exercise in
directed political participation .
... it is theoretically and empirically unfruitful
to think of collective behavior in Cuba as spontaneous, irrational, unplanned, or without lasting consequences ••. On the contrary, the integration of individuals into the process of revolutionary reconstruction increases their participation in instances of collective behavior and
insures that their participation will be controlled. 17
Establishing the identity and defining the meaning of
the

Revolution

to

process in Cuba.

the

masses

informs

the

mobilization

Because Fidelismo was the nonspecific and

undogmatic "revolution without a blueprint," it lacked the
organizational anchor and coherent, consistent ideological
referent

of

pure

Marxist-Leninis~.

other

symbols

17Benigno E. Aguirre, "The Conventionalization of
Collective Behavior in Cuba," in Irving Louis Horowitz,
ed., Cuban communism 6th ed. (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1987), pp. 315-340. Quote from p. 338.
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concomitant to the Revolution

functioned to provide the

catalyst for political mobilization.
Richard
(lucha)

Fagen

notes

that

the

notion

of

struggle

waxes at the heart of revolutionary exhortation.

The regime constantly agitates and prompts the people to
combat

against

dictatorship,

illiteracy,

imperialists,

counterrevolutionaries, habits and sectarianism.
Always the struggle implies enemies, something or
someone to do battle against, some "foreign li
(i. e. non-revolutionary) institution, group, or
behavior which must be eradicated if the Revolution is to triumph. 18
The impetus and rationale for achieving maximum economic and sociopolitical trans formative objectives requires
the sustained, intensive and directed participation of the
masses.

Exhortations for

through objectives

r:zalizing grandiose or break-

(literacy campaigns,

industrialization

drives,

the 1970 10-million-ton sugar harvest)

Edward

Gonzales

terms

the

"Moncada-assault

form what
mentality."

Together with the "Sierra Maestra complex," which stresses
the overriding importance of subjective forces (the triumph
of the will) over obj ective impediments·--the Cuban formula
for social mobilization is invested with a·unique radicalism and militancy.

Every Cuban becomes a guerrillero like

Che.

enthusiasm,

With

mass

Cuban

consciousness

and

18Richard Fagen, "Mass Mobilization in Cuba: The
Symbolism of Struggle," Journal of International Affairs
20,2 (1966): 267.
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deterinination will win in the historic and revolutionary
Mass participation and the

1ucha over objective factors.

total utilization of human resources are harnessed by the
regime in the "positing and realization of ambitious
opmental targets" that,

in turn,

d.e~!'al-

"strengthen the impera-

tives of control and mobi1ization.,,19
Directed mass political participation in Cuba also
functions to define and mold new modes of behavior reflecting

commitment

beliefs.

to

Castro's

core,

radical

ideological

Through full participation in mass organizations,

the regime aims to build a new socialist mass-man in Cuba
by eliminating incongruent allegiances and creating novel
forms of deportment.

To foment the communitarian spirit,

the regime melds idealism and coercion to reduce commitment
to all centers of power or expressions that provide some
autonomy to individuals. 20
The power of the Church, though never as strong as in
Chile,

Paraguay or Northeast Brazil, was reduce by the

expulsion of foreign priest (mainly Spanish) and the c10sing

of

parochial

professionals,

schools.

landowner

Associations
and

employers

of

industrj,

disappeared.

Patron-client relationships were criticized as archaic and
19Edward Gonzalez, Cuba Under Castro (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1974), p. 162.
20Juan M. del Aquila, Cuba: Dilemmas of a Revolution
(Boulder: westview Press, 1984), p. 83.
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exploitative and administrative provinces redrawn, renamed
and

reduced

to

fourteen

thereby centralizing

in 1976,

control and lessening parochial bonds.
In the realm of values, the Cuban leadership attempts
to

do

away

with

selfishness,

be

replaced

by

gain,

material

These "bourgeois" tendencies are

wealth and consumerism.
to

individual

collective efforts,

egalitarian con-

siderations, atheism, a spirit of individual sacrifice, and
moral

over material

conciencia-- II an

incentives crystallized in the term

amalgam

of

consciousness,

conscientiousness and commitment.,,21

conscience,

Che Guevara captured

the intent of societal re-engineering when he stated, "To
build communism, a new man must be created ••• That is why it
is so important to choose correctly the instrument of mass
mobilization. ,,22
The mass organizations of revolutionary government,
together with the military,
courts

and

the

instrument for

Communist

the mass media,
Party,

inj ecting this

provide

schools, the
the

principal

transfusion of new values

into the body politic.

with the Revolution, all social and

cultural

were

associations

dissolved

and

replaced

with

21Joseph A. Kahl, "The Moral Economy of a Revolutionary Society," Transaction (1969): 32.
See also Robert M.
Bernardo, The Theory of Moral Incentives in Cuba
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1971), pp. 56-64.
22Ernesto Che Guevara, Man and Socialism
(Havana: Guairas Book Institute, 1967, pp. 22-23.
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organizations controlled by the regime.
function

as

"transmission belts"

Mass organizations

frollt the party to

the

masses, providing a pliable mechanism and convenient arena
for manipulated exercises in pseudo-participation.

They

induce regimentation and conformity amongst the citizenry;
proselytizing the ethic of voluntary work and the virtues
of

communism.

devicei

Mass

providing

organizations

elites

act

information

as

about

a

listening

neighborhood

goings-on and potential deviants. 23
Four key mass organizations: The committees for the
Defense of the Revolution (Comites de Defensa de la Revoluci6n--CDR); the Confederation of Cuban Workers (Confederaci6n de Trabajadores de Cuba--CTC); the Federation of Cuban
Women

(Federaci6n

de

Mujeres

Cubanas--FMC);

and

the

National Association of Small Farmers (Asociaci6n Nacional
de

Agricultores

Pequenos--ANAP)

participatory activity.

channel

and

structure

Common to all looms the consider-

able social pressure to join, thereby demonstrating one's
integration,

support and participation in the Revolution.

Also

are

common

the

trans formative

functions

(socialist

emulation in voluntary labor--trabajo voluntario, political

23The description comes from Melvin Croan, "Is Mexico
the Future of East Europe I" in Samuel P. Huntington and
Clement H. Moore, eds., Authoritarian Politics in Modern
Society (New York: Basic Books, 1970), p. 462.
Croan's
chapter implies other Latin American parallels to the Cuban
experience of mobilization.
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indoctrination, vigilance, militancy, labor campaigns and
community improvement projects) they perform.
Mass

organization membership

is

S~

extensive

that

virtually everyone belongs to at least one and a majority
This overlap reinforces

of Cubans are members of two.
mobilization. 24
participation"

What

Fagan

terms

"education

through

in mass organizations leads to political

consciousness and the concomitant inculcation of "correct"
revolutionary
organizations,

behavior.
recognized

Castro,
their

in

lauding

special

the

mass

trans formative

function:
..• Our special interest, and the special interest
of many of those who visit the country [to celebrate] these mass organizations, and for the
Committees for the Defense of the Revolution,
resides precisely in that within these are something new, wi thin these are the revolutionary,
within these are the perspectives and possibilities of socialism and communism. 25
other vehicles for human activation and re-engineering
supplement mass organizations.

These incl ude the armed

forces, the mass media, schools, the courts and the Party.
The

Revolutionary

Armed

Forces

(Fuerzas

Armadas

24William LeoGrande, "Mass Participation in socialist
Cuba," in John A. Booth and Mitchell A. Seligson, eds.,
Political Participation in Latin America: Citizen and State
(New York: Holmes and Meier, 1981), pp. 114-128.
25Fagen, "Mass Mobilization in Cuba, II p. 260; Fidel
Castro, "In Celebration of the Twelfth Anniversary of the
Committees for the Defense of the Revolution, II September
28, 1972, in Fidel Castro, Discursos Vol. 2 (Havana:
Instituto Cubano del Libro, 1975), p. 34. Translation mine.
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Revolucionarias--FAR) have contributed to societal mobilization and molding of attitudes in Cuba.

The creation of a

national militia in late 1959 militarized and regimented
society, buttressed the regime against counterrevolution in
i ts

formative

years and organized and

furthered popular

support and political indoctrination.
Peasants in rural districts ... and workers from
industrial plants were formed into militia companies ••• Professional and trade associations
formed support units, such as medical corps,
which were gradually integrated with the regular
militia.
In this way every important occupational group was reconstituted as a branch of an
armed Fidelista movement. 26
The FAR supplies additional social controls and manpower.

Every Cuban serves three years in the FAR.

Man-

datory military service prevents dissidents from retiring
to the security of private life and intensive political
indoctrination curbs spontaneous forms of. behavior.
military mobilizes enthusiasm in mass demonstrations.

The
It

organizes volunteers for crash developmental programs to
telescope the stages of socialist development.

The FAR

supplements the mass organizations in inducing conformity,

26wyatt MacGaffey and Clifford R. Barnett, Cuba. Its
People. Its society. Its Culture (New Haven: HRAF Press,
1962), pp. 281-82.
cited in Fagen, "Mass Mobilization in
Cuba," p. 259.
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regimentation and

participation;

all

requisites

for

the

creation of a new socialist man. 27
Symbolically the Cuban military's overseas adventures
in support of "progressive" governments like Nicaragua's
Sandinistas

or

aiding

national

liberation

and

guerilla

movements in Angola and Ethiopia provides the revolutionary
credentials and ideological commitment to internationalist
solidarity struggling against imperialism.

The activities

of the FAR also cUltivate radical nationalism and pride in
Cuba.
tal

Finally, blacks and women on the periphery of socielife

under

the

old order,

positions in the FAR.

have assumed prestigious

As new elite role models, they help

activate and integrate otherwise non-participant sectors. 28
The

educational

judiciary

also

system,

mobilize,

politicized
socialize

thought, behavior and values in Cuba.
and

schools

delicate

function

society .•• n29
tion,

of

have

revolutionary
of ..• forming

media

and

reform

the

human

Literacy campaigns

instruction
the

and

perform

new man

"the

for the new

Cuban schools, developing a Marxist orientafomented

a

virtually

literate

citizenry,

27Marta Borges, "La preparac~on militar como parte muy
importante de la formaci6n del hombre nuevo," Verde Olivo
9,31 (1968): 37-41.
28Fagen, "Mass Mobilization in Cuba," p. 259.
29Juventude Rebelde, April 29, 1968, p.
tion mine.
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ameliorating the psychological barriers to participation
and opening the masses to ideological indoctrination from
teachers and the controlled press.

Monopoly control over

the

fashioning

mass

media

national mind,

is

requisite

for

a

uniform

total ideological integration of citizens

and ensuring supportive political unanimity; expressions of
regime criticism from the media are proscribed.
similarly a
change;

tool

jUdicial

to

Law is

reinforce and direct revolutionary

legality

is

subordinate

facade

of mass

to

political

considerations. 30
Cuba

perpetuates

a

democracy

that

legitimizes a totalitarian regime characterized by a monopolistic political party, complete control over all organs
of communication,

intense purveying of a single ideology

and party line, and thorough penetration and manipulation
of civil society by the government.

This dialectic is

partially resolved when the nature of Cuban "democracy" is
explicated.

30Marvin Leiner, "Cuban Schools: 25 Years Later," in
Sandor Halebsky and John M. Kirk, eds., Cuba: Twenty-Five
Years of Revolution. 1959-1984 (New York: Praeger, 1985),
pp. 27-44; Concerning the media, see Fagen, "Mass Mobilization," p. 258; Regarding Law in Cuba, see International
Commission of Jurists, Cuba and the Rule of Law (Geneva:
International Commission of Jurists, 1962), pp. 1-267, and
the more recent work by Debra Evanson, "Law and Revolution
in Cuba," in Philip Brenner et al., eds., The Cuban Reader
(New York: Grover Press, 1989) pp. 199-211.
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William LeoGrande argues that the form and range of
citizen participation in revolutionary Cuba links to the
leadership's

conception

paradigm conforms

of

socialist

This

democracy.

to the totalitarian syndrome

in three

respects: the essence of true democracy are policies serving

the

interests

of

the

people;

Cuban-style democracy

demands the active support of the masses through direct and
directed participation; and a direct, informal, noninstitutional relationship between masses and elites suffices to
ensure

regime

responsiveness

to

popular

needs

and

demands. 31
The
derives
probity,

Cuban
in

regime's

part

from

a

legitimacy
socializing

collectivist virtues

total power.

and

and

the

popular

ideology
communal

support

stressing
ends

of

Because of poor economic performance,

the

redistributive efforts of the Revolution are stressed.

The

regime reinforces these virtues by distinguishing itself
from the moribund old order.

Dominguez terms this last

point "negative legitimacy"--the concept that the revolutionary

regime

is

legitimate

because

it

delivered

the

country from an exploitive, corrupt and illegitimate system. 32

Raul Castro emphasized this distinction in defining

31LeoGrande, UMass Political Participation in socialist Cuba," p. 117.
32Jorge Dominguez, Cuba (Cambridge,
University Press, 1978), pp. 199-200.

MA:

Harvard
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true democracy as a polity for the proletarian majority,
not elites.
When a state like ours represents the interests
of the workers, regardless of its structure, it
is a much more democratic state than any other
kind which has ever existed in history, because
the state of the workers, the state which has
undertaken the construction of socialism is, in
any form, a majority state of the majority while
all other previous states have been states of
exploiting minorities. 33
Revolutionary legitimacy is enhanced by a fully mobilized, actively participating citizenry closely identifying
with elites,

in contrast to the previous de-activation of

the masses under the Batista regime.

Fagen argues that in

transforming the political c,ulture and changing affective
supports

towards

revolutionary

government,

the

regime

continually propagandizes a millennial vision of an emergent, egalitarian civitas day in which the multitude share
in the ideals and burdens of the Revolution.
By holding up a gilded image of the future, the
leadership seeks to give' universality and a
spiritual quality to affairs of the workaday
world.
"These are no ordinary times," is the
messa~e.
The joy of belonging to the movement,
the JOY of being righteous in action, and
ultimately the joy of victory are 'within the
reach of all who are willing to struggle to bring
closer tomorrow's utopian order. 34
33Raul
1974, p. 3.

Castro in Granma Weekly Review,

September 8,

34 Richard Fagen, The Transformation of Political
Culture in Cuba (Stanford: University Press, 1969), p. 13.
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Yet it remains unclear whether participation engenders
revolutionary fervor and regime legitimacy.

Cubans must

participate because the risks and costs of non-participation are prohibitive for all but zealot anti-castroites or
the

foolhardy.

graphed that

Popular enthusiasm may be mere choreoreal.

As

two

students

of Cuban poli,tics

argue,
.•. it is impossible for outside analysts to
obtain a trustworthy reading of Cuban mass
attitudes.
No independent survey research is
permitted, and, if it were, no firm conclusions
could be drawn from its results because of the
understandable reluctance to voice discontent
while living under an all-encompassing dictatorship.35
Whatever legitimation exists was born of a
informal,
milieu

non-institutional

absent

underdeveloped

democratic

relationship

institutions

administrative

direct,

congruent

to

and practices

organizations.

a

and

Legitimacy

emerged from the fidelistas conviction in their inherent
right

to

Castro's

rule

as

personal

the

revolutionary

behavior

and

vanguard;

judgement

is

because
correct;

because revolutionary policies are just; via Castro's own
charismatic moral authority.
Of all of these legitimizing founts, Gonzales notes,

35Ronald H. McDonald and J. Mark Ruhl, Party Politics
and Elections in Latin America (Boulder: westview Press,
1990), p. 29.
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the

key

remains

the

interpersonal

relationship

between

Castro and the people:
As the personal link between the rulers and the
ruled ••• Fidel also supplied an element of regime
responsiveness to popular pressures •.• He functioned, in effect, as an ombudsman for the populace.
Only he possessed the singular ability to
redress local grievances in a political system
that had yet to develop truly responsive (as
opposed to command) institutions. 36
To summarize, mass participation in Cuba is regarded
as indispensible.

A mass base provides supports for the

revolutionary regime.
for developmental
man~

socialist

Mobilization enlists societal energy
The participant man is a

tasks.

transformed

in

Finally,

prescribed manner.

mind

mass

and

spirit

in

new
a

participation signals

mass legitimacy towards a more perfect democracy.
Citizen participation is certainly higher than in prerevolutionary Cuba,

and the regime touts participation as

an indication of genuine support and direct democracy as
compared to the superficiality of elections in democracies
like the United states.
allows

only

one

But in reality, totalitarian Cuba

possible

channel

for

participation;

in

support of the regime.

The right and duty of mass par-

ticipation

sponsored

regime.

is

imposed,

and

organized

by

the

The overall purpose and direction is induced and

choreographed,

not

spontaneous

or

amorphous.

36Gonzales, Cuba Under Castro, pp. 95, 184.

As
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student of totalitarianism notes, "The citizenry is given
the opportunity to conform, but unless they do conform,
there is no opportunity to participate.,,37

LIMITED MASS PARTICIPATION IN STROESSNER'S PARAGUAY
Political

participation

in

Stroessner's

Paraguay

existed between the extremes of revolutionary totalitarian
regimes like Cuba's that mobilize formerly excluded sectors
to consolidate power and pursues social reforms, and traditional authori tar ian regimes such as Anastasio Somoza' s
Nicaragua that simply repressed a
peasantry.
third,

Instead,

largely. non-activated

Paraguay under Stroessner adopted a

hybrid posture of "controlled" or "managed" par-

ticipation. 38

The stronato, in fact, exhibited participa-

tory and exclusionary characteristics of both totalitarian
and authoritarian regimes, highlighting its uniqueness and
defying normal categorization.
As an authoritarian regime, Stroessner's discouraged
any form of grassroots agitation, preferring instead citizen apathy unless officially activated.
totalitarian regime,

a mass-based single,

However, like a
official party

37Roy C. Macridis, Modern Political Regimes (Boston:
Little, Brown and Co., 1986), p. 168.
38The terms come from Booth and seligson, n:mages of
Participation in Latin America, in their Political
Participation in Latin America, p. 30.
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acted as a vehicle for mobilizing the public in periodic
demonstrations of support for stroessner.

These contradic-

tions are better understood within the context of Paraguay's dichotomous pattern variables.
Paraguayan politics largely concerned only the educat-ed classes

outside of Asuncion,

in the capital.

the

vast majority of Guarani-speaking Paraguayans lived isolated and indifferent to modern life.

They remained quin-

tessential "parochials" or "subjects"--absent any expectations that government is responsive and recognizing that
individual inputs are minimal.

Ordinary peasants adopted a

fatalistic view of politics as the province of the high and
mighty in the city.
pletely

controlled

Police and party functionaries comthe

small,

provincial

towns

within

Paraguay's unitary system; outsiders or suspicious goingson were immediately spotted.

Fatalistic rural people saw

little alternative to stroessner's rule and parroted the
official propaganda;

Paraguay is an oasis of peace in a

turbulent continent--"muy trangyilo. n39
By contrast, the concentration of population (roughly
600,000
capital

out

of

3.8 million,

increased

the

or 16%)

efficiency

in and around the
of

urban

political

39Field research
(participant observation and
unstructured interviews)
in concepcion,
Paraguari,
Villarica and Puerto Presidente stroessner, Paraguay. June
17-22, 1988.
The terms come from Almond and Verba, The
Civic Culture, passim.
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mobilization and control for the regime.
himself

with

the

Colorado party,

popular base for his regime.

By identifying

stroessner

secured

a

The ubiquity of the Colorado

party via its insertion into every important social group
and class; its capacity to mobilize large-scale support at
key moments;

its armed, "anti-communist" vigilante groups

(the py-nandi), together with the correligionario mentality
(virulent partisanship--see Chapter Three)

and a

narrow

patriotism bordering on xenophobia all coalesced handing
stroessner a fanatical official party akin to totalitarian
cadres.
The initial, general section of the chapter detailed
the variety of functions mobilization performs, including
regime maintenance and definition; provision of an impetus
and rationale to harness mass action: defini tion of new
modes of behavior; and the generation of "mass democracy"
and

legitimacy.

approximation to
Cuba,

stroessner's

Paraguay

the larger totalitarian model,

in certain respects.

suggests
and to

Yet the regime retained a

fundamentally authoritarian orientation •
. Limited,

controlled

stroessner regime.
Colorados,

while

mobilization

maintained

the

The correligionario "mentality" amongst
lacking the

intellectual content of a

full-fledged ideology, forged, if not a union of purpose,
then one of solidarity.

This mentality gave stroessner a
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weapon similar to revolutionary regimes like Castro's, but
with

a

unique

difference;

mass

mobilization

conservative, authoritarian regime.

serving

a

The masses were peri-

odically called upon to rally in support of stroessner when
other

actors

in the

limited pluralism of authoritarian

society threatened the dictator's hegemony.

Paul Lewis

chronicles one such instance in the early 1970s, when the
military began criticizing as traitorous a proposed hydroelectric treaty (Itaipu) with Brazil:
The correligionario mentality place[d]
at
stroessner's service a large mass of fanatical
supporters, which represent [ed] an important
check against the military ... Fifty thousand
people in a quiet, colonial town like Asuncion
makes for an impressive show.
At least the
military was impressed, for they immediately
dropped their cri ticism of the government .•. The
IIpopular majorityll had spoken ••. Above all, the
Colorado party had shown what it could do--or
rather, stroessner had shown what he could
accomplish through it--to mobilize mass power in
support of his rule. 40
Yet demobilization,
the norm.

rather than activation,

The regime was conservative and self-consciously

antirevolutionary by nature.
rather than overthrow,
narrow

remained

and

reactionary,

the

It functioned to preserve,
status quo.

possessing

limited to forcing society to behave.

a

stroessner was
political

vision

Regime elites felt

40paul Le\tds, Paraguay Under stroessner (Chapel Hill:.
University of North Carolina Press, 1980) 1 pp. 148-150:
Le\tris, socialism. Liberalism and Dictatorship in Paraguay
(New York: Praeger~ 1982), p. 87.
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no compunction to become social pioneers or harbingers of a
new totalist order; the limited pluralism of authoritarianism was the preferred form of society already in existence.
Active bidding for mass support to foment "permanent revolution" and societal transformation was unthinkable.
Consequently, no mobilization in support of societal
restructuring occurred.

stroessner buckled the Colorado

party to the state and organized auxiliary front organizations along

totalit~rian

lines.

But personalist, authori-

tarian control, not totalL.:arian transformation, motivated
the effort.

Lacking the utopianism of totalitarianism,

mobilizing the population was

discouraged.

Cuban CDRs where mobilization germinates,
seccionales

(neighborhood

activational:

vigilance

wards)

function

in

Unlike the

the Paraguayan

performed
keeping

a

de-

with

the

authoritarian penchant for control, not change.
[Local party members were] warned to be on guard
against Clcommunists" (a term applied to all
people who agitate for change without government
approval) ••• [they were] expected to watch for any
gathering of people known to be affiliated with
op~osition
parties and to be sure the local
police detachment [was] informed (during much of
its recent history, Paraguay has been under a
state of siegel and any meeting has required a
police permit).~l
Neither the transformation of man and culture nor the

41Frederick Hicks, "Interpersonal Relationships and
Caudillismo in Paraguay," Journal of InterAmerican Studies
and World Affairs 13 (1971): 106.
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elimination of incongruent value structures informed the
stronato's contact with the masses.

Rather,

the regime

typified what Almond and Powell call "conservative authoritarianism"; a preoccupation with the maintenance of existing social order and absence of societal mobilization or
transformation gOdls. 42
stroessner's represented certainly the last of the
old-fashioned caudillo-dominated personalist dictatorships
that historically permeated the region.

It reflected a

stage of developmental and political retardation congruent
with conservative, authoritarian values.

The geographical

isolation, lack of valuable mineral resources and absence
of an even modest industrial complex all perpetuated a
comparati vely poor,

rural,

underdeveloped and provincial

political system based on conservative, de-mobilizational
authoritarian arrangements.
Limited mass mobilization via a single, official party
supported stroessner's rule and acted as a counterweight
against the military.

stroessner's construction of govern-

ment, army and party interlocking, reinforcing, yet checking the other, represented a real departure from previous
conservative despotisms in Latin America.
typified

the

limited

pluralism

It nevertheless
congruent

with

42Gabriel Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Comparative
Politics: A Developmental Approach (Boston: Little, Brown
and Co., 1966), pp. 280-84.
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authoritarian,

not totalitarian,

politics.

And like his

autocratic predecessors, stroessner had a Burkean contempt
for systematic ideologies posi ting new codes of conduct.
At most, he hoped his motto "Paz. Trabaj 0 y Bienestar con
stroessner" would produce civilian gratitude, or at least
acquiescence, to his continued rule.

At base, the stronato

remained a traditional dictatorship.
Less

categorical conclusions

obtain in stroessner's

use of mass participation as a symbol of mass legitimation.
Chronically

controlled,

between

Colorados

the

fraudulent

and

elections,

Liberals,

provided

largely
a

shabby

facade of democracy to build a degree of legitimacy around
the regime.

But had his eight imposiciones been free and

fair elections; there is little doubt stroessner would have
won anyway.

His communion and popularity with the masses

involved a caudillistic manipulation of myths and values
(see Chapter Two) that wedded him to the political traditions of the nation and afforded a degree of popularity and
affinity with the people.

Moreover,

the regime provided

political integration and control together with some degree
of participation and supports via corporatist and clientelist arrangements.
corporatism refers
governance
Wiarda,

a

and

interest

broadly
group

leading exponent

to

theories

of

representation.

of the

internal
Howard

corporatist approach,
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argues that corporatism f1J.nctions to integrate,

regulate

and foster limited participation and legitimacy within an
authoritarian milieu. 43
Much of the pseudo-totalitarian fusing of citizen and
state in Paraguay actually represented centuries-old corporatist techniques

to

organize,

represent

and

control

various groups and sectors before an autocratic, paternalist and interventionist state.

The Council of state, a

remnant of the 1940 constitution existing under stroessner,
typified the

corporatist tendencies

in Paraguay.

This

chamber represented powerful group interests functionally,
such as farmers,

bankers, business, the military and the

Catholic Church.

It reflected the desire to legitimize the

authority of the central state and its leader by creating a
political framework for an organic, integ'rated, participatory but non-competitive polity,
.•• to defend more ably our society and to broaden
the radius of action of the state in that which
refers to its intervention in economic and social
life, by which the discarded [concept] ••. of a
neutral and indifferent state is abandoned. 44
Clientelism concerns the unique structure of social
relationships within Latin American culture.

Relationships

43Howard Wiarda, Corporatism and National Development
in Latin America (Boulder: Westview Press: 1981).
44Jose F. Estigarribia, "Comments on the constitution
of Paraguay," in Amos J. Peaslee, ed. , Constitutions of
Nations Vol. 2 (The Hague: Martinius Nijoff, 1956), pp.
755-60.
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are

personal,

dyadic,

hierarchical

and

authoritarian.

Lower ranking members of a dyad "contract" anticipate aid,
protection and the maximization of political security while
higher status individuals (patrons) expect loyalty, deference and service from clients. 45
In Paraguay, thousands of these interweaving corporate
and clientelist patterns of individual and group linkages
organized hierarchically

and melded at the

apex of the

national authority structure dominated by stroessner--the
national patron.

In this way they cut across class lines

to separate the peasantry and other lower class sectors
from one another while reinforcing the status and power of
elites.

Distinctive

to

Paraguay

clientelism

under

stroessner was its linkage to the national party system.
This effected the politicization of the masses, yet directed their support to a conservative authoritarian regime.
The

stronato

skillfully

provided

for

integration,

cooptation and limited participation that lent mass support
to the regime.

stroessner's centralization and personal i-

zation of the Colorado party,

his creation of ancillary

front organizationl1> extending into every maj or social group

45Claudio Veliz, The Centralist Tradition of Latin
America (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1980);
Susan Kaufman Purcell,
"Clientelism and Development,"
unpublished paper, 1978; Steffen W. Schmidt et al., eds.,
Friends
Followers and Factions: A Reader in political
Clientelism (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1977).
r
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and the manipulation of corporatist and clientelist forms
of sociopolitical organization all enhanced the stronato's
ability to generate a large mass of politicized supporters.
This

introduced

a

modern,

mobilizing

element

to

stroessner's dictatorship that diverges from typical autocracies elsewhere.

Yet mobilization in Paraguay remained

unharnessed in comparison to Cuba.

It was limited by the

lack of ideology, technology and monopolistic control over
the means of communication.

Concerning the latter points,

Lewis states that,
[stroessner's dictatorship] came as close to
being a modern totalitarian movement as Paraguay's rudimentary technology would permit, and
those technological shortcomings were less
hampering because Paraguay is a relatively small
and simple country, and therefore easier to
control. 716
Table 8 compares Paraguay and Cuba, illustrating the
differences between a traditional, conservative authoritarian and a modern, revolutionary totalitarian regime.

The

data show that in each category (basic indicators, religion,

education and infratructural development)

Paraguay

lags behind Cuba in indices scholars associate with modern,
technocratic, developmentalist and penetrative totalitarian
regimes.
In basic indicators, Paraguay closely approximates

w.

w. Rostow' s "traditional" society--characterized by low
46Lewis, Paraguay Under stroessner, p. 227.
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life expectancy, high infant mortality and a high proportion of population and resources devoted to agriculture. 47
Cuba's educated populace is more susceptible to mobilization and indoctrination, while Paraguay's limited educational level blights such attempts.

The religious variable

reflects what Almond and Powell call the "secularization"
of political culture. 48

Cuba's higher level of infra-

structural development is characteristic and conducive of
efforts to totalitarianize,

while Paraguay's rudimentary

technological capabilities restrict communication with and
sustained mobilization of the masses.

In sum,

Paraguay

under Stroessner lagged behind Cuba in not only the will,
but the means to means to move in a more totalitarian
direction.

The data reveal Paraguay a nation reflecting a

stage of societal and economic backward:aless congruent with
authoritarian tendencies.
CONCLUSION
The insistence on and means to command mass participation and enthusiasm distinguish totali tarie.n regimes from
other non-democracies.

Totalitarian regimes involve

(at

least in theory) universal participation of all societal
47 Walt W. Rostow, The Stages of Growth (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1960), pp. 4-11.
48Gabriel Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Comparative
Politics: A Developmental Approach (Boston: Little, Brown
and Co., 1966), p. 105.
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Table 8.

Dictatorship and Development

Basic Indicators
Life Expectancy (1986)
Infant Mortality (per 1000)
Doctors (per 1000)
GNP per capita
Education
% of Age Group Enrolled in:
Primary School
Secondary
Tertiary
% Illiterate
Colleges
Students
per Professor
Religion
% Roman Catholic

Cuba
74 years
14
25
$1927

Paraguay
63 years
64
5

$1,000

100
96
42

100
31
10
19
2
31,317
16

4

35
256,600
N.A.
95
(Officially
Atheist)

97
(State
Religion)

o

Pontifical Universities
Catholic Baptisms per 1000
Seminarians

31.4
249

Labor Profile
% engaged in:
Ag., Forest, Fish
Manufacturing
Trans./Communication
Civil Service

43
12.4
2.6
16.9

18.4
22.2
6.8
19.5

13,646
1,111

13,050
5,600

224

1,370

25
18
25
38

147
42
207
120

Transportation
Total Miles of Roads
Paved Miles of Roads

1

Energy Consumption
(Kilograms of Oil Equiv.)
Per Capita
Communication
Television Sets per 1000
Telephones per 1000
Radios per 1000
Newspapers per 1000
Source: Kaleidoscope: Current
Barbara:ABC-CLIO, Inc., 1987).

World

N.A.
N.A.

Data.

1986

(Santa
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beings in the political system.

Furthermore, a totalitar-

ian dictatorship promotes a mass or perfect democracy;
deriving legitimacy from the infallible politicized masses,
represented

by

the

party,

in turn

represented by the

dictator exercising total, unrestrained power.
Authori tar ian systems, in comparison, are typically
exclusionary or de-mobilizational.
lar

invol vement:

they avoid

They do not seek popu-

it.

Authori tarian regimes

demand obedience, not participation.
mass approbation and legitimacy.
ideology,

They care less about
Lacking a legitimizing

technological instrumentalities and mass base,

they develop

and

rely more on

repression and administration.

effective mechanisms

of

Instead of a passion for

unanimity, a verve for resignation and fatalism amongst the
masses informs authoritarian elites.
Mobilization performs a variety of functions under
totalitarianism.

These include instituting, defining and

maintaining the new order; providing an impetus and rationale to harnessed mass action;
behavior;

and

perpetuating

delineating new modes of

"mass democracy"

and

regime

legitimation.
Castro's Cuba conforms to key elements of totalitarian
mobilization.

Those who remain in Cuba must participate.

Revolutionary participation means constant,
voting agitation,

direct,

non-

organized and manipulated to support,
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define and maintain the regime;

to carry out its trans-

formative goals, including new modes of thought and action;
and legitimize the government.

But fundamental challenges

to the regime or basic policy orientations are forbidden.
For the vast majority, participation occurs via involvement
in regime-sanctioned institutions such as the party-controlled mass organizations; particularly the committees for
the Defense of the Revolution.

Mass participation in Cuba

is exceptionally high, largely because the costs of nonparticipation are higher.
stroessner's Paraguay was a case apart in terms of
mass

participation,

revolutionary,

between

the

extremes

of

mobilizational regimes like Cuba and even

more traditional,
Nicaragua.

lying

demobilizational

regimes

like Somoza's

stroessner controlled and managed participa-

tion; prodding the masses into celebrating stroessner and
little else.

His regime was patrimonial, traditional and

based on a network of friends and followers,
clients.
important

patrons and

Corporatist arrangements coopted and represented
social

groups

functionally

while

clientelist

reciprocal loyal ties and obligations fostered regime support

among

the

masses.

These

ancient

institutional

arrangements and interpersonal relationships, together with
stroessner's own totalitarian urge and political machinations, furthered the scope and penetration of the stronato.
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The

regime

was

authoritarian

much

more

counterparts.

broadly
Like

based
Cuba,

than
the

regional

stroessner

regime was mass-based, although (like Cuba) the masses did
not

actually govern.

Political

life in Paraguay under

stroessner, however, was only politicized, penetrated and
regulated to the extent that it was relevant for the maintenance of power.

--------------
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND ANALYTICAL CONCLUSIONS

This study compared and contrasted political regimes
te:r:med totalitarian and authoritarian.
chapter

advanced

the premise that

The introductory

despite

similarities,

massive evidence exists that totalitarian and authoritarian
regimes remain quite distinct in structure and function.
Chapter One first surveyed,
various

typological

then synopsized and combined

research

designs

evolution of the totalitarian thesis,

intrinsic

to

the

particularly those

developed by Carl J. Friedrich, Juan Linz, and others.

The

succeeding chapters systematically analyzed the categories
and concepts producing the schematic distinction.
discussed

the

syndrome

of

characteristic

They

features--the

dictator: party and ideology: terror: mass mobilization and
legitimation--that define the social and political structure, as well as the ideological justification of totalitarian regimes.
The study had two specific purposes: to present and
explicate the most important contours and concepts of the
totalitarian-authoritarian

dichotomy

developed

by

Friedrich, Linz and others, and to clarify these concepts
by comparative

cL~oss-national

analysis of Fidel Castro I s

Cuba and Alfredo Stroessner's Paraguay.

These autocratic,
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Latin American models were examined to test their respective applicability and fitness

to the larger heuristic

paradigms.
Accordingly,

each chapter began with an analysis of

key aspects of the totalitarian-authoritarian bisection.
The focus then shifted to Cuba and Paraguay to discern if
the conceptual taxonomy found application within the context of these two Latin American non-democracies.
Chapter Two examined the extraordinary position of the
supreme leader as a defining characteristic of totalitarianism.

While personal rule remains common in authoritarian

regimes,

three

dictators.

variables

distinguished

totalitarian

First, the extreme cult of leadership, charis-

matic "mystique" and mass-based pseudo-democratic relationship of interdependence with their followers via a conscious manipulation of a prophetic image.

Secondly, role

conceptions separate totalitarian from authoritarian autocrats.

The totalitarian dictator's self-conceptions are

typically teleological.

The tyrant is less a person than

an indispensible "function" to guide and reshape the universe.

Authoritarians are largely conservative, viewing

themselves as

individual beings

content to control and

maintain the status-quo, rather than forging a new system
of values.
tially

Finally, the utilization of power for essen-

private

ends,

like

personal

aggrandizement

- .. --.

and

--------------.
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cronyism, looms more evident amongst authoritarian leaders.
Totalitarians, as agents of history imbued with the ideological fervor of a utopian Volksgemeinschaft (community of
the masses),

possess

a

higher calling than simple old-

fashioned kleptocracy.
The work showed Fidel Castro to be an archetypical
totalitarian
Mao,

dictator,

Mussolini

evoking

or Stalin.

He

comparisons

with

remains the

Hitler,

charismatic,

visionary ideologue and continues to dominate a political
system largely his own creation.

Loyalty to Castro rests

on a revolutionary, public-spirited ideological utopianism
creating a psychological emotional identification between
leader and followers.

Castro is more than an individual

being; he exists as a "function" to sit at the center of
his movement.

He guides, gives shape and lends legitimacy

to Cuban totalitarianism.
Alfredo stroessner was largely authoritarian,
totalitarian

"impulse"

pervaded

his

but a

dictatorship.

stroessner was a personalistic, not military, dictator.

He

was not simply first among equals in a contemporary junta;
stroessner totally dominated the entire Paraguayan political regime, including the army and single official party.
While not charismatic, Stroessner appeared to be relatively
popular

for

acceptance

an

authori tar ian •

of

stroessner

The

chapter showed mass

stemming

from

the

unique
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personalist,

authoritarian

heritage

of

Paraguay,

stroessner's own belief in and manipulation of the caudillistie values of the nation, his control of the official
Colorado party, the penetration and politicization of the
military,

and corruption that glued the regime's elites

together in a web of complicity.

stroessner's "function"

was stroessner in power and little else.
ideology beyond social conservatism,

He possessed no

rabid anti-communism

and perpetuating and increasing his power.

The stronato,

supported by coercion, extortion and fear,

was at base a

twentieth

century

throwback

of

the

sort

of

predatory

sultanism that permeated the region during the nineteenth
century's age of caudillos.

Yet, a proto-totalitarian urge

manifest in the mass-based,

militant party orgQnization,

the attempted poli ticization of the armed forces and the
extreme personality cult of the dictator all combined to
bequeath the regime a

sui-generis quasi-modern caesarist

complexion.
Chapter Three explored the_" differing organizational
styles of political pari;ies under totalita.rian and authoritarian regimes.

Key variables examined inoluded membership

characte,ristics, the relative monopoly power wielded by the
official
affairs.

party,

and

the

role

ideology

plays

in

party
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Elitism defines the structure of totalitarian parties.
As the vanguard of wisdom and guiding force in society,
party

membership must remain exclusive,

follows

careful

screening,

apprenticeship and testing.

ideological

exceptional and
indoctrination,

The emphasis on elitism adds a

higher degree of mil i tancy ,

elan and thought conformi ty
By defini-

than normally found in authoritarian parties.

tion, totalitarian party claims are monopolistic; the party
coopts,

subdues

or

eliminates

power outside of itself.

all

sources

of

political

Command flows from the top down

according to the Stalinist principle of demccratic centralism.

Finally, the ideological impulse for total societal

transformation distinguishes totalitarian parties.

Totali-

tarian party elites are disciples of a pseudo-scientific
secular

religion

demanding

absolute

monistic

power

and

unanimi ty in order to destroy the moribund old order and
dominate a restructured utopia.
Authoritarian parties operate under no such premises.
They

are

better

termsd

"oligarchical"

than

elitist;

reflecting a broader mass base--often encompassing tens of
millions of members--than totalitarian parties.
is ascriptive,
hegemonic

not exclusive.

rather

than

monistic;

Membership

Authoritarian parties are
they

share

power

in

a

limited pluralist environment with other societal institutions, such as the mil i tary , bureaucracy, church and even
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opposition parties.
governance

rather

concerns control,

Authoritarian parties imply forms of
than

utopian

futures.

not transformation.

proselytizing vanguard conceptions.

Their

agenda

They possess no
They boast no such

all-embracing ideology, but rather a vaguer, more diffuse
"mentality."

This lack of clear referent meaning limits

authoritarian capacity to mobilize people and reduces the
attractiveness to those--such as intellectuals and students
--to whom ideals are important.
The analysis found the dichotomies between totalitarian and authoritarian parties writ-large in the politics of
the Cuban communist Party (PCC) and the Paraguayan Colorado
Party.

concomitantly, peculiar similarities inform both of

these Latin American single, official parties.
The Cuban communist Party is clearly totalitarian.
Elitism reigns in the PCC.
vanguard

and

remains

one

The party forms an exclusive
of

the

smallest

parties relative to population in the world.

totalitarian
The dominat-

ing personality of Fidel Castro during the 1960s overshadowed

the

building

of

an

autonomous

party

apparatus.

Totalitarian democratic centralism defines the structure of
command within the party.

Despite efforts since the mid-

1970s to increase the autonomy of the PCC, castro continues
to dominate the central institutions of the party, which in
turn govern all subordinate levels.

The extreme centralism
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of control reveals the starkness of Cuban totalitarianism.
The party attempts to monopolize all political and social
activity to insure the conventionalization of collective
behavior.

The official Marxist-Leninist ideology defines

the source of this committed drive for monopoly power.
But Cuban Communist ideology blurs with the personality cult of Castro.

Novel aspects of Cuban nationalism,

anti-dogmatism and guerrilla-style improvisation are thus
melded with European Marxist-Leninism.

Party ideology is

at least as much Fidelista as comunista.

The party remains

an extension of Castro's charismatic authority and subordinate to his personal power.
Less categorical conclusions obtain in the analysis of
the ruling Colorado party under Alfredo stroessner.

The

Colorados represented a hybrid party; mixing elements of
totalitarianism with authoritarianism.
The party was not elitist, but oligarchical.
base,

comprising some 20% of the population, belied any

notion of an elite, totalitarian cadre.
ascriptive or mandatory, not exclusive.
by

Its mass

repulsed

by

the

simile,

but

Membership t-las
stroessner would

democratic

centralism

defined the organization of command amongst Colorados in
form and fact, if not in name.

Hierarchical and monologual

articulation flowed from stroessner on down to subordinate
uni ts lacking, as in Cuba, SUbsystem autonomy.

As in a
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totalitarian system, the party buckled to the state, performing a "capillary" function: penetrating and controlling
society at all levels via an elaborate network of spies,
informers,

and

discipline,

front

organizations designed

militancy

and

disperse

to maintain

propaganda

and

patronage.
But the limited pluralism of political life and the
actual tolerance of a modicum of opposition ameliorated the
totalitarian direction of the Colorado party.

The party

constituted a key pillar of support for stroessner, but it
competed for power with the military,

bureaucracy,

state

and powerful economic groups.
Finally, a militancy existed amongst Colorados similar
to the revolutionary fervor of totalitarian cadres.

But

this had less t.o do wit.h ideology than a generations-old
partisanship
culture.

(correligionarismo). and bifurcated political

A vague "mentality" informed the ideals of the

Colorados.

Aside from virulent nationalism bordering on

xenophobia and an almost maniacal anti-communism, no totalist utopian vision or transformation of values propelled
the Colorados.

At base the party remained an authoritar-

ian, personalist, patronage vehicle for stroessner.
Chapter

Four

examined

intimidation,

repression

authoritarian

regimes.

the

dynamics

and terror
The

in

systematic

of

political

totalitarian and
application

of
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state-directed terror was shown to be the "linchpin" of
totalitarian

regimes.

Totalitarian

terror was

distin-

guished from other acts of force and violence (oppression,
repression) in its capriciousness, ideological motivations,
psychological basis, magnitude, victims and lawlessness in
tandem with moral self-righteousness.
The ''lork emphasized that many noted scholars, particularly

Jeanne

Kirkpatrick,

consider

conditions

in

authoritarian regimes less thoroughly repressive than in
totalitarian regimes.

Totalist regimes target all forms of

autonomous organizations for suppression,
rectification .

elimination or

Authoritarian regimes generally suppress

only organized opposition and public criticism, but do not
attempt to control and refashion every aspect of human
existence.
Totalitarian terror aims to "atomize" each and every
individual

in an isolated wall of loneliness bereft of

support by any but regime-directed social bonds.

Authori-

tarian regimes strike at actual or suspected enemies in a
more selective fashion, but not harmless citizens without
political

opinions.

No attempt is made to

emaSCUlate

previously autonomous groups to create a "mass" society.
Ideological fanaticism towards utopian futures propels
totalitarian
compUlsion

terror.
to

employ

Authoritarian
totalitarian

regimes
levels

lack
of

this

terror,
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precisely because they do not attempt to transform society
and realize a completely new system of values.
The

magnitude

of

totalitarian

terror

is

generally

greater within a revolutionary system lacking countervailing

powers

regimes.

or

the

limited

pluralism

of

authoritarian

Totalitarian regimes quarry entire social cate-

gories or classes of people on the basis of collective
guilt,

without regard

Authoritarian

for culpability of specific acts.

regimes

normally

prey

upon

individuals

suspected of taking stands against the autocratic order,
but not neutral or apolitical citizens.
Finally,

totalitarian terror

lawlessness exhibits

a

moral self-righteousness and masquerades as constitutionalism,

culminating in the passionate myth of unanimity and

the ideal of conflictlessness.

This wholesale disregard

for all existing norms is generally absent under authoritarianism.

Though autocratic and coercive, authoritarian

regimes reflect more calculable, limited, pragmatic designs
and remain largely bound by custom, convention and within
ths' parameters of an established legal system.
Cuba

under

Castro

conforms

to

the

larger,

totalitarian taxonomy

in certain aspects,

yet

gruent

No

Latin

in

others.

other

state

in

general

is inconAmerica

approaches Cuba's total control of citizen's lives.
inherent

incompatibility exits between individual

An

rights
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The elaborate

and the monopolistic claims of the state.

network of restraints discourages individuality and nonconformity and promotes instead the new socialist "mass man"
and

corresponding

closely

atomization

corresponds

to

the

of

societal

prototypical

models operationalized by Arendt,

life.

Cuba

totalist

state

Brzezinski,

Friedrich,

Linz and others.
Yet Cuba is unique among totalitarian regimes in its
limited use of large-scale terror.

Moderation derives from

the exodus of hundreds of thousands of recalcitrants to the
United states; the building of mass organizations to structure compliant political participation; the internalization
of desired values; regime substitutio."O of arbitrary terror
for more calculable,

isolated forms of coercion and the

charm and skill of Fidel.

still, entire groups of suspect

categories, such as writers, artists and religious believers remain targets of continued repression, revealing the
totalitarian

intolerance

of

"islands

beyond the control of the state.

of

separateness"

The characteristic total-

itarian lawlessness and moral self-righteousness joins in
the continued harassment, arrest, exile, torture and execution of these heretics by the Cuban regime.
Like

Castro's

Cuba,

coercion

and

control

in

stroessner's Paraguay lacks homeostasis with the larger
authori tarian paradigm and shares some basic features of

--
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totalitarianism.

Fundamentally, however, the stronato was

more authoritarian than totalitarian.

Unlike totalitarian

Cuba, the Paraguayan regime sought political passivity and
obedience rather than enthusiastic participation and mobilization.

The

state

penetrated societal

life

far

less

directly and extensively than in Cuba, and society remained
pluralist within

limited

boundaries.

Terror was

never

employed "scientifically" in order to atomize individuals.
Lacking any passion for unanimity concomitant to a single
ideology, the regime never targeted whole classes of people
on

the

basis

of

collective

guilt.

Repression,

when

employed,

was prophylactic and selective against real or

potential

dissidents,

political

views.

stroessner's

used

but
A

not harmless

traditional

repression

maintain power and privilege.

for

citizens without

dictatorship

personal

like

purposes;

to

No totalitarian mission to

drive people into a transformed utopian future exited.
But a
the control

totalitarian atmosphere permeated Paraguay in
of maj or

insti tutions of the nation by the

single,

o:ificial party and the· regime's extensive intel-

ligence

apparatus.

While

a

"tolerated"

opposition--the

Catholic Church, its peasant league affiliates and legally
recognized
ordinate

opposition

role--usually

parties willing
enjoyed a

to

modicum

accept
of

a

sub-

freedom

to

organize and operate, the "intolerable" Communist Party and

------------
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liberal reformers were subject to all the terrors of a
lawless police-state.

The machinery of control was totali-

tarian in scope, but the rudimentary nature of the political system,

the relative retardation of the systems of

transportation and communication, the limited pluralism of
societal life and parameters of custom and convention all
combined to blunt any efforts to totalitarianize.
factors

rendered

the

regime

authoritarian

in

These
actual

application.
Chapter Five argued that the insistence on mass participation

and

enthusiasm

distinguishes

regimes from other non-democracies.

totalitarian

Totali tarian regimes

involve (at least in theory) universal participation of all
citizens in the political system.

Furthermore, a totali-

tar ian dictatorship promotes the myth of a mass or perfect
democracy; deriving legitimacy from the infallible, politicized masses, represented by the party, in turn represented
by the dictator exercising total, unrestrained power.
Authoritarian systems, in comparison,
exclusionary or de-mobilizational.
lar

involvement;

they avoid

They do not seek popu-

it.

Authoritarian regimes

demand obedience, not participation.
mass approbation and legitimacy.
ideology and mass base,

are typically

They care less about

Lacking a legitimizing

they develop and rely more on

effective mechanisms of repression· and administration.
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Instead of a passion for unanimity, a verve for resignation
and

fatalism

amongst

the

masses

informs

authoritarian

elites.
Mobilization--organized, induced and intensive political participation--performs a variety of functions under
totalitarianism.

These include instituting, defining and

maintaining the new order; providing an impetus and rationale to harnessed mass action; delineating new modes of
behavior;

and perpetuating

"mass democracy"

and

regime

legitimation.
Castro's Cuba conforms to key tenets of totalitarian
mobilization.

Those who remain in Cuba must participate.

Revolutionary participation means constant,
voting

agitation organized

direct,

and manipulated

to

non-

support,

define and maintain the regime; to carry out its trans formative goals, including new modes of thought and action,
and legitimize the government.

Fundamental challenges to

the regime or basic policy orientations are forbidden.

For

the vast majority, participation occurs via involvement in
regime-sanctioned mass rallies and institutions such as the
party-controlled

mass

organizations;

particularly

Committees for the Defense of the Revolution.
ticipation

in Cuba

remains

the

Mass par-

exceptionally high,

largely

because the costs of nonparticipation are higher.

--------------

-
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Stroessner's Paraguay was unique for a fundamentally
authoritarian regime in terms of mass participation; lying
between
regimes

the

extremes

of

revolutionary,

like Cuba and the reactionary,

mobilizational
de'Mbbilizational

authoritarian regimes like Somoza's Nicaragua.

Stroessner

controlled and managed participation; prodding the masses
into celebrating stroessner, but little else.
arrangements

co-opted

and

represented

Corporatist

important

social

groups functionally while clientelist reciprocal loyalties
and obligations fostered regime support among the masses.
These ancient institutional arrangements and interpersonal
relationships, together with Stroessner's own totalitarian
"urge" and political machinations, furthered the scope and
penetration of civil society by the Stronato.

The regime

exhibited a broader base than regional authoritarian counterparts.

Like Cuba, the Stroessner regime was mass-based,

although the masses did not actually govern.

Unlike Cuba,

political life in Paraguay was only politicized, penetrated
and regulated to the extent that it was relevant for the
maintenance of power.

ANALYTICAL CONCLUSIONS
Stroessner's

dictatorship

suggests

the

approximation to an authori tarian regime.

closest

The stronato

remained an old-fashioned police-state, with Stroessner the

------------ --

-

---
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classic strong-man: characterized by a dominant party but
allowing other, ineffectual parties to operate in a limited
environm~nt;

pluralist

exercising

significant

oppression

and repression, but little wide-spread terror: and lacking
sustained

mobilization

of

enthusiasm

and

virtually

no

ideology nor millenary aims.
Yet,
history

certain
and

culture

authoritarian
"impulse."

special

mode

characteristics

facilitated
to

a

going

system

of

beyond

with

a

Paraguay's
the

usual

totalitarian

Even by the bizarre standards of Latin Ameri-

ca's despotic history, Paraguay stands apart.

No nation in

Latin America has a more firmly rooted authoritarian political

legacy

t~?n

Paraguay.

The rigid theocracy of the

Jesuit reducciones melded into the stringent despotisms of
Dr.

Jose Gaspar Rodriguez de Francia,

Francisco

Solano

Lopez

following

Antonio Lopez and

independence.

These

caudillos, ruling in the formative years of national life,
perpetuated a tradi ticn of intolerance to opposition and
dissent,

political repression,

centralism and exaggerated

adulation of strongman leadership.

Paraguay's involvement

in two of the bloodiest wars (the Triple Alliance, 1865-70:
the Chaco, 1932-35) in the continent's history enhanced the
position of the armed forces as national saviors, fostering
martial values and conditioning Paraguayans to accept and
equate militarism with independence and pride.

Praetorian
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intervention in politics became the norm after the Chaco
War as military leaders
ruled

Wl.'+-1..
... u

monotonous

replete with Fascist overtones
impunity,

paving

the

way

for

stroessner's own golpe in 1954.
The existence of such a unique and persistent pattern
of authoritarianism looms as a factor nurturing and sustaining a public psychologically adjusted and habituated to
dictatorship.

Having known no other political arrangement

than autocracy,

the people boasted no expectations of a

more balanced polity under stroessner.

Politically naive,

apathetic and xenophobic, paraguayans accepted stroessner
(exalted with
Continuer ll )

1;h~----o-.appropriate

title "EI Continuador"--IIThe

more or less willingly as congruent with the

history, and culture of the nation.

The readiness to obey,

to follow blindly, seems almost intrinsic to the Paraguayan
personality.

More than one writer has noted what Daniel

Friedenburg terms "a people accustomed to absolute obedience." 1

The English traveler Richard Burton, writing a

century ago, elaborated on the linkages between the submissive character of Paraguayos and the proto-totalitarianism
of the political culture:
••• in the organization of those early times, we
find ••• the sterile, extravagant theocratic despotism which made the race what it still is, an
1Daniel
Visiting the
1965): 5.

M. Friedenburg, ilReport From Paraguay:
17th century, " The New Leader (November,
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automaton .•• knowing no rule but that of their
superiors and whose history may be summed up as
absolute submission, fanaticism, blind obedience,
[and] heroic devotion to the tyrants that rule
it. 2
In short,

authoritarianism is endemic to Paraguayan

history and culture, fostering the political values of the
nation.

The fundamental norms of Paraguayan society wax

autocratic,

supporting an

dictatorship:

stroessner

extremely strong tradition
being

only

the

most

of

recent

example.
Cuba exhibits almost all tilE:: operational featllres that
together define the totalitarian syndrome and distinguish
this newer

form

of dictatorship

from other autocracies.

These include a predominate leader; single, official monopolistic party; utopian ideology; the utilization of coercion and control to transform private morality;

and the

mobilization of mass enthusiasm deriving regime legitimation.

castro's Cuba, unlike stroessner's Paraguay, consis-

tently

attempts

to

change

human behavior and transform

particularist loyalties from the family, class or village
into loyalty to the country, party and ideology.
Yet
distinct,
sui

Cuba,

like

Paraguay,

remains

a

case

apart:

tropical variation of totalitarianism,

generis

historical

2 Quoted
in
Informal History
1949), pp. 95-96.

experience

and

Latin

a

melding

American,

Paraguay: An
Harris Gaylord Warren,
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,

..

~

....
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Cuba remains the only

caudillistic sociocultural values.
coro~unist

party

totalitarian regime to emerge absent a vanguard

apparatus

at

charismatic moral

the

helm.

authori ty ,

Instead,
deriving

Fidel

from

Castro's

the hispanic

legacy of caudillaje, rather than any institutional basis
of leadership, culminated in the revolutionary transformation of politics, man and culture in Cuba.

Even today, the

Partido comunista Cubana remains an extension of Castro I s
authority, rather than an autonomous institution.
Similarly,

the ideology of socialist Cuba bears Castro's

indelible imprint and exhibits more "Fidelist" guerrilla
improvisation
doctrinaire

and

anti-organizational

Marxi~t-Leninism.

tendencies

"castroism"

than

represents

a

peculiar melding of Latin America's personalist and revolutionary tradition and Europe's socialist tradition.

In

Cuba, Castro has created party and state in his own image.
Castro:s personality cult permeates the regime; congruing
with the totalitarian model, but also deriving from a more
general unique hispanic caudillo tradition.
Fidel Castro remains,

following Alfredo Stroessner's

overthrow, the longest-ruling contemporary leader in Latin
America.

Castro, after Stroessner, also certainly persists

as the region's last caudillo; a near-anachronistic remnant
of a

style of personalism flourishing in Cuba long after

such

classic

figures

are

little

more

than

-

historical

---

-------------------------.-
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remembrance elsewhere.
socialist caudillo.

But

Castro

is

a

totalitarian,

After thirty years, Castro remains the

messianic comandante; the fount of wisdom and legitimacy;
the inspirational guide for the transformation of man and
cuI ture towards a communist utopia in Cuba.
Cuba,

In Castro's

the stark absolutism of totalitarianism is cast in

the pseudo-scientific form of a modern ideology and the
mystical union of personalism and violence that defines
caudillism.

Uniquely Cuban/ Latin American factors meld

with the larger, general totalitarian taxonomy.
The

Cuban

and

Paraguayan

experiences

suggest

that

totalitarian and authoritarian regimes vary in direction,
degree of intensity, and totality.

The case stUdies imply

that the larger taxonomies are more ordi1al than nominal;
more or less?? rather than final, ilttL"'nl.ltable forms.
British

theoretician

Leonard

Shapiro

suggests,

As the
totali-

tarianism is more in the nature of a spectrum:
..• just as on a spectrum one colour shades into
the next, yet at certain points one distinct
colour is clearly discernable, so there comes a
point where a totalitarian regime is clearly
discernable,
even if this or that feature
associated with it is absent or weak. 3
In this sense, the concept of totalitarianism represents an ideal type.

A system designated as totalitarian

possesses s.ignificant totalitarian contours and features,
3Leonard Shapiro, Totalitarianism (New York: Praeger,
1972), p. 124.

_. .
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not that it is fully totalitarian.
tight

and

looser

controls

shown

The oscillation between
in the

Cuban

case

(or

China, for that matter) does not, however, mean the regime
is no longer totalitarian.
dramatically
terror,
regime

illustrates the persistence of totalitarian

or more pointedly,
find

The Tiananmen Square crackdown

it necessary.

its

reappearance,

should the

Totalitarian regimes attempt

total control over all aspects of the life of their subj ects:

that they fall short of the ideal model does not

alter the inclination.
In this vein,

Juan Linz notes the "thaw"

in soviet

total i tarianism and acknowledges the grey zone regarding
the specific character of non-democracies, reflected in the
increasing
terms

like

use

of

various

acrobatic

and

even

ludicrous

post-totalitarian,4

rationalized-totalitarian,

welfare-state authoritarianism,

neo-feudalism, authoritar-

ian-bureaucratic-oligarchy, totalitarianism-without-terror,
etc.

Yet Linz' typology--upon which this study is largely

based--rests upon the assumption that some basic characteristics determine if a regime leans
tar ian or authoritarian pole. 5

close~

to the totali-

A totalitarian regime is

4see , for example, Richard Lowenthal's use of this
term in his "Beyond Totalitarianism," in Irving Howe, ed.,
1984 Revisited (New York: Harper and ROw, 1983), pp. 246-267.
5Juan Linz, "Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes,"
in Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby, eds., Handbook of
Political Science 3 (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1975), p.
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certainly, inherently, authoritarian.

But an authoritarian

regime is not necessarily, or even usually, totalitarian.
Totalitarianism remains a valuable political construct
for designating the rise and novelty of certain forms of
twentieth-century

dictatorships

other autocracies.

radically

different

Totalitarian regimes are guided by a
They employ

pseudo-scientific, all-encompassing ideology.
technologically

advanced

(massive terror,
ism)

from

instruments

of

political

mass media, mass-production,

power

industrial-

for the purpose of mobilizing people, destroying the

boundary

between

politicization,
Rousseauian

state

and

society

compulsory

consensus

for

and

effecting total

organization

comprehensive

and

complete

societal

recon-

struction.
holi:~tic,

The

"totalist"

thrust,

as

the

root word

implies, distinguishes totalitarianism from other forms of
contemporary dictatorships.
attempting to
economic
society

and

control
cultural

everything

forbidden,

nothing

all

The term applies to regimes
aspects

life.

of political,

"Whereas

is

permitted

that

is

permitted

in

in
is

social,

authori tar ian
not

explicitly

totalitarian society

that is not explicitly authorized. n6
333.

6Robert Nisbet, prejudices: A Philosophical Dictionary
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982), cited in Fred
Willhoite,
Power and Governments (Pacific Grove,
CA:
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Totalitarianism has become an essential part of the
lexicon of contemporary political discourse in designating
twentieth-century dictatorships perfecting the instrumentalities

of

autocracy.

The

concept

conveys fundamental

distinctions between such systems and all other autocracies, classified as authoritarian.

Empirical understanding

of comparative politics requires the use of more than one
category for autocratic systems.

To simply call all such

regimes

important

"authoritarian"

obscures

distinctions.

To classify the Castro regime as "single-party authoritarian" would be to lump it together with the Mexican PRI
system with the obvious and important differences inherent
in

Mexico's

semi-democratic

opposition parties,

polity

including

public criticism of the

lack of ideological coordination, control,
and

a

strong private sector outside

tolerated

regime,

the

and coherence,

of regime control.

"What new light have we shed on their specific character?"
demands Walter Laqueur.

"What is the point of replacing

[totalitarianism] with a label covering political systems
which have nothing in common?,,16
'the

totalitarian

attempts

to

replace

Totalitarianism's

Been,

model

continued

remains,

it

with

employment

weathering

failed

something

new.

is

necessary

if

16Wal ter Laqueur, "Is There Now, or Has There Ever
Such a Thing as Totalitarianism?" Commentary 80

(1985): 30.

_.
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scholars intend to communicate clearly about differences in
autocracies.

Reiterating a leitmotif of Friedrich's, who

spawned the typological brainchild of the construct, there
is no need to invent new and weird adjectival constructs to
identify the central features of this non-democratic regime
type, other than to say it is "totalitarian.,,17

17Carl J. Friedrich and Zbigniew K. Brzezinski,
Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy 2nd ed., (New York:
Praeger, 1965), p. 44; Carl J. Friedrich, "The Evolving
Theory and Practice of Totalitarian Regimes," in Carl ,J.
Friedrich, Michael curtis and Benjamin R. Barber,
Totalitarianism in Perspective (New York: Praeger, 1969),
p. 124.
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